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Abstract
The Christian Founder-Leader: QuaHties Necessary for Founding an
Effective Ministry of Evangehsm and Discipleship, v^ith Case
Studies of Founders
by
Robert F. Boyd, Jr.
The writer of this dissertation constructed a profile describing the
necessary qualities of an effective Christian founder-leader from a study of
the leadership literature. He then tested and refined that profile through
three case studies of living founder-leaders of effective ministries of
evangelism and discipleship.
From an analysis of the Biblical, historical, and modem leadership
literature, the researcher developed a new theoretical profile of the
Christian founder-leader as a (1) Visionary, (2) Model, and (3) Enabler.
To support, reject, or modify his proposed profile, he then conducted case
studies of international evangelists Luis Palau, founder of the Luis Palau
Evangelistic Association, and John Guest, founder of John Guest
Evangelistic Team, as well as Elmer Thompson, co-founder ofWorldteam
(formerly West Indies Mission).
The case studies involved researching written sources descriptive of
the founder-leaders and their organizations, conducting personal interviews
with the founder-leaders and their inner circle of leadership, and recording
on-site observations in a journal during the writer's multi-day visits to the
international headquarters of each organization.
From the case studies, the author identified nearly forty leadership
components which described the founder-leaders. From these, he isolated
nine "essential leadership components", which all (or nearly all) sources in
every case study identified as describing an effective founder-leader.
Three of these nine essential leadership components, vision, focus,
and dependence on God, appear to specifically depict the proposed
Visionary facet of leadership. Three more components, gospel preaching
and/or Bible teaching, action/involvement in ministry, and initiative,
specifically depict the Model facet. Three final components, a team
(concept ofministry), delegation, and being a relationship builder,
specifically depict the Enabler facet.
These case study results strongly supported the proposed profile, but
they also refined it. The refined profile describes an effective founder-
leader of a ministry of evangelism and discipleship as (1) a Godly
Visionary, v^ith a God-given vision and focus, (2) a Ministry Model, who
exercises God-given gifts to serve others, and (3) a Team Builder, who
builds strategic relationships with others to accomplish the vision.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Study
1
How does a person begin and lead an effective ministry of
evangelism and discipleship? Many writers feel the need for effective
Christian leadership has never been greater. McKenna, surveying the
contemporary Christian landscape, asks, "Who will lead us" (8)? The
public's confidence in Christian leaders has fallen dramatically in the
United States in recent years, with just 52% of surveyed Americans giving
clergy a "very high" or "high" mark for ethics and honesty (1993 Gallup
Poll, qtd. in National and International Religion Report). And though the
percentage of evangelicals is slowly increasing, the percentage of
Americans who profess Christianity is steadily declining (Johnstone 564,
1993). The church needs effective leaders who can help restore and
strengthen its credibility and reach Americans for Christ.
If the need for effective Christian leadership in America is crucial to
help reach the unreached, the need for effective Christian leadership in the
world is even greater. At current rates of growth, only 34. 1 % of the
world will profess to be Christians in 2000 A.D. (Barrett 23). This leaves
65.9%, or approximately 4.1 billion people (of the world's estimated
population of 6.3 billion) who will not profess Christ, and whom the Bible
would define as lost and separated from God (apart from children below
the age of accountability) (John 3:18, Acts 4:13). Of these, 16.6% or over
one billion, will be completely unevangelized, having never heard of Christ
or the gospel (Barrett 23). And an estimated 3,915 people groups (out of
the world's 1 1,874) have not yet heard the gospel (Johnstone 27).
2One response to the world's enormous need for the gospel and the
perceived inattention ofmany traditional denominational structures to meet
this need has been the proliferation of parachurch ministries. Parachurch
organizations are "voluntary, not-for-profit associations of Christians
working outside denominational control to achieve some specific ministry
or social service" (Shelley, "Parachurch Groups" 863). More than 21,000
parachurch groups are now active around the world (Siewert and Kenyon,
Mission Handbook 6) with over 10,000 in the United States alone (Shelley,
"Parachurch Groups" 864). Many of these ministries "dwarf the parallel
ministries in the major denominations" (Shelley 864). By the mid-1990's,
world-wide Christian giving to nondenominational agencies will surpass
giving to the institutional church (Siewert and Kenyon 6).
While they have multiplied in this century, parachurch ministries are
as old as Justin Martyr's ministry in Rome and Clement's school in
Alexandria (Shelley, "The Parachurch Vision" 42). In fact, most new
movements in church history arose outside institutional church structures.
For example, the Lutheran Reformation began as a movement outside the
existing church, and the Methodist movement begun by John Wesley was a
parachurch movement operating alongside, but outside the control of, the
Anglican church until it became a church itself after Wesley's death. Many
parachurch organizations seem to arise in order to help refocus the
church's vision on its original task of evangelism and discipleship, and to
be vehicles for the fulfillment of the Great Commission.
Yet, despite a proliferation of new efforts to reach the unreached,
both through the institutional church and through parachurch
organizations, major problems remain in fulfilling the Great Commission.
First, most churches and parachurch groups focus only a small percentage
3of their efforts on reaching the unreached. Barrett, in his comprehensive
survey ofmissions, concludes that currently 91.6% of all evangelistic
invitations ("to become Christ's disciples") are offered to "professing
Christians," v^ith only 8. 1 % offered to "evangelized non-Christians" and
0.3% to "the evangelized" (International Bulletin ofMissionary Research.
1993).
Second, church and parachurch evangelistic efforts vary greatly in
their effectiveness. Even the Southem Baptist Church, perhaps the most
evangelistic large American denomination, records an average of only five
conversions (as recorded by baptism) per local church per year (Home
Mission Board report, 1989). And the percentage of professing Christians
w^orldwide is projected to rise less than 1% (from 33.7 to 34.1%) in the
three decades from 1970 to 2000 (Barrett 23), while evangelical Christians
will grow from approximately four to nearly 6% of the world's population
in this time (Johnstone 25). While such growth is commendable, clearly
the church (including parachurch groups) could be far more effective in
fulfilling the Great Commission, especially when compared with the early
church and its phenomenal record of presenting the gospel to the
unreached, and of explosive growth through conversion (Acts).
One way to fulfill the Great Commission is to increase the
effectiveness of already existing church and parachurch organizations. But
the size of the task and the vast number of unmet opportunities reveals a
need also for new and more effective ministries to help reach unreached
people groups and individuals with the gospel.
How can effective new ministries of evangelism and discipleship be
founded and led without effective leaders? Researchers on effective
organizations concur that effective leadership is the most important key in
4organizational effectiveness (Hershey and Blanchard 85; Fielder 3). Cox
notes, "An organization will never rise above the quality of its leadership"
(39). The quality of a leader has been defined in recent years primarily in
terms of his or her effectiveness (Hunter 7).
The need for effective new ministries to reach the unreached calls
for effective Christian founder-leaders to begin such ministries. But what
makes a Christian founder-leader effective?
Few have addressed the proper criteria for founder-leaders, and
specifically founder-leaders of ministries of evangelism and discipleship.
However, the Christian and secular literature on leadership offers many
insights applicable to the leadership of either new or existing organizations.
Researchers agree that one of the key factors in a leader's
effectiveness is vision, or his or her ability to form a clear image of a
desirable future and to organize all efforts toward the accomplishments of
that vision. This principle is equally true of Christian leaders. George
Bama asserts:
In every one of the growing, healthy (i.e. user friendly)
churches I have studied, a discernible link has been forged
between the spiritual and numerical growth of those
congregations and the existence, articulation, and widespread
ownership of God's vision for ministry by the leaders and
participants of the church. (12)
Writers on leadership agree on the necessity of a clear vision for the
effective leader. Yet this researcher has found very little written on the
founding leader and his or her need for a strong vision, apart from books
and articles written on planting churches. During his examination of a
wide range of well-known secular and Christian books on leadership and of
the periodical literature written in the last ten years, he has not found a
5single article or book addressing the need for vision or other key qualities
in the founder-leader of a ministry of evangelism and discipleship. Yet the
founding leader has the greatest need of a clear vision for the future,
because his or her vision will shape the entire future of the organization.
Most of the leadership literature focuses on translating vision into
reality through working with people. Hershey and Blanchard, Kouzes and
Posner, and other prominent researchers have indicated that human
relations is the most important leadership skill. Writers on Christian
leadership concur. For example, Schaller comments that leaders cannot
function in an isolated, but rather a "complex social setting" (148). The
vast majority ofmanagement and leadership literature deals with the
leadership of people in an already existing organization (Stogdill; Hershey
and Blanchard; and others). This researcher has found little literature
dealing with the selection, recruitment, and training of people in the
founding of a new organization. While the extensive literature on
leadership and management is very helpful to the prospective founder-
leader, few insights are available on the unique abilities and strategies
necessary for founding a new ministry.
The history of the church has been marked by great founder-leaders
God has raised up to accomplish His purposes in the world. Yet the
population of the world today ~ and its need for Christ ~ is greater than
ever before. One may well ask, "Who will lead us" (McKenna 8)? How
can one become an effective leader, and especially an effective founder-
leader of an organization focused on reaching the world for Christ?
6Context of the Problem
This researcher is an International Speaker with Campus Crusade for
Christ, with the privilege of being one of nine full-time speakers among a
U.S. staff of over 3,000 in Campus Crusade. He began this ministry with
Campus Crusade in 1985 and has led it ever since. This has been a wide-
reaching ministry - he has spoken to thousands of students from over 100
university campuses in the last eight years, and by the grace ofGod, seen
hundreds each year (on the average) indicate a decision to receive Christ
into their lives. But it has been a solo ministry, with no full-time staff
serving directly with him (except when working with campus staff in
evangelistic campaigns or at conferences/retreats where he is speaking).
A solo ministry severely limits the amount of work one
evangelist/teacher can do in reaching people for Christ. This writer is
interested in founding and leading a new team ministry of evangelism and
discipleship, in order to be far more effective in reaching people for
Christ. Such a transition to an organized team ministry is essential in order
to (1) expand the ministry's scope and (2) move from an evangelistic and
teaching ministry primarily oriented to students in the United States to a
mass evangelistic and teaching ministry targeted toward whole communities
and cities in the United States and overseas.
Rationale Underlying the Study
Principles from the extensive secular literature on leadership are
often applied to Christian leadership (Engstrom, The Art of Management).
These principles are extremely helpful. However, since the secular
literature incorporates a non-Christian worldview, its applicability to
Christian leadership is limited. Wagner comments, "While the church is
7subject to many principles of human organizational management, it is much
more than a mere human organization. It is the body of Christ" (132).
For example, the purpose of Christian leadership is radically
different than that of secular leadership. Its purpose is not to exercise
power, but to serve others (Mark 10:42-45; Sanders 184). And the source
of Christian leadership is also different. Duewel asserts, "No alternative to
the Holy Spirit is available for the Christian leader" (27). Because of these
fundamental differences between secular and Christian leadership, the
literature on secular leadership, while very valuable, teaches only part of
what is needed for the Christian leader.
The extensive literature on Christian leadership highlights its
distinctiveness (Smith; Cedar; McKenna; Wagner: Schaller; and others).
However, most of this literature assumes an organizational base and the
existence of a team, rather than addressing the need of the Christian
founder-leader to build a team and an organization from scratch.
One can deduce principles for effective founding leadership from the
many biographies of effective Christian founder-leaders (e.g. Taylor,
Spiritual Secret). But this writer knows of no general profile, or
paradigm, describing the effective Christian founder-leader. Therefore, it
appears a need exists for research synthesizing the characteristics ofmany
effective Christian founder-leaders into a single profile of the effective
Christian founder-leader. A study appropriate for constructing such a
profile can deduce key principles on founding leadership from the
leadership literature, and test those deductions by conducting case studies of
highly effective founder-leaders. This study focused on founders of
ministries of evangelism and discipleship.
8Significance of the Study
The yast literature on leadership teaches present and future leaders
the necessary qualifications and tasks inyolyed in leading organizations. A
growing literature on innovation and entrepreneurship instructs founding
leaders of business organizations how to begin and lead their businesses
effectively. However, no recent book or article encountered by this author
addresses the qualities necessary for the founder-leader of a ministry of
evangelism and discipleship.
The significance of this study was its attempt to develop an adequate
profile describing the founder-leader of an effective ministry of
evangelism and discipleship. Such a profile can enable current and future
founder-leaders to understand what strengths are necessary to begin and
lead an effective new ministry. While the study focused on founding a
ministry of evangelism and discipleship, the qualities necessary for
beginning such a ministry may apply in a more general way to founding
any type ofministry.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine the essential
characteristics and actions of the founder of an effective team ministry of
evangelism and discipleship. Effective ministry leaders exhibit a wide
variety of gifts and personalities. But which qualities are common to all
effective founder-leaders, and therefore may be considered essential?
This study sought to understand two kinds of qualities found among
effective founder-leaders: (1) their personal characteristics and (2) their
leadership actions, often referred to as their leadership style. The first of
these qualities, personal characteristics, describes who the founders are.
9The second of these quaUties, leadership style, refers to what the founders
do.
Through a study of (1) the leadership literature and (2) case studies
of highly effective founder-leaders ofministries of evangelism and
discipleship, this author developed a reasonably accurate profile describing
the effective founder-leader of a ministry of evangelism and discipleship.
Statement of Research Questions
Research Question 1
What do the Bible, church history, and the leadership literature
reveal to be the essential qualities and actions of effective founder-leaders
ofministries of evangelism and discipleship?
Research Question 2
What do current, highly effective ministries of evangelism and
discipleship reveal to be the essential qualities and actions of their founder-
leaders?
Operational Question 1. What do written or recorded sources about
the effective founder-leaders being studied reveal to be their essential
qualities and actions?
Operational Ouestion 2. What do interviews with these effective
founder-leaders and key officials of their organizations reveal to be their
essential qualities and actions?
Operational Ouestion 3. What do on-site observations of these
effective ministries of evangelism and discipleship reveal to be their
essential qualities and actions?
Methodology of the Project
This project took a two-fold approach in determining the essential
qualities and actions of effective founder-leaders ofministries of
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evangelism and discipleship. First, the writer did a wide-ranging study of
the BibUcal, historical, and current literature on leadership, analyzing and
then synthesizing it into a coherent, theoretical profile describing the
effective founder-leader of a ministry. He undertook a more detailed study
of the ministries of Paul and Nehemiah (from the Bible), as well as those of
Patrick (of Ireland) and John Wesley, as part of the literature review.
Second, this investigator conducted case studies of three modem
founders of highly effective ministries of evangelism and discipleship, in
order to test the theoretical profile derived from the literature review and
analysis. The data from these two studies, the literature review and the
case studies, formed the basis for developing a more highly defined profile
of the founder of an effective ministry of evangelism and discipleship.
Choosing the Case Studies
In order to define "effective ministries of evangelism and
discipleship" for the purposes of this study, the following criteria applied
to each of the modem ministries used in the case studies:
1 . The mission of the ministry is helping to fulfill the Great Commission
through evangelism and discipleship. Examples include mission
agencies involved in church planting, and evangelistic associations
which minister primarily outside local churches. Parachurch
organizations which exist primarily to serve existing church members
or to render humanitarian aid, provide physical assistance, or do social
work are not included. Examples of such organizations include relief
organizations and missions which primarily assist already existing
churches in other countries.
2. The ministry is a team ministry, with a minimum of five full-time
people on its staff. The minimum number "five" (or more) was
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chosen to focus the study on ministries with at least a fairly well-
established, diverse team. This criterion is included because the
author has discovered from Biblical and leadership studies, and his
own ministry, that a team is vital in order to expand the scope of a
ministry to reach its full potential.
3. Ministries to be studied are successful in at least four ways:
a. They are evangelistically fruitful: generally speaking, over 70% of
their budget and time are designated for direct evangelism and
discipleship, and these ministries are done in a manner that clearly
presents the gospel to the unreached and yields significant fruit in
responsive cultures.
Also, the organizations emphasize both evangelism and
discipleship, whether directly or through churches or other
organizations.
b. The organization has a track record of at least three years of
effective ministry.
c. The organization is financially healthy (without long term debt)
and has high standards of financial accountability (for example,
membership in ECFA (Evangelical Council for Financial
Accountability) for large organizations.
d. The leaders have a reputation for personal integrity.
4. The ministry is a parachurch, rather than a church. Using Ralph
Winter's terminology, it is a sodality rather than a modality: a "task-
oriented structure" like a business (for example, the missionary team
of Paul and Barnabas), rather than a "people-oriented structure" (like
a local church) (Wagner 142-144).
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5. The ministry has a Hving founder, so that first-hand data collection
from the founder-leader yields the most accurate picture possible of
founding leadership (as opposed to second-hand data collection about a
former (deceased) founder).
Data Collection Procedure
According to these criteria, the researcher chose three prominent
founder-leaders and their organizations as subjects. He conducted case
studies of international evangelists Luis Palau (founder of the Luis Palau
Evangelistic Association) and John Guest (founder of the John Guest
Evangelistic Team), and of missionary Elmer Thompson (co-founder of
Worldteam).
A three-fold approach was used in collecting data in the case studies,
to ensure as great an accuracy as possible through triangulation of the data.
First, the writer studied documents of the organization and
biographies of its founder, when available, to discem the history and
current status of the organization and its founder.
Second, he conducted structured interviews with members of the
inner circle of leadership of the organization, as well as with the founder.
Third, he kept an on-site joumal of observations describing team
dynamics, physical setting, emotional atmosphere, and other key factors
affecting the current ministry.
In order to collect this data, this researcher personally visited the
founder-leader of each ministry, his or her inner-circle of leadership, and
the headquarters of his or her ministry. This data collection enabled the
researcher to test the theoretical profile of a founder-leader developed
through the literature review in Chapter Two.
CHAPTER 2
A Selected Review of the Literature
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Leadership literature provides many insights into how to found and
lead an effective ministry. Many diverse sources contribute to leadership
literature, including Scripture, examples of great leaders in history, and a
wide variety of behavioral and social sciences, especially business
management and organization development.
This literature review provides a selective overview of:
1 . The principal teachings on leadership from secular and Christian
sources (especially as they apply to founding new ministries).
2 The principal teachings on innovation and entrepreneurship
(which especially apply to founding).
3. The lives of representative Christian founder-leaders.
Leadership
Researchers agree on the critical importance of leadership today.
Hershey and Blanchard state, "The successful organization has one major
attribute that sets it apart from unsuccessful organizations: dynamic and
effective leadership" (85). Nanus asserts, "Without leadership, an
organization is like a life boat adrift in turbulent seas with no oars, no
compass, no maps ~ and no hope" (xvii; Fiedler 3).
A writer on Christian leadership asks, "Who will lead us?"
(McKenna 8). Christian writers acknowledge that leadership is the crucial
key to the spiritual maturity of the church. Speaking as a leader to leaders,
Griffith-Thomas wrote, "We shall never take people one hair's breadth
beyond our own spiritual attainment" (Wiersbe 143). Not only is
leadership critical, but researchers agree that leadership in the last years of
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the twentieth century is far more complex and difficult than ever before
(Nanus; Peters, Liberation Management: McKenna).
The Bible teaches that godly leaders serve as one essential key in
seeing God's will accomplished on earth. Whenever God wanted to do
something great among men in Scripture, He chose a Moses, a David, a
Peter, or a Paul through whom He would lead. Oswald Sanders remarks,
"Not the promised land, but men like Moses and David and Isaiah, were
God's greatest gift to Israel, for His greatest gifts are always men" (212).
Both secular and Christian writers agree that leadership is essential.
But what is leadership?
What Is Leadership?
One finds almost as many definitions of leadership as writers on
leadership. Stogdill examines the vast array of definitions, concluding that
the writers have defined the leader as one who: is the focus of group
activity; possesses strength of personality; induces compliance; exercises
influence; causes others to act; persuades; organizes others to achieve goals;
has the role of interacting with the group to achieve goals; and initiates
structure (Handbook of Leadership 7-16). Though some of these
definitions put more emphasis on the leader and others more on the group,
they have in common a classic understanding of leadership as the exercise
of power or influence over others to accomplish common objectives.
Hershey and Blanchard's statement sums up most writers' definitions:
"Leadership is the process of influencing the activities of an individual or a
group in efforts toward goal achievement in a given situation" (86). The
wide variety in approaches to defining leadership could conceivably be
synthesized in a single broad definition: leadership is influence.
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One can discem several leadership distinctives from this definition of
leadership. First, as the old saying puts it, "A leader is someone with
followers." An achiever is not necessarily a leader. Unless a leader sees
goals accomplished through others, he or she is not a leader, but just a
practitioner (Hunter 1).
Furthermore, leadership is properly distinguished from
management. Management is "the process of optimizing human, material,
and financial contributions for the achievement of organizational goals"
(Pearce and Robinson 4). This definition, which closely parallels the
definitions ofmany other researchers, reveals two important distinctions
between management and leadership:
1. Management deals with how to utilize resources to achieve pre
determined organizational goals. But leadership deals with the broad
process of developing a vision, setting goals, and organizing resources to
achieve those goals.
2. Management involves organizational, rather than individual goals.
But leadership involves both individual and organizational goals. If
leadership involves influencing others, it can take the form of influencing
either groups or individuals. For example. Christian leadership involves
much more than achieving organizational goals. When Jesus trained his
disciples and when Paul trained Timothy, they were building individuals,
not just an organization. Therefore, Christian leadership includes the
discipleship of individuals as well as the management of groups such as a
Christian organization or a local church. In fact, the individual component
of Christian leadership is one of its most important functions.
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These distinctions demonstrate that leadership is broader than
management, but that good leadership includes good management,
especially when exercised beyond the individual level (e.g. in one-on-one
discipleship).
Although management is an essential part of leadership, a founder-
leader exemplifies the classic difference between leadership and
management more than any other kind of leader, because he or she must
envision something new. Envisioning something new is a distinctive mark
of leadership, as contrasted with management, in which people are
primarily guided along a preordained course. Therefore, the broad study
of leadership is more applicable to understanding the founder-leader than a
narrowly focused study of management theory alone. In this dissertation,
"leadership" will refer to the broad concept of leading both individuals and
groups, and to envisioning new goals and strategies, as well as to managing
others in the achievement of these goals and strategies.
The majority of modem-day research has focused on management,
rather than leadership (see Bibliography). A number of writers today
criticize traditional management teaching, contrasting it with the need for
leadership in a rapidly changing society. Kouzes and Posner assert that
traditional management teaching fosters control and stability, while
leadership requires passion, vision, and the enablement of others. Warren
Bennis, in Becoming A Leader, contrasts the two:
The manager administers; the leader innovates. The manager
is a copy; the leader is an original. The manager focuses on
systems and stmcture; the leader focuses on people. The
manager relies on control; the leader inspires tmst ... the
manager does things right. The leader does the right things.
(45)
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Vance Packard, in The Pyramid Climbers, said, "In essence,
leadership appears to be the art of getting others to want to do something
you are conyinced should be done" (qtd. in Kouzes and Posner 27).
Kouzes and Posner maintain that "if there is a clear distinction between the
process of managing and the process of leading, it is the distinction between
getting others to do and getting others to want to do" (26).
While management need not be defined in a negative way, such
researchers have provided a valuable service by pointing out that
leadership goes beyond the traditional management goals of accomplishing
organizational objectives. However, leadership must include excellent
management practices in order to "get things done through other people."
Therefore, this review of the leadership literature will incorporate much of
the literature on management.
Long before social science, the Bible and Christian writers made this
distinction between leadership and management, or "administration". For
example, two of the gifts of the Holy Spirit are said to be "leadership" and
"administration". Romans 12:8, describing some of the gifts of the spirit,
says, "he who leads, (let him do it) with diligence." The word used here
for "leads" is prohistemi. which means to "go before." This term refers to
the broad gift of leading others, as a shepherd does his sheep.
In I Corinthians 12:28 the Spirit imparts the gift of "administration"
to certain members of the church as well. The Greek word here is
kubemesis. This word literally means "a shipmaster" or "helmsman", and
it is used in this literal way in Acts 27:1 1 and Revelation 18:17. The ship's
owner charged his shipmaster with the oversight of the various functions of
the crew, to achieve the goal of getting the ship to its destination. In the
18
same way, the administrator, while he may embody the functions of a
leader as well, is primarily charged with organizing people to accomplish
the already defined objectives of the group. Thus, it may be said that the
Biblical gift of "administration" is roughly parallel to management, which
is part of the broader goal of leadership in the church.
Wagner also recognizes this distinction between leadership and
management. "Leadership captures concepts, visions, and overall
direction. Once those are established, management sees that it is done"
(87). He also understands leadership and administration in the Bible as
being basically equivalent to the concepts of leadership and management
(88, 89).
Effective administration is an essential part of leadership in the
church and in Christian organizations, as well as in secular ones. In fact, a
lack of management or administration will necessarily limit any church or
Christian organization to what one man can do. Jethro, seeing Moses
crushed by the burden of leading the children of Israel, told him "what you
are doing is not good" (Exodus 18:17). Moses was working sixty, seventy,
eighty, ninety-plus hours per week and he wasn't even doing a good job!
But through Jethro, God instructed Moses to select capable men and to
place them over the children of Israel "(to be) rulers of thousands, rulers
of hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers of tens" (Exodus 18:21). As
George Hunter explains, Moses learned that management is essential, for "a
lack of management limits the size of your ministry" (2).
Leadership includes management, but goes beyond management.
Furthermore, spiritual leadership goes beyond the concept of secular
leadership. God's goal for men and women is that they would come to
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Jesus Christ, surrender their lives to him, and be transformed into his
image (Romans 8:28-30). Therefore, if leadership is "influence," then
spiritual leadership is influencing others to follow Christ. Paul gave this
definition of his own leadership in I Corinthians 11:1: "Be followers of me,
just as I also (follow) Christ." Paul's statement sums up the two basic
dimensions of spiritual leadership, that of first following Christ, and then
that of influencing others to follow him (the "Distinctives of Christian
Leadership" are presented later in this chapter).
Having defined leadership and spiritual leadership, we must ask
another question: What is effective leadership? The criterion of
effectiveness versus ineffectiveness was delineated in the famous Ohio State
leadership studies of 1945 (Stogdill, Leader Behavior 2). Again in 1982,
effectiveness became the paramount concem of researchers in the field of
leadership (Hunter 7). Researchers take it for granted that leadership is
occurring in any group of people. But the question is: Is it effective or
ineffective leadership? To determine what makes effective leadership and
effective leaders, we must look at the process of leadership.
The Process of Leadership
Leadership is an extremely complex field because of the large
number of factors involved. The psychological djoiamics, not only in the
leader, but in his or her followers, combined with the intricacies of an
ever-changing environment, make it one of the most challenging fields of
behavioral science.
This researcher developed a seven step process of Biblical leadership
through his selected study of effective Biblical leaders. Table 2.1 presents
this seven step process, as illustrated by two of the most effective leaders in
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Scripture. This process includes: (1) the vision of the leader (which must
ultimately come from God), (2) developing a strategy by which the vision
is accomplished, (3) organizing a team. (4) modeling commitment to God
and the vision, (5) active implementation of the strategy, (6) adaptation to
overcome opposition and obstacles, and (7)multiplication of the vision by
training others to carry it out.
Table 2.1
The Process of Leadership
(Illustrated by 2 Founding Leaders in Scripture)
Steps in the Process Nehemiah Paul
Prayer for Vision to
rebuilding of Paul on road
Jerusalem to Damascus,
(Nehemiah 1) through
Ananias in
Jerusalem
(Acts 9:1-19;
13:1-3; 22:17-21;
26:14-18)
Plan to travel Journey to
travel to Jeru Gentile lands.
salem to rebuild preaching in
city (2:5) synagogues,
market places
(13:4-52)
1) Getting King's Sent l)by the
support (2:1-9) church 2) with
2) Enlisting help a team member
of leaders in (13:1-3)
Jerusalem (2:17,
18)
1. Vision
2. Strategy
3. Team (Organizing a team)
4, Modeling (throughout process)
5. Implementation (of strategy)
6. Adaptation
7 Multiplication
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Nehemiah's self Paul's obedience
lessness, leaving to Christ,
royal court and preaching and
M^orking night suffering for
and day on the the gospel
wall (entire (Acts 13-28;
book; esp. 4:21- Pauline Epistles,
23; 5:14-19) esp. I Cor. 9:1-
25; II Cor. 11:
22-32; I Thess.
11:2-10)
Joumey to Jeru Joumey to
salem, building Cypms, Asia,
of wall (2:9- preaching and
13:3) healing (13:4-
52)
Defense against Exercise of
enemies (4:6) supematural
Cleansing of power: Blinding
Evil practices opposing
in Jerusalem sorcerer
(5:8-10; 13) (13:9-11),
healings (14:
8-10), etc.
Supervised and Making disciples
delegated to (13:52; 14:21),
others: appointment of
Obuilding wall elders (14:23),
(Chap. 3) Discipleship of
2)leading the city key future leaders
(11, 12; 13:6) (e.g. 2 Timothy,
Acts 16:1-3), etc.
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The modem hterature on leadership includes a number of universal
themes, which outline a general process of leadership closely paralleling
the Biblical process. This process includes a series of basic components:
development of vision and strategy, communication and motivation,
organization of resources, implementation of strategy, supervision and
delegation, and evaluation and adaptation. Summarizing the literature on
leadership, Hershey and Blanchard indicate four universal concems:
planning, organizing, motivating, and controlling (6). Blake lists six
similar components of leadership: initiative, inquiry, advocacy, conflict-
resolution, decision making, and critique (1,2). Other prominent writers
subdivide these central concems into many more specific components
(Peters, A Passion For Excellence 5,6). Researchers agree that effective
leaders leam to master not one or two, but all of these basic components of
the leadership process.
In recent years, other prominent writers have provided a more
condensed summary of the stages of the fundamental leadership process.
Bennis and Nanus (1985) present four leadership strategies: (1) Vision
("Attention through Vision"), (2) Communication ("Meaning through
Communication"), (3) Tmst ("Trust through Positioning"), and (4)
Leaming and Adaptation ("The Deployment of Self).
Kouzes and Posner (1987) summarize the leadership process in five
basic leadership practices. These include (1) "Challenging the Process
"
(taking risks), (2) "Enabling Others", (3) "Modeling the Way", (4)
Communicating the Vision ("Inspiring a Shared Vision"), and (5)
"Encouraging the Heart".
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In contrast to much of traditional management literature, recent
writers on leadership (such as those above) have outlined a process which is
especially applicable to the founders of new organizations and ministries,
because they emphasize the critical need for vision and planning. "Leaders
are planners -- people who are willing to step out into the unknown"
(Kouzes and Posner 8). Stepping out into the unknovm is the very essence
of founding a new organization, and a first step in the process of leadership
for a founding leader.
The Bible and history affirm the general process of leadership
outlined above which incorporates two dimensions of leadership studies,
those of the leader's personal character and vision on the one hand, and the
leader's actions on the other. The history of American social science has
been characterized by an emphasis on either one or the other of these two
basic dimensions of leadership studies.
One of the first approaches used in studying effective leadership was
the "Great Man Approach." Writers assumed the "greatness" of the men or
women who made changes in history to be the critical factor in leadership,
and they studied such individuals to ascertain the key qualities of great
leaders. This approach was followed by the "Times Approach," which
stressed that external factors, or the circumstances of their times, enable
men or women to influence history. Then followed the "Trait Approach"
in the nineteeth and early twentieth century, which assumed certain traits to
be inherent in successful leaders. But when researchers found no traits that
could clearly predict success or failure (though certain ones would increase
the likelihood of success or failure), the trait approach was widely
abandoned for "Attitudinal Approaches" to leadership (Hollander).
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Attitudinal approaches sought to measure leaders' attitudes, and to
correlate their effectiveness v^ith these attitudes. These attitudinal
approaches were followed by an emphasis on "Situational Approaches" in
which the effectiveness of leadership style was assumed to vary with the
situation the leader and follower were in. While these later approaches
will be reviewed in more detail later (under "Enabling the People" below),
this brief overview of the history of American leadership studies
demonstrates the two main approaches to evaluating leader effectiveness:
one emphasizing the character of the leaders, and the other emphasizing the
leader's behaviors. The Biblical, historical, and current models of
effective leadership, however, show that both character and behavior are
essential in effective leadership, and the process of leadership outlined
below will integrate them into one theory of leadership. However, before
examining such a profile, or process, of leadership further, we must ask,
"What makes Christian leadership different than secular leadership? What
are its unique distinctives?"
The Distinctives of Christian Leadership
In order to understand the distinctives of Christian leadership, this
writer undertook an extensive study of Biblical teaching conceming
leadership, followed by a study of some of the most prominent, recent
Christian writings on leadership. Many of the leadership and
organizational principles taught in the Bible are also taught in secular
literature, and are timeless truths applicable to all leadership situations.
But the Bible reveals that true Christian leadership is radically different
than leadership as the world understands it. When the disciples argued
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about which of them would be the greatest, Jesus rebuked them with His
unique definition of leadership.
You know that those who are considered rulers over the
Gentiles lord it over them, and their great ones exercise
authority over them. Yet it shall not be so among you; but
whoever desires to become great among you shall be your
servant. And whoever of you desires to be first shall be slave
of all. For even the son of man did not come to be served, but
to serve, and to give His life a ransom for many (Mark 10:42-
45).
Jesus defines spiritual leadership, not as exercising power over
others, but as serving for others' benefit. Rush acknowledges, "A leader
will use power one of two ways ~ to serve or be served" (83). In his
modem classic Spiritual Leadership. Oswald Sanders concludes, "To serve
was Jesus' definition of leadership" (184).
Spiritual leadership is servant leadership. But what is servant
leadership? How can one be a leader, by definition exercising power and
influence over others, and yet be one who serves under others at the same
time? In practical, down-to-earth terms, is it possible to be a leader and a
servant at the same time?
A servant of God. Exodus 18:21 outlines the proper criteria for
spiritual leadership. Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, gave Moses wise counsel
in the selection of spiritual leaders:
Moreover, you shall select from all the people able men, such
as fear God, men of tmth, hating covetousness; and place such
over them to be mlers of thousands, mlers of hundreds, mlers
of fifties, and mlers of tens.
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Jethro outhned a central criterion for leadership which is repeated
throughout the Bible. A spiritual leader must "fear God". The "fear of
God" in the Old Testament does not indicate an emotional dread, but a
reverence and respect for God's supreme authority in one's life.
Therefore, one who feared God would be one who recognized God's
authority over his own life. This is the first and foremost quality
necessary in a spiritual leader: before the leader can be an authority over
others, he or she must first recognize God's authority over his or her own
life.
The examples of the greatest leaders in Scripture teach even more
clearly this great principle. These leaders could hardly differ more in
their background and personal characteristics. Some were rich like
Solomon or Job; others were poor like Amos or Mary. Some were highly
educated scholars like Paul; others were uneducated and illiterate like
Peter; some were bold extroverts like David or Peter; others were quieter
and introspective like Jeremiah or Timothy. Yet all these were great
leaders. What did they have in common? A.W. Tozer points out that the
one thing that united them all was spiritual receptivity (67). All the great
leaders in scripture had an intimate personal relationship with God,
through which they were aware of His authority over their lives and highly
receptive to His direction for their lives.
One of the greatest leaders in history. King David of Israel,
summarized a lifetime of leaming about leadership when he declared:
He who mles over men must be just, mling in the fear of God.
And he shall be like the light of the moming when the sun
rises, a moming without clouds, like the tender grass
springing out of the earth, by clear shining after rain (I
Samuel 23).
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David tells us that the way a man can rule justly, or rightly, is to
rule "in the fear of God." David understood that only someone who
recognizes God's authority over himself can exercise godly authority over
others.
Thus the Bible's teachings and its examples of great leaders reveal
the first great difference between secular and Christian leadership, which is
the source of leadership. The source of secular leadership is the leader's
own abilities (of course, even these are a gift from God, whether the leader
recognizes this or not (I Corinthians 4:7)). But the recognized source of
spiritual leadership is God and His ability.
Ken Blue draws an important distinction between power and
authority. Power, he maintains, is inherent in the creature. Personal
power may be represented by physical strength, charisma, wealth, or other
things. This power can be used for good or for evil, but it is not taken
away by its use or misuse. It is a gift of God to use as the creature wills.
But authority. Blue explains, is not inherent power; it is delegated
power. It is power which is given to an individual to exercise in a
particular situation. It can be taken away by the individual or group that
gave the power in the first place. Therefore, the authority of an appointed
official can be taken away by the one who appointed him.
Blue asserts that all spiritual leadership is primarily the exercise of
authority, rather than the exercise of power. In other words, the spiritual
leader is granted authority (and the power that goes with it) by God. His
or her misuse of that power can result in his or her removal from
leadership. Blues' central point is that ultimately, the authoritv of a
Christian leader is that he or she is a representative of God and His ultimate
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authority. In reality, the true Christian leader is not the leader at all: God
is the leader. God exercises His authority through the man or woman who
is His representatiye.
Paul, perhaps the greatest leader in the history of the church, was
acutely aware of God's ultimate leadership. He insisted, "For we do not
preach ourselyes, but Christ Jesus as Lord, and ourselyes as your servants
for Jesus' sake" (II Corinthians 4:5 (Old American Standard Version)).
Paul knew that Jesus Christ, not himself, was the true leader of the church,
including the church that He used Paul to found.
While the literature on leadership in American society maintains that
the check on the leader's authority is democracy, through participative
decision-making, the Scripture presents the best check on the Christian
leader's authority: his or her relationship with God. In fact, the word
"lead" or "leadership" is seldom used in the Bible. Stronger words such as
"rule" or "authority" more often express the concept of Scriptural
leadership. Yet the word leadership does well express the kind of rule
which godly leaders, as the shepherds of God's people, should have over
God's people, not by force, but by their receptivity to God and their
influence over others.
Many Christian authors have highlighted this radically different
source of spiritual leadership. Sanders maintains, "There is a sovereignty
in spiritual leadership" (25), for as Jesus said, "It is for those for whom it
has been prepared" (Mark 10:40). The spiritual leader does not choose
himself for his position; God must choose him. Salvation Army leader
Samuel Brengle asserted that spiritual leadership "Is not won by
promotion, but by many prayers and tears" (qtd. in Spiritual Leadership.
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21). McKenna maintains, "... the competence of the Incarnate Christian
leader is a gift" (22).
God is the source of all Christian leadership. Only He calls men and
women to be leaders. And God is also the source of leadership in another
way: only He gives power to men and women to be spiritual leaders. Paul
exemplified this: "not that we are sufficient of ourselves as to think
anything is of ourselves, but our sufficiency is of God" (II Corinthians
3:5). Eims declares that the one qualification for God's leader is God's
promise, "I am with you", which was the promise He gave to Moses and
other leaders throughout Scripture. When God told Moses "I AM", He was
saying, "I am everything you need" (8-15).
John Wesley, asked by another minister how to gain an audience,
said, "If the preacher will bum, others will come to see the fire" (qtd. in
Duewel 28). Like God in the buming bush, the only fuel which can cause a
man to bum without destroying him is the Spirit of God. Duewel cites
Wesley, Finney, and others as examples of supematural power in Christian
leaders. He emphasizes, "No altemative to the Holy Spirit is available for
the Christian leader. He must have a heart ablaze with love to God and
love for people" (27).
Why is supematural power necessary for the Christian leader? The
Christian leader is called to do supematural things, things which only God
can do. Therefore, he or she must have God's power. Christian leadership
functions according to the natural principles of leadership which apply to
all leaders. Christian leadership is natural - but it goes beyond the natural.
It is also supematural. Successful Christian leadership sees people's lives
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transformed by the power of Christ. Such Christian leadership can only
occur under the anointing power of the living God.
And God will only fill with power one who is His servant, who is
yielded to His will. Therefore, the first secret of servant leadership is that
the servant leader is first of all a servant of God. The ultimate example of
such servanthood is Jesus Christ Himself He submitted Himself to his
Father's will by making "Himself of no reputation, taking the form of a
servant, and being made in the likeness ofmen," and by humbling Himself
and becoming "obedient to death, even death on the cross" (Philippians
2:7,8). McKenna asserts that the ultimate Christian leadership is incamate
leadership. He declares: "Our Incamational being is to embody the spirit
of Christ and our Incamational doing is to empower His people" (16).
Christ is the ultimate example of servant leadership (Mark 10:45), and He
is also the ultimate power for Christian leadership, as He anoints and
empowers the Christian leader. Servant leadership is well described as
"Incamate Leadership".
Christian leadership means first of all being under the authority of
the living and holy God -- and this means character is at the core of
leadership (McKenna 22). Clinton explains that God typically takes leaders
through various stages of development in order to deepen their character
and to teach them an all-important lesson: that the most important thing is
the leader's relationship with God, not his service for God. "A leader does
not seek spiritual authority; a leader seeks to know God" (Clinton 167).
Clinton and other writers (Kinlaw; Sanders) observe that the development
of a leader's relationship with God is the most important thing ~ spiritual
authority will come as a by-product.
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The Bible teaches that personal character is an essential and
indispensable requirement for spiritual leadership. I Timothy 3:1-13
outlines God's requirements for Christian leadership in the church. These
requirements should also apply to Christian leadership in parachurch
organizations, as they represent standards of godliness in all Christian
leadership.
A bishop [or "elder"] then must be blameless, the husband of
one wife, temperate, sober-minded, of good behavior,
hospitable, able to teach; not given to wine, not violent, not
greedy for money, but gentle, not quarrelsome, not covetous;
one who rules his own house well . . . not a novice.
Basic requirements for spiritual leadership stress character first and
foremost: a leader must be trustworthy ("blameless"), have a healthy
relationship with his family, be self-disciplined, generous, and have a good
reputation. Almost every requirement in Paul's list has to do with the
leader's character: only the capability to teach and to lead his own
household have to do with particular capabilities which go a step beyond
basic character. A godly character, which is a result of an intimate
relationship with God, is an indispensable prerequisite for Christian
leadership. This is in contrast to much writing about secular leadership,
which often ignores the issue of character and focuses only upon a leader's
competency and behavior.
McKenna laments that even many writers on Christian leadership
"begin with the premises of secular leadership theory, and raise them to a
spiritual level with an overlay of Biblical principles" (14). As a result, he
says, "our Christian principles can be overrun by secular interests." The
most important requirement for a Christian leader is not the mastery of
leadership techniques, but an intimate relationship with God and the
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development of a godly character. This is the root; the ministry is the
fruit, which flows from it.
A servant of others. The Christian leader is first of all a servant of
God. Yet that only represents the first half of the radical difference
between Christian and secular leadership. The Christian leader is also a
servant of others. Jesus taught by this by his word and example.
"Whoever desires to become great among you shall be your servant. And
whoever of you desires to be first shall be slave of all" (Mark 10:43,44).
Jesus taught that Christian leadership is not only being a servant to God. It
is being a servant to others. Such servanthood is the natural outcome of
the greatest distinctive of life in Christ, which is love for God and others.
Jesus said, "This is my commandment, that you love one another, even as I
have loved you. Greater love has no man than this, that a man lay down
his life for his friends" (John 15:12,13). Jesus explained that love means
giving up one's own desires, and even one's own life, when necessary, for
others' sake.
Jesus exemplified this selfless service to others in His life and in His
death. Baker asserts that Jesus "did nothing in Himself, of Himself, or for
himself (8). He adds, "To Jesus people were first, last, and always" (22).
Jesus himself proclaimed that His purpose was not to live for His own
desires, but to save others from destruction and bring them eternal life.
For the Son ofMan has come to seek and to save that which
was lost (Luke 19:10).
I have come that they may have life, and that they may have it
more abundantly (John 10:10).
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Jesus demonstrated servanthood to the utmost when he laid down his
life for others. Philippians 2 demonstrates that Jesus not only served by
obeying God's will, but by giving Himself up for men: "He humbled
himself and became obedient to the (point of) death, even the death of the
cross" (Philippians 2:8). Jesus pointedly told His disciples that His own life
would be the ultimate example of servanthood: "For even the Son ofMan
did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life for ransom for
many" (Mark 10:45). But not only did Christ set the example for the
disciples, but he continues to serve through those who are his servants,
living under his authority. Therefore, it is not the Christian leader who
serves others; it is Christ serving others through the Christian leader. But
how does the Christian leader still lead, while putting others above himself
or herself?
The graphic example Jesus gave of servanthood in John 13
demonstrates a resolution to this paradox. In John 13:1-17, Jesus girded
himself with a towel, like the lowest servant in the household, and began to
wash the disciples' feet. But Peter objected, "Lord, are you washing my
feet?" (v.6). But Jesus did not listen to Peter's objections; instead, he
insisted on washing Peter's feet. "If I do not wash you, you have no part
with me" (v.8). Jesus was demonstrating that servanthood does not mean
doing whatever others want; it is giving others what they need. Christian
executive Fred Smith protests that the concept of "servant leadership" has
been "terribly abused" in Christian circles (Leaming To Lead 24 ff).
Smith argues, "The Christian leader is primarily a servant of God, not a
servant of the sheep."
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The solution to the dilemma of how one can be both a servant and a
leader is not for a leader to give up his authority or to do whatever others
want him to do. The secret of a servant leader is his submission to God's
authority, so that he may discem God's direction, and do what is best for
others, according to that direction, putting their needs above his own.
Though such a concept of leadership can be abused like any other, God's
people can recognize when a leader has been called by God and puts their
interests above his or her own. It is such a servant leader whose authority
is acknowledged by those he leads. But how does such a leader put those
who are following above himself or herself?
First of all, he or she must put others' welfare above his or her own.
Sanders notes that there is suffering involved in spiritual leadership ("the
cup that I drank you shall drink," Jesus told James and John (Mark 10:39)).
The spiritual leader must first be willing to pour his heart out to God in
prayer for his people and to seek God's direction for their lives.
Second, the spiritual leader follows Jesus by studying His goals for
His followers. Rush describes these goals. "Jesus Christ didn't believe a
leader was simply one who leads followers . . . [He] tumed them from
followers into leaders" (9). In other words, the ultimate goal of a spiritual
leader is to train and disciple those who are under his direction, so that
they may themselves become the leaders of others. The revolutionary
concept of Christian leadership is that it is God's will for everyone to be a
leader. McKenna declares, "Most important of all -- our Incamate model
means everv Christian is called to be a follower of Christ and a leader of
others" (25).
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Third, the Christian leader must not seek to clone himself, to press
others into his or her mold. The mature leader recognizes that each
member of Christ's body has distinctive gifts (Romans 12, 1 Corinthians
12, Ephesians 4, 1 Peter 4) and a distinctive personality (Psalm 139).
Therefore, the leader helps his or her followers to discem, develop, and
use their unique gifts and abilities (Matthew 25) to work together to serve
God and others (Ephesians 4; see also Enabling section later in this
chapter).
An emphasis on building people, instead of primarily using people to
accomplish organizational goals, is one of the cmcial differences between
Christian and secular leadership (Gangel 78). In a secular organization, the
people are there for production. But in the church, the people arc the
production. The people are not a means to the goal - they are the goal!
This is especially tme in the basic Christian organization, the church.
The church is what Peter describes as a modality. A modality is a
"people-centered organization." In contrast, many Christian organizations
are sodalities, or "task centered" organizations (Wagner 142-146). The
sodality is exemplified in the New Testament by "the missionary band,"
according to Ralph Winter (qtd. in Wagner 148). A sodality generally
must have a higher standard for its workers than a modality (a church)
does for its fellowship. However, attention to building people and
relationships is extremely important for the leader of a sodality as well as
that of a modality.
The first distinctive of Christian leadership is that a leader submits to
God's authority. Christian leadership is God exercising His authority
through a man or woman. The second distinctive for Christian leadership
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is that the Christian leader is a servant to others. He (or she) puts others'
needs above his or her own, and seeks to develop them into leaders in
order (1) for them to reach their full potential and (2) to multiply the
impact of his or her leadership through them.
Many books on Christian management use and apply principles, such
as Management by Objectives, from secular leadership (Engstrom, The Art
of Management). However, most (Wagner; Engstrom; McKenna; Smith;
Cedar; Gangel; and others) also stress that Christian leadership must be
distinctively different than secular leadership. Secular leadership literature
teaches an entrepreneur must be a visionary; but it also teaches his or her
vision is for the purpose of self-achievement. It teaches that a manager
must be a "model of efficiency . . . with little regard for the moral
consequences" (McKenna, Summarizing Robert Bellah's Habits of the
Hearts).
But the Biblical, historical, and current literature on Christian
leadership reveals that Christian leadership must be strikingly different in
two ways: its source and its purpose. First, its source: Christian leadership
is from God, not man. It is empowered by God, not man. Second, its
purpose: it is for others, not for the leader
This literature review has defined leadership, outlined the process of
leadership, and examined the distinctives of spiritual leadership. Now these
distinctives of spiritual leadership will be integrated into a more in-depth
examination of crucial facets of the leadership process, including vision.
the credibilitv of the leader, enabling the people, and leaming and
adapting.
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Vision
The Necessity and Definition of Vision. Vision is the heart of
leadership. A leader who doesn't know where to go is going nowhere.
Biblical and historical scholars agree that all the greatest leaders of history
had a strong vision.
Moses had a vision of the Jewish people living in freedom from
slavery in Egypt, and he became the human founder of the nation of Israel.
Paul had a vision of the good news of Christ being brought to the world,
and he became the greatest missionary in history. Wesley had a vision of
the world as his parish, and he became the human author of the Wesleyan
Awakening and the founder of the Methodist Church. Washington had a
vision of a nation free from British tyranny, and he became known as "the
father of our country." Lincoln had a vision of a nation where all men are
free, and he became known as the Great Emancipater. The Bible sums up
the absolute necessity of vision: "Without a vision, the people perish"
(Proverbs 29:18, King James Version).
Modem scholars stress the essential place of vision in leadership.
Kouzes and Posner maintain that "every organization, every social
movement, begins with a dream. The dream or vision is the force that
invents the future" (9). Burt Nanus, in his book Visionary Leadership.
concludes, "There is no more powerful engine driving an organization
towards excellence and long-range success than an attractive, worthwhile,
achievable vision of the future, widely shared" (3). Senge concurs, "If any
one idea about leadership has inspired organizations for thousands of years,
its the capacity to hold a shared picture of the future we seek to create" (9).
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Writers on Christian leadership are equally insistent on the crucial
place of vision. Executive Max DePree insists, "A leader must have vision"
(qtd. in Drucker, Managing the Non-Profit Organization 40). Hunter
maintains that a clear sense of purpose is perhaps the number one
characteristic of leaders. Leaders "must be obsessed v^ith a goal that
transcends themselves" (21a). Schaller agrees, "All leaders have a vision,
or at least some sense of the direction they want to go" (149).
What is a vision? "A vision is a realistic, credible, attractive future
for your organization" (Nanus 8). Broadly stated, a vision is a dream of
what the future can be like. George Bama further defines a vision for
ministry as: "a clear mental image of a preferable future imparted by God
to His chosen servants . . . based upon an accurate understanding of God,
self, and circumstances" (28). Bama distinguishes a ministry's mission, or
general statement of purpose (e.g. "to win the lost at any cost"), from its
vision. A ministry's vision specifically pictures how it will fulfill its
mission (e.g. "to provide the greater metropolitan area with a church
geared to the needs and lifestyles of baby boomers" (35)) (35-41).
Vision is essential: It is the first step in the process of effective
leadership. Renowned management expert Peter Dmcker asserts that "the
mission comes first" in the task of leadership (Managing the Non-Profit
Organization 48). Bennis' model of effective organization also includes
mission (along with adaptability, involvement, and persistence) as one of its
cmcial elements. He asserts that "effective organizations have a clear
understanding of the organization's purpose" (qtd. in Hunter 11).
The most effective Christian leaders agree on the first and foremost
place of clear, specific vision in their ministry, which includes having clear
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goals. Paul Yonggi Cho, pastor of the world's largest church in Seoul,
Korea, explains, "The number one requirement for having real church
growth -- unlimited church growth -- is to set goals" (162).
The necessity of vision in founding. Lyle Schaller observes that
organizations at their founding are better called "movements". The
founding of the early church was a movement of the Spirit of God, the
founding of the Methodist Church was a movement of spiritual awakening
in England and in America, and the founding of any vital work of God in
the world is first of all a movement of God's Spirit, rather than a clearly
defined, stable organizational framework. Schaller comments that
"movements are often founded around the central organizing principle of a
vision" (81). He contrasts the movement, which serves a cause, with an
organization, which serves a constituency (80,81).
Schaller's distinction between a movement and an organization shows
that a clear vision is even more crucial to the founding of a movement than
it is to the leadership of an already existing movement (i.e. "organization").
And the necessity for a clear vision is even more accentuated in the
founding of a new evangelistic ministry than in the founding of a church.
Why? Because "The very nature of a good sodality is its narrow vision, its
focus on a specific task" (Wagner 151). The very existence of a new
ministry of evangelism and discipleship centers on a clear vision of
achieving evangelistic results and making disciples. It is critical to ask
"How does a founding leader develop a clear, compelling vision for a new
ministry?"
The qualitv of the vision. One cannot overestimate the importance
of the leader's development of a clear, productive, long-range vision. In
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Christian leadership, this vision must come ultimately from God, not from
the leader. Jesus provides the only perfect model of leadership that the
world has ever known. And as the founder of the church. He is the
ultimate founder-leader.
But even Jesus emphasized repeatedly that His vision did not come
from Himself, but from God. "For I have come down from heaven, not to
do my own will, but to do the will of Him who sent me," he said (John
6:38; see also John 5:30; 8:28; 12:49, 14:10). Among His last words was
His prayer to His Father, "I have glorified you on the earth; I have finished
the work which You have given me to do" (John 17:4, italics mine). If
Jesus Christ could not lead effectively by developing His own vision,
neither can we. Just as He was utterly dependent on his Father to give Him
His vision for His life, so the Christian leader must be utterly dependent on
God to give him His vision for leadership.
Only such dependence on God will keep the leader from developing
a man-made vision which eventually produces destruction, rather than a
God-given vision which produces long-range benefits. Drucker makes the
startling observation:
The three most charismatic leaders in this century inflicted
more suffering upon the human race than almost any trio in
history: Hitler, Stalin, and Mao. What matters is not the
leader's charisma. What matters is the leader's mission
(Managing the Non-Profit Organization 3).
According to their leadership skills alone, these three men were
perhaps the three best leaders in the twentieth century; but they were
among the three worst people! Their tremendous leadership skills only
enabled them to do far more harm than lesser leaders, as tens of millions of
people died under their rule. Therefore, the acquisition of leadership skills
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is not nearly as important as the acquisition of a godly vision which will
benefit others.
Such a vision starts with seeing a need through God's eyes. Jesus
states he was sent to earth in response to the need of a lost world: "For the
Son of Man has come to seek and to save that which is lost" (Luke 19:10).
Like Jesus, Paul's great mission came out of God's calling of him to meet
the need of people who had not heard the good news of Christ. Therefore
he could say 2 things: first, that he was sent by God: "I was appointed a
preacher, an apostle, and a teacher of the Gentiles" (II Timothy 1:11). And
second, that he was sent to meet the need of those who were lost and
without Christ: "I have become all things to all (men), that I might by all
means save some" (I Corinthians 9:22).
The annals of Christian history show that every great founder-leader
had a similar sense of a call from God to meet the needs of people in the
world. Wesley charged his preachers with his own buming mission:
"Offer them Christ." Hudson Taylor was driven by an overwhelming
burden for the millions of lost in China. Above all, the incamation of
Christ gives Christian leaders the ultimate example of being sent by God to
meet the needs of the world, and provides the model for all Christian
leadership.
A Christian leader's vision, therefore, must have two dimensions.
First, it must be God-directed. Second, it must be people-centered. The
vision of a Christian leader must be developed within the framework of
both of these dimensions. If the Christian leader is people-centered but
does not have a clear call from God, he or she will offer nothing of eternal
value to others. If the Christian leader senses a clear call from God but
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does not identify with people, he or she will be abrasive and unloving,
speaking the tmth without love.
Jesus' Incamation illustrates the perfect incorporation of both of
these dimensions of vision. He was Himself the living God (Philippians
2:6), and perfectly obeyed and represented His Father's will (John 17:4).
But He also completely identified with human beings by becoming a man
(Philippians 2:7,8).
The apostle Paul also demonstrates this compelling call from God to
proclaim God's message: "Woe is me if I do not preach the gospel!" (I
Corinthians 9:16). Yet in the same chapter, he identifies completely with
men in order to love and reach them with God's message: "I have become
all things to all (men), that I might by all means save some" (I Corinthians
9:22).
Receiving God's direction while identifying with people, is the
hallmark of a godly vision for spiritual leadership. But how does a leader
incorporate these two dimensions into his or her vision for leadership?
First of all, the leader must have a strong sense of personal mission
from God. Even the writers of secular literature recognize the need for a
long-range mission. The development of a vision begins with the leader's
development of this clear sense of personal mission. In his widely read
The Seven Habits ofHighly Effective People. Steven Covey asserts that "the
leader begins with the end in mind," and one of his "Seven Habits" is that
of "mission" (99-144). He asserts that all things are created twice: once in
the mind, and then physically. Covey recommends that the leader distill his
principles into a clear personal missions statement.
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In their well-respected book, Leaders: The Strategy of Taking
Charge. Bennis and Nanus indicate that the first two characteristics of
effectiye leaders are purpose and persistence. Purpose focuses the leader's
energy, and persistence "separates dreamers from leaders" (Hunter 21a).
Drucker agrees that long-range mission, not short-range purpose,
defines effectiye yision. He laments the concem for the short-term
financial bottom line in American business, which contrasts with the long-
term question the Japanese ask, "Where should we be ten years hence?"
(46). Covey and others feel that even a ten year yision is short term. A
person's mission statement should reflect what they would like to have said
at their funeral. The best mission statements are statements of life goals.
Through coming to know God intimately, a long-range personal
mission and sense of calling from God emerges for the Christian leader.
Yet the Christian leader needs to develop the second dimension of vision
for leadership, which is centered around people.
How does a leader ensure the vision is people-centered? He or she
must identify with people, living with them and leaming from them (a key
anthropological insight on cross-cultural communication).
The literature on innovation and entrepreneurship (examined more
extensively in a separate section below) also provides valuable answers.
The effectiye innovator, whether in business or ministry, must discover not
only a need, but a felt need which will cause people to respond to his or her
product or message. For example, he or she must not only discover that
people have a need for Christ, but that they have a felt need for food,
clothing, and shelter (a focus of the Salvation Army), or for inner peace
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and fulfillment (the focus of many of the messages of leading mass
evangelists).
Developing an effective vision means developing a vision focused on
meeting the specific, felt needs of people. Tom Peters, in his classic In
Search of Excellence, concludes, "The customer orientation is by definition
a way of 'tailoring' ~ a way of finding a particular niche where you are
better at something than anyone else" (182).
Great Christian leaders have always recognized the need to focus
one's ministry on a particular need. Evangelist D.L. Moody advised, "first
consecrate your life to God and then concentrate your life upon some one
thing. It will cut a channel so deep that your influence will be felt" (26).
Paul recognized this principle: "One thing I do, forgetting those things
which are behind and reaching forward to those things which are ahead, I
press toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in Christ
Jesus" (Philippians 3:13,14). Eims comments that Paul's words "I press
toward the mark" presuppose opposition (66). Because of the inevitable
opposition, especially to a ministry of evangelism and discipleship, the
leader must be totally committed to the vision and keep his eye on the task
(Sanders, 169ff; Drucker, Managing the Nonprofit Organization 28).
Nothing is more important to a leader than the quality of his or her
vision. The vision must come from God -- it must be God-directed. The
vision must be focused on people's felt needs - it must be people-centered.
A vision which is both God-directed and people-centered will be an
effective vision.
Developing a strategy. Once the leader's vision is focused, he or she
needs to develop a strategy to implement the vision. Peter Drucker
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outlines four crucial elements in such a strategy: (1) a plan, (2) marketing,
(3) people, and (4) money (Managing the Nonprofit Organization 53).
Just as writers on entrepreneurship recommend a clear, written
business plan (Brandt, Kingstone, and others), a founder-leader needs a
clear, written plan for implementing his vision. The leader needs to
research the market, divide it into segments, and to target each of those
segments with a viable strategy for reaching that market. For example, an
evangelistic ministry will have a different strategy for reaching university
students than for a city-wide evangelistic campaign. Yet the various
marketing strategies must fall within the clearly defined focus of the
leader's vision.
A strategy for recruiting, motivating, and equipping people is also
crucial to the leader's vision (this strategy is covered under the "Enabling"
section below).
Finally, the necessity for fund-raising is a unique part of the strategy
of a Christian ministry, and especially of a sodality, or parachurch
organization, which cannot count on regular contributions from its
members (as a church can). Developing an effective fund-raising strategy
is critical for the leader of a new ministry of evangelism and discipleship.
This writer has practiced such a strategy through raising several hundred
thousand dollars over the last nine years in his role as a National Speaker,
and now an International Speaker with Campus Crusade for Christ. This
role has necessitated raising all of the author's personal and ministry
support, as well as a portion of this support to pay for Campus Crusade's
administrative and overseas expenses. But in order to found an
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organization with a number of team members, a more complex strategy is
needed.
Such a strategy would include developing a board for the ministry
which is highly committed to raising funds for the ministry, as well as
developing an expanded donor base who is committed to the ministry. The
use of mass media in order to expand the donor base is another potential
strategy. An additional strategy is the motivation and training of additional
staff members in a such a ministry to raise all or a part of their own
ministry support.
Drucker recommends a strategy of developing relationships with key
donors and asking for specific amounts in order to build the donor
constituency (Managing the Nonprofit Organization 85-98). He explains:
"Fund development is people development" (97).
A clear strategy for implementing the ministry and organizing the
personnel and resources to accomplish that ministry is critical in the
development of a leader's vision.
Communicating the vision The leadership literature has cited two
variables in decision making: the quality of the decision and the
acceptability of the vision (Hunter 13). Effective leadership can be
represented by the formula E=Q x A (effectiveness equals quality x
acceptability) (Hunter 16). The decision (or the vision) can be excellent in
quality, but it needs acceptance by those who will implement it in order for
it to become a reality.
Senge comments that this is the place where many leaders fail:
"Many leaders have personal visions that never get translated into shared
visions" (9). Nanus agrees, "The key to gaining widespread commitment to
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a new vision, therefore, is to present the vision in such a way that people
will want to participate and will freely choose to do so" (135). The
leader's vision must become the followers' vision to become a reality.
The Switchback Principle. This writer recognized a paradigm for
the importance of a clear vision and persistence one day in Yosemite
National Park. He had just finished an exhausting, but exhilarating, day
riding a mule, hiking, and climbing from the bottom of Yosemite valley to
the top of giant Half Dome mountain, and returning in the same day.
Looking up at the vertical, nearly mile-high top of Half Dome, climbing
the distance in a day looked impossible. But by means of using
switchbacks, or zig-zagging trails which take a less direct and more
gradually elevated route to the top of the mountain, and tackling the task of
hiking and climbing up the mountain step by step over many hours, the feat
can be accomplished in one day.
From this and other outdoor journeys, the author has realized the
validity of "The Switchback Principle": you can accomplish incredible
things ifyou have a clear vision, divide it into parts, tackle it gradually,
and persevere . The Switchback Principle is a paradigm for the critical
place of vision in achievement. And it is a paradigm for leadership as well.
Just as the ascent of the most difficult mountains can be made only by a
skilled team who share a common vision of reaching the top, so many great
works can only be accomplished by a team united by a single, shared
vision. The Switchback Principle illustrates how vision is the critical
starting place in effective leadership.
But just as crucial as a leader's vision is his or her credibility,
especially in 20th century America.
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Credibilitv
The critical need for credibility. Credibility is not one step in the
process of leadership, but a quality which pervades the entire process. In a
democratic society, where people are free to choose whom they will
follow, credibility is the essential commodity of the leader. Bennis and
Nanus comment, "Trust is the emotional glue that binds followers and
leaders together" (153).
Credibility is in dangerously short supply today. McKenna describes
how Watergate, the moral failure of many secular and Christian leaders,
and intense media scrutiny have damaged the credibility of leaders in
American society. Other writers agree: "Credibility is at a premium these
days. Leaders are being scrutinized as never before" (Bennis and Nanus
11).
Credibility is even more critical, if possible, for Christian leaders,
who have been damaged by a series of revelations of immorality in their
ranks. And among Christian leaders, perhaps those most in need of
credibility are mass evangelists and other leaders of parachurch ministries,
because the failures among their ranks have been the most highly
publicized of all. Therefore, there is no more critical concem for the
founder-leader of a ministry of evangelism and discipleship than his or her
credibility as a leader. People will not follow someone whom they do not
tmst.
Furthermore, the Bible teaches that credibility is the first mark of
any godly leader. As in every other aspect of leadership, Jesus gives us the
perfect model of a credible leader. On the last night of His earthly life,
having demonstrated his servanthood by washing the feet of His disciples.
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He said "I have given you an example that you should do as I have done to
you" (John 13:15). Godly leaders throughout the New Testament followed
Jesus' example by being examples of what they preached and taught. Paul
wrote "Brethren, join in following my example, and note those that so
walk, as you have us for a pattern" (Philippians 3:17). The first
responsibility of a Christian leader is to be an example of Christlikeness
(see I Timothy 3:1-13; Titus 1:5-9). McKenna explains the two facets of
Christian leadership: "Our Incamational being is to embodv the spirit of
Christ. Our Incamational doing is to empower his people" (16). We must
understand that the being, the representation of Christ, comes before the
doing, the empowerment of Christ people.
The need for credibility is yet another distinctive of Christian
leadership, which fits well with the distinctive, God-centered source and
purpose of Christian leadership. The Christian leader does not lead by
coercive power, but by example. Leadership in God's kingdom "cannot be
demanded, it must be eamed. If the litmus test of a leader is that he or she
has followers, those followers must perceive the person to be their servant
before they will decide to follow" (Wagner 83). Of all leaders. Christian
leaders have the greatest need for credibility, and Christian founder-leaders
have the most cmcial need of all, for their leadership will set the tone for
the future of the ministry that they found.
The building blocks of credibility. From their survey of superior
leaders, Kouzes and Posner have isolated four top characteristics of
credible leaders. The characteristic most frequently selected by the
leader's followers was honesty. These researchers conclude "honesty is
absolutely essential for leadership. After all, if we are to willingly follow
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someone, whether it be into battle or into the boardroom, we first want to
assure ourselves that the person is worthy of our trust" (18).
The second characteristic of credible leaders cited by these writers is
competence, and the third is that leaders are visionary ("forward-
looking"). Finally, the leaders must be inspiring. Apple Computer
manager Dave Patterson says "The leader is the evangelist for the dream"
(qtd. in Kouzes and Posner 21).
A leader is credible because he or she: (1) has a clear vision of the
goal, (2) is dependable (his or her followers can count on the leader to be
committed to the goal), and (3) is competent to accomplish the goal. Smith
argues that the leader must be consistent. The leader can't afford
moodiness or irritability Above all, the followers must be able to count
on the leader and his or her reactions ("Insights into Leadership" 3).
Leaders build their credibility by communicating clear values,
identifying what their constituents want, building consensus,
communicating shared values, being consistent, and leading by example
(Kouzes and Posner). These methods of building credibility boil down into
three C's. First, a leader must build consensus: "Allies and agreement are
essential to leadership" (Hunter 21c). Second, a leader must communicate
shared values. Communicating the shared vision must become "almost a
magnificent obsession" with the leader (Hunter 21c). Finally, the leader
must be consistent. These "Three C's" are the basic building blocks of
credibility for any leader. When the leader "practices what he preaches",
he or she will lead in the most effective way possible.
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Enabling Others
The crucial component which separates leaders from achievers is
their ability to work through others. Hershey and Blanchard have reported
that the vast majority of managers agree the most important skill of a
leader is his or her ability to get along with other people. In their study of
followers' perception of leaders, Kouzes and Posner indicated that human
relations ("Enabling Others") was the most significant of all five of their
leadership practices.
Lyle Schaller, studying effective church leaders, concluded that
leaders are not isolated, but "function in a complex social setting" (148).
The Bible demonstrates that God's method is to work through godly men
organized together for the accomplishment of a common purpose. Moses
organized the nation of Israel into tribes and sub-units of tribes lead by
carefully selected men (Exodus 18:21; Numbers 1). David welcomed four
hundred men who came to him in the wildemess, and organized them into
a mighty fighting force (I Samuel 22:2). Nehemiah recruited and
organized the elders of Jerusalem to build the wall (Nehemiah 2:17-3:32).
Solomon realized the necessity for teamwork:
Two are better than one, because they have a good reward for their
labor. For if they fall, one will lift up his companion. But woe to
him who is alone when he falls, for he has no one to help him up
(Ecclesiastes 4:9,10).
The New Testament reveals even more explicitly God's plan for
teamwork. Jesus said unity among believers was essential in securing
God's presence and power. "For where two or three are gathered in my
name, I am there in the midst of them" (Matthew 18:20). The New
Testament offers virtually no example of God working through a man or
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woman's ministry in isolation from other believers. From the very
beginning, the church was a group of believers united by the Holy Spirit
(Acts 2). Even though Peter was the most visible leader of the early
church, the church's leadership was always plural, by "the apostles" (Acts
2:42). The missionaries of the early church were also sent out in teams,
such as Paul and Barnabas (Acts 13:1-3) and Paul and Silas (Acts 15:39-
41).
Most important of all, the New Testament reveals that the church is
not a collection of individuals who each have a personal relationship with
God, but a body made up of interdependent parts (I Corinthians 12). Paul
makes it clear the parts of the body cannot function alone, but are utterly
dependant upon one another for their effectiveness: "And the eye cannot
say to the hand, 'I have no need of you'; nor again the head to the feet, 'I
have no need of you'" (I Corinthians 12:21).
Even Paul, perhaps the greatest leader in church history, revealed his
utter dependance on the body of Christ when he wrote the Thessalonians,
"For now we live, ifyou stand fast in the Lord" (I Thessalonians 3:8;
emphasis supplied). Paul acknowledged that his very life depended on the
prayers and partnership of other believers in his ministry. He recognized
that isolation is deadly for the Christian leader.
The author has also discovered the crucial place of a team in
effective ministry. When he began a hospital and nursing home ministry in
1976, he saw few results despite repeated visitation of needy patients. But
the first time he took someone with him to pray and minister, the patient he
and his partner were visiting showed a completely different response than
before. From that point on, he recruited and took people with him to visit.
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and over several years many people came to Christ, others found great
comfort in His love, and a nursing home ministry began which still
continues eighteen years later in Virginia Beach.
As a United Methodist pastor, the author again discovered the critical
place of teamwork in building the church. When he and his wife visited
unchurched people in the community, people began to come to Christ and
to join the church, which began to grow. But the greatest impact came
when he and his wife trained a number of those who had come to Christ to
share their faith door-to-door in the community, and the evangelistic
results and growth were multiplied.
As an International Speaker with Campus Crusade for Christ, the
author has discovered that by working with two teams, one composed of
those who support his ministry through diligent prayer and financial
giving, and the other composed of staffmembers on campuses and pastors
in churches across the United States, hundreds of people's lives have been
transformed by the power of the gospel he has preached over the last eight
years. But none of this would of been possible without many people
working together on a team. Billy Graham, the world's best known
evangelist, noted, "I have never led someone to Christ by myself (Billy
Graham Conference for Itinerant Evangelists, 1986). The author has
discovered this in his own ministry as well. Without the prayers and
partnership of others, God does not release His power in full measure to
bring others to him and build them up to completeness in Christ. A team is
essential for effective ministry. Writers on leadership concur: "Every
church, if it stands to grow, should have at least two staff people. Every
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home should have two parents . . . disciples were always sent out by twos.
Multiple staffs provide motivation and accountability" (Baker 18).
Working through people organized into a team is God's method.
First, it is God's method for life as a Christian. Believers thrive, not in
isolation, but with mutual accountability and edification. Second, it is
God's method for ministry. He intends to unite people with complimentary
gifts to accomplish His purpose (I Corinthians 12). Third, it is God's
method ofmultiplied ministry. Only through disciples reaching others,
who in turn will reach others for Christ, can the world be reached for
Christ (II Timothy 2:2; Matthew 28:18-20).
The need for organizing people into groups to accomplish common
objectives is even more important in the tremendously complex modem
world. Organizational expert W Wamer Burke declares.
In these times, to do something of significance, to have an
impact, to succeed is almost impossible without organization.
One must either belong to an organization and have access to
its resources or must create one to realize goals. We no
longer belong to an age of individuals; this is an age of systems
(364).
The Bible, experience in ministry, and the leadership literature argue
the absolute necessity for teamwork in leadership. But how does effective
teamwork take place?
Organizing the team. Throughout the Bible we see people organized
into unified groups for the accomplishment of a common purpose. Paul
applied elementary principles of organization when he appointed elders
over the early churches he founded (Acts 14:23). The stmcture of the
early church was developed with the appointment of deacons, or those who
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would serve especially the physical needs of the congregation in their
leadership capacity (Acts 6:1-7; I Timothy 3:8-13).
While organization of people is crucial, the exact type of
organization of the church or a Christian organization is not specified in
the Bible. Instead, it appears God specifically wanted organizational
structure to be flexible, in order to meet the particular needs of the
situation.
One clear organizing principle revealed in the New Testament,
however, is that the church is the "the body of Christ" (I Corinthians 12).
Rather than a hierarchical pyramidal structure, the church is a group of
interdependent people. No one part is any more or less important than any
other part, for all are essential, and are subject to the head of the body,
who is Christ.
At the same time, the Scripture allows for leadership roles of certain
members of the body, such as apostles, prophets, evangelists, and pastor-
teachers (Ephesians 4), and elders and deacons (II Timothy 3). Yet these
leaders are not to lord over others, but to serve for others' benefit (I Peter
5:2-4; Mark 10:35-45).
While the church is organized primarily as the body of Christ with
interdependent parts, the Bible portrays other organizational structures as
appropriate for the needs of various situations. For example, Jethro's
instruction to Moses in Exodus 18:21, to delegate his decision making to a
number of other leaders, constitutes one of the first reported "pyramidal",
hierarchical structures in leadership. The organizational structure
advocated by Joseph in Genesis 41:33 is also a hierarchical, chain-of-
command structure.
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The hierarchical, chain-of-command structure is perhaps more
suitable for a sodality, or parachurch organization, than for a modality, or
local church. This is because the sodality is task-centered, while the
modality is relationship-centered. Yet even in a sodality structure, the
equality of every believer working in the organization and the concept of a
body of members dependent upon one another, even if hierarchically
organized, is crucial. In organizing the structure for a new ministry of
evangelism and discipleship, the responsibility of the leader to be a servant
to those in his organization, as well as to those whom the organization
serves, is paramount. Only by being a servant leader can he or she be a
truly spiritual leader.
How does the founder-leader build a team and an organization to
accomplish his or her vision? One of the first task of the founder-leader is
to determine what kind of people are needed in his organization. The
Biblical and leadership literature emphasizes the principle of organizing a
team around complimentary gifts and abilities.
The theme of I Corinthians 12 is that God gives a diversity of gifts to
those in the body for the common good of all. "But the manifestation of
the spirit is given to each one for the profit of all (I Corinthians 12:7).
The Bible's illustration of the various organs in the human body, each of
which contributes in a unique way to the welfare of the entire body, teaches
that the ideal Christian organization has a unitv of purpose but a diversity
of gifts. This principle is recognized by a wide variety of Christian
leaders. "Strong teams are built by complimenting members, not identical
members" (Ford). Of course, the ultimate example of a strong team buih
by complimentary members is marriage. One of the great goals of
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marriage, that of reproduction through having children, is impossible
without two very different partners! Only as the strengths of these two
partners (man and woman) are combined can a family with children be
bom.
The business world has long recognized the importance of building a
team of members with complimentary gifts. Andrew Camegie, the great
industrialist, wrote the epitaph for his own tombstone: "Here lies one that
knew how to get around him men who were cleverer than himself
(Camegie 25).
In addition to selecting people with different gifts, it is important for
the leader to design an organization where people's strengths are
maximized and their weaknesses are minimized. "Ineffective people focus
on people's weaknesses; effective ones focus on people's strengths - and
build on these" (Hunter 51),
For example, the author discovered in high school that his limited
height and jumping ability would not enable him to be a great basketball
player, even if he practiced twelve hours a day; but he could develop into a
state champion wrestler, because his gifts were more naturally suited for
this sport. Lincoln appointed Ulysses Grant as the general of his army
even though he drank heavily and was not popular with other leaders,
because he knew how to win battles. By assigning each person tasks in
which they work in their areas of strength, one person's strength is able to
substitute for another's weakness and the performance of the entire team is
maximized.
In the author's current ministry with Campus Cmsade, he has
discovered that certain highly relational individuals make good disciplers
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on a local campus, where they will spend much time with limited number
of individuals. Others with a mix of relational and organizational abilities
make good team leaders. Some with good communication skills and a high
task orientation and broad perspective make good speakers. Those with a
combination of good administrative ability and relational skills make good
leaders on a regional or national basis.
After considering what kinds of gifts and personalities are needed on
the founder-leader's team as he or she begins a new organization, the next
step is often recruiting or hiring these members. Above all, the leader
looks to God to supply his needs, as He has promised (Eims, 82-85;
Numbers 3:5,6; Numbers 18:6). The Christian leader must always keep in
mind that those who work with him are a gift from God, and the most
precious resource he or she has.
The crucial importance of the individuals on a team means their
selection is one of the most important decisions a leader can make. The
Bible records one of the only instances in which Jesus prayed all night
long: "He went out to the mountain to pray, and continued all night in
prayer to God. And when it was day ... he chose twelve whom he also
named apostles" (Luke 6:12,13).
The choice of future leaders was of such great importance that even
the Son of God sought His Father all night long for wisdom in making the
selection.
Paul had the highest standards for those with whom he would work.
In Acts 15:39,40 a sharp contention arose between he and his traveling
companion Bamabas over whether to take Mark with them. Paul would
not take Mark because he had not been faithful to persevere in the
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difficulties of the first joumey, but had retumed home (Acts 13:13).
Though the Scripture does not specifically say whether Paul or Bamabas
was right in this argument, it goes on to record Paul's journeys and the
tremendous fmitfulness which resulted (and is silent about Bamabas' trip).
Paul recognized that the standards for a co-laborer in the ministry
are far higher than the standards for fellowship in the church. Though
Paul doubtless forgave Mark, he did not feel that he was ready to undertake
the responsibility of working in such a challenging ministry. Later, Paul
indicated that Mark had grown and was now useful for such a ministry (II
Timothy 4:11).
Modem day Christian writers agree on the importance of team
selection. "The most important part of any organization is how the staff is
put together. Great athletic coaches know they must have talent to win"
(Smith, "Building the Church Staff 1). The leader must look above all at
the person's character and relationship with God in seeking whom he will
add to his team.
I Timothy 3:1-7 not only spells out the qualifications for the leader
himself (see earlier Credibilitv section), but specify the requirements for
each member of the team, especially those that will be in key leadership
positions as the new organization is formed. In addition, the team member
must share the founder-leader's vision in order to be an effective part of
the team ~ he or she must be of like mind with the leader. This is
especially tme in the case of the founder-leader, who is setting the tone for
the entire organization by creating the initial team.
The right fit of personality and of complimentary gifts is also
important in selecting the right people for the team. At the same time, the
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Christian leader will recognize that God's choice for the team members
will often be different from those from whom he or she would have
selected. I Samuel 22:2 tells us David did not have ordinary men on his
team. They were "Three D" men; distressed, debtors, and discontented!
David got the rejects of society! But under David's leadership, these four
hundred men became "the mighty men of David" who did incredible feats
of battle, unique in all annals of warfare (II Samuel 23:8-39).
Jesus Himself did not pick "the cream of society," the highly
educated religious leaders, for His followers. Instead, He picked illiterate
fisherman such as Peter, James, and John to be the leaders of His church.
One of the great principles in selecting a team is given by God when He
selected the greatest King in Israel's history, David. God told Samuel,
"Man looks at the outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart" (I
Samuel 16:7). The Christian leader must look beyond the surface to see the
person as God sees them, and the potential that the team member has for
God.
How then does one reconcile the need for a track record of
performance (as in the case ofMark in Acts 15) with the selection of some
who seem unqualified on the surface (Jesus' choice of the disciples)? One
crucial key is the amount of time available to develop the leadership
potential of the person being selected. If the person needs to step into a
demanding role immediately, he or she must have a good track record.
However, in the discipleship of an individual who can later be fitted for a
leadership role, the leader must look to the future potential of the person as
well as to present abilities. In fact, this is the approach Paul took toward
Timothy, whom Paul took with him and discipled, (Acts 16:1-5) and who
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later became a great leader of the church (I, II Timothy). But how does
the leader get the right people for his or her ministry?
One secret is initiative. Peters and Watermen suggest that one of the
most important keys in a successful organization is a "bias for action." In a
similar manner, the first of Covey's Seven Habits of Highly Effective
People is that the person be pro-active; that the person take control of the
situation instead of letting the situation take control of him or her (Covey).
Writers on Christian leadership also suggest that initiative is one of the
most important attributes of a Christian leader (Eims 47-59). By
reviewing his past ministries, the author has discovered that many of his
most effective ministries (hospital and nursing home ministry, jail
ministry, evangelistic outreaches, etc.) were the result of his sensing a God-
given burden to help meet a need, and taking initiative to meet that need.
This initiative on part of the leader must be directed toward
motivating, recruiting, and selecting the necessary team members for the
organization. Motivating and recruiting potential team members requires
sharing the yision with them (see "Communication of the Vision" section
above), and much persistence. The author discovered that persistence was
required to involve people in the hospital and nursing home ministry, but
that once they became involved, they became committed to it. Involvement
breeds commitment.
Recruiting qualified new people is particularly crucial in the
founding of a new ministry of evangelism and discipleship. Seldom can
such a ministry afford to pay a highly attractive salary to a capable
individual, in comparison with the salaries available to such individuals in
the secular world. Not only that, many new ministries of evangelism and
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discipleship must require that each member raise part or all of their
financial support. Raising one's own support requires a high degree of
commitment on the part of the potential team member, especially when
added to giving himself or herself to the work of the ministry.
Delegation and management theory. Once the members of the team
or organization have been chosen (and this is an ongoing process), the
work must be effectively delegated to them in order for the organization to
achieve maximum effectiveness. Delegation includes the roles of training,
delegation, supervision, and evaluation. The vastmajority ofmodem
leadership andmanagement literature deals with this area: working with
people who are already in the organization in order to accomplish
organizational goals.
As early as 1938, Bemard recognized the great need for leaders to
develop their human relation skills in a technological age. "The executive
arts are highly developed in the fields called technological; they are least
developed in the techniques of human interactions and organizations"
(292). An overview of the history of leadership and management studies in
the twentieth century below demonstrates that the integration of human
skills for task achievement is a principal theme of modem leadership and
management theory.
In the early 1900's, Frederick Winslow Taylor and others pioneered
the Scientific Management movement. These practitioners conducted time
and motion studies with the goal of reorganizing an organization's work
for greater efficiency. There was a high concem for the task, rather than
the people involved, and the needs of the organization were considered
above the needs of the individual.
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However, studies at Western Electric's Hawthorne plant in 1924
revolutionized the field of management studies. Elton Mayo and others
varied the illumination in the plant to see how it would affect productivity.
To their surprise the researchers found that the amount of illumination had
no effect on the worker's productivity, but that the attention paid to the
workers by the researchers caused greatly increased productivity. The
Hawthome studies showed that "the most significant factor affecting
organizational productivity was found to be the interpersonal relationships
that are developed on the job" (Hershey and Blanchard 53). Thus the
Human Relations movement was bom, which emphasized the needs of the
individual, rather than the needs of the organization (as the Scientific
Management school had done). The Human Relations movement eventually
developed three approaches to leadership skills: the trait approach,
attitudinal approaches, and situational approaches.
The trait approach to leadership assumed that certain traits were
inherent in effective leaders. Although researchers found that certain traits
increase the likelihood of success, they also discovered no traits or
combination of traits clearly predict success or failure. Therefore, "The
trait approach had reached an impasse before the beginning of World War
II" (Stogdill, Handbook of Leadership 2).
The next phase ofmanagement studies included attitudinal
approaches. Questionnaires and other instmments were used to measure
leader behaviors. In the 1945 Ohio State University studies, for the first
time leadership behavior was charted on two axes, that of "Initiating
Stmcture" and "Consideration". Thus the leader's skills in task completion
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("Initiating Structure") and relationship-building ("Consideration") were
considered as two necessary components of a leader's behavior.
In 1960 Douglas McGregor presented his Theory X-Theory Y model
of leadership. McGregor postulated that managers with a Theory X
mentality assumed that people disliked work and preferred to be directed
by others. He postulated that managers with the Theory Y mindset assume
that people think work is natural and that they can be self-directed and
creative. McGregor theorized that managers with the Theory Y mindset
would be far more effective, and their people would be far more
productive, than those working for a Theory X manager.
In 1961 Rensis Likert in the University of Michigan studies
contrasted managers' employee orientation versus production orientation.
As a result, Likert devised a scale of systems of organization ranging from
Exploitive Authoritative Management (System 1) to Benevolent
Authoritative Management (System 2) to Consultative Management (System
3) to Participative Management (System 4) (223). Likert theorized that
'employee-centered' supervisors are higher producers than 'job-centered'
supervisors") (7). In addition, Likert suggested that "general rather than
close supervision is more often associated with a high rather than a low
level of productivity" (9).
Robert Blake and Jane Mouton achieved a further step in leadership
theory in their Managerial Grid, in which they popularized the concepts of
the Ohio State and Michigan studies. Blake and Mouton charted a Concem
for Production (Task) on one axis of a manager's behavior, and a Concem
for People (Relationship) on the other axes, each on a nine point scale.
They feel that the ideal style is what they call "Nine, Nine" or "Team
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Management". They contend "it is a goal-centered, team approach that
seeks to gain optimum results through participation, involvement,
commitment, and conflict-solving" (13).
The attitudinal approaches have helped highlight the critical factor of
human relations in effective management. Daniel Katz, in a study of
managers in the Prudential Insurance Company, found that more than 75%
of highly effective supervisors spent over 50% of their time with people.
The studies above demonstrate that skill and time spent in human relations
is a non-negotiable for the effective leader-manager.
If anything, writers on Christian leadership highlight more
extensively than secular writers the need for proper relationships with co
workers and others. Lyle Schaller presents the composite picture of an
ideal pastor, "Jerry Buchanan" who does two crucial things: (1) he has
vision: he knows what he will and won't do, and (2) he spends much time
with people using a systematic plan (five hundred calls on people per year,
one-third to unchurched people, not counting hospital visitation).
As helpful as attitudinal approaches have been, many management
experts have concluded that they do not go far enough to describe effective
leadership. In contrast to Blake and Mouton, Hershey and Blanchard argue
"There is no one best leadership style" (101). A number of management
researchers have postulated situational approaches as apppropriate models
for management. They maintain that the leader must be flexible, adapting
his style to the situation. Situational approaches focus on observed
behavior, rather than leader attitudes.
In the Tannenbaum-Schmidt continuum, the leader selects one of
eleven styles to fit the appropriate situation along a Likert-like scale. Fred
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Fiedler (1967) developed his Leadership Contingency model in which the
most effective leadership style (Task-oriented versus Relation-oriented)
depends on the favorableness of the situation for the leader. House-
Mitchell (1974) proposed the Path-Goal model, in which they contend that
leaders are more effective when they supply what is missing. When there
is a low structure situation, the leader should supply high directiveness;
when there is a high structure situation, the leader should supply low
directiveness. The Vroom-Yetten Contingency model (1973) combines the
situational variables with the personal attributes of the leader (a partial
reliance on the trait approach) to determine what appropriate leader
behavior should be.
Hershey and Blanchard have synthesized much of the proceeding
research in management with their Tri-Dimensional Leader Effectiveness
model. While charting leadership behavior on the two familiar axis of
"Task Behavior" and "Relationship Behavior", they maintain that the
appropriate leadership behavior is based on the readiness of the followers.
Therefore, when the follower readiness is low (as when someone starts a
job and is untrained), they recommend "Telling" (high task behavior, low
relationship behavior). When follower readiness reaches the second level,
they recommend "Selling" (high task, high relationship). At the third level
of follower readiness, they recommend "Participating" behavior by the
leader (low task, high relationship). Finally, in the fourth and final stage
of follower readiness, Hershey and Blanchard recommend "Delegating", or
(low task, low relationship).
The above survey of secular leadership literature seems to show a
clear, logical development and refinement of leadership and management
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theory, especially conceming the human skills aspect ofmanagement.
Table 2.2 below describes the progression of management theory to this
point.
Table 2.2
The Development of Management Theory
Model Dimensions of Management Covered
Theory X - Theory Y 1 Dimension:
(McGregor) Relationship Behavior
(by the leader)
II. The Managerial Grid
(Blake and Mouton)
III. Tri-Dimensional Leader
Effectiveness
(Hershey and Blanchard)
2 Dimensions:
Relationship Behavior
(by the leader)
Task Behavior
(by the leader)
3 Dimensions:
Relationship Behavior
(by the leader)
Task Behavior
(by the leader)
Follower Readiness
(by the follower)
As Table 2.2 demonstrates, leadership or management theory has
developed increasingly workable models, or profiles, for managers to
follow in effectively training and delegating task to followers.
Delegation and Christian models. Much of the recent literature on
leadership goes beyond simply delegating tasks to followers and focuses on
enabling them to become confident workers, innovators, and leaders
themselves. Bennis and Nanus insist, "Leadership is not so much the
exercise of power itself as the empowerment of others" (224). In the
rapidly changing marketplace of the 90's, Peters perceives the need for
dismantling large organizations to give unbridled freedom for small units
to respond quickly to the marketplace (Liberation Management). Kouzes
and Posner concur, "Leaders knov^ that the more they control others, the
less likely it is that people will excel. Leaders do not control. They enable
others to act (11).
The Bible also teaches that the leaders need to enable others to carry
out the ministry. Strinkingly, the Scripture does not distinguish between
"clergy" and "laity". Rather, the task ofministry (e.g. as defined in the
Great Commission of Matthew 28:19-20, Mark 16:15-18, Luke 24:46-47,
John 20:21, and Acts 1:8) has been committed to all believers.
The radical model of Christian leadership holds that leaders train
other Christians to be leaders, to carry out the work of the ministry:
And He Himself gave some (to be) apostles, some prophets,
some evangelists, and some pastors and teachers, for the
equipping of the saints for the work of ministry, for the
edifying of the body of Christ (Ephesians 4:11,12).
What is the purpose of Christian leadership? It is to equip believers
("the saints") to do the work of the ministry. The work of the Christian
leader is to turn followers into leaders (see Rush, McKenna, and others).
The fastest growing churches in the world have caught the vision of
equipping others to do the work of the ministry. The "Cell Church"
movement includes many of the world's largest churches, such as Yoido
Full Gospel Church of Seoul, Korea, pastored by Paul Yonggi Cho (six
hundred thousand members), and Mana Igreja Christo in Lisbon, Portugal
pastored by Jorge Tadeu (seventy-five thousand members) (Bemer 1).
In such churches the cell is composed of eight to fifteen believers
who edify one another, hold one another accountable, and aggressively
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work to reach the lost, expecting to multiply in six months to a year's time.
While the cells also gather in a large church settling for preaching or
worship, and edification by the overall pastor-teacher(s) of the flock, the
work of ministry is done by the members of the church. This pattern
seems to fit far more closely with the New Testament model than does the
typical program-centered westem church.
Wagner and other writers on church growth see the pastor as
primarily an equipper,
... a leader who actively sets goals for the congregation
according to the will of God, obtains goal ovmership from the
people, and sees that each church member is properly
motivated and equipped to do his or her part in accomplishing
the goals (79).
Rush explains that a Christian leader's greatness is not measured by
what he can do, but by what his followers can do. Jesus was not a great
leader because of his miracles, but because his followers achieved great
things for God (93).
The equipping of believers to do the work of the ministry results in
multiplication. And the Bible teaches that multiplication is the only way to
reach the world. In the Great Commission, Jesus commanded his disciples
to "Make disciples . . . teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I
have commanded you" (Matthew 28:19,20). Thus the making of disciples
means that those disciples will be taught to make more disciples, who in
tum will be taught to make more disciples. Paul commanded Timothy,
And the things that you have heard from me among many
witnesses, commit these to faithful men who will be able to
teach others also (II Timothy 2:2).
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God's design is not only for Christian leaders to bring people to
Christ, but to train them to bring other people to Christ, who will then in
tum bring others to Christ. Eims points out that only when we become
spiritual great-grandfathers can we be satisfied that we have tmly "made
disciples": "It is when Joe [whom Pete is teaching] comes to Pete and says,
'I've led someone to Christ' that I know my training of Pete has been
effective" (124).
Fully equipping another to assume a role in leadership is perhaps the
fullest expression of the enabling aspect of leadership. This equipping
process includes communicating clear expectations to those who work in a
Christian organization or church, and giving feedback to the follower, for
"feedback is the breakfast of champions" (Kurt Lewin, qtd. in Hunter 23).
Hunter points out that the central issue in delegation is tmst, which involves
giving the follower the authority to act (26). Delegation is particularly
difficult for perfectionists, who want to control every step of the process;
but it is absolutely essential to fulfill God's plan for multiplying a ministry
through the work of many people. While delegating authority, however,
the leader needs to remember to provide clear expectations and feedback to
those who are following. In this way he or she will equip the follower to
become a practitioner and eventually a leader on his or her own.
Enabling the people is one of the most cmcial and difficult parts of
the leadership process. But one more part of the leadership process is
often emphasized in the literature: the need for the leader to continually
leam and adapt.
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Leaming and Adapting
The effective leader creates and communicates vision, demonstrates
credibility, organizes resources for results, and enables his or her people.
But the literature describes one more essential weapon in the arsenal of an
effective leader: leaming and adaptation to constantly changing
circumstances.
Peters says that business in the "Nanosecond Nineties" must respond
with lightening-fast speed to the ever-changing marketplace (Liberation
Management). Bennis and Nanus, contending that leaming is essential for
leaders, present their final leadership strategy as the "Deployment of Self,
which involves continual self-improvement. Covey's final habit of highly
effective people is self-renewal, what he calls "sharpening the saw". He
points out that a man involved in cutting down trees for hours can make
better use of his time by stopping occasionally to sharpen his saw than by
continuing to work with a dull saw. In a similar way, the effective person
needs to devote a healthy percentage of his or her time "sharpening the
saw," leaming new pattems of relating to a changing world.
Like credibility, leaming is a critical part of leadership throughout
the entire leadership process. From the very beginning the effective leader
must be a leamer. Carl Phribum, professor at Stanford University, has
demonstrated that a tennis team's performance is dramatically increased by
continually watching videos of a great tennis player executing various
shots. By continual comparison to an ideal model, tennis players are able
to greatly improve their skills in a short time (Hunter 21). In the same
way, effective leaders always have models to follow. This is why the
Christian leader must study the models of great Biblical and current
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Christian leaders, and above all the example of Jesus, the perfect leader, in
order to continually refine and improve their own leadership skills.
The leadership literature frequently refers to the need for a leader's
flexibility. Leaders tend to be "the most result-oriented people in the
world, they are worried about the goal, not the how to" (Hunter 21a).
Such leaming and adaptation is just as critical for a ministry as for a
business: "paying serious attention to self-development ~ your own and
that of everyone in the organization - is not a luxury for non-profit
executives" (Dmcker, Managing the Non-Profit Organization 1 89).
A periodic review of goals and performance is important for
ministry leaders:
All the people I have known who have grown review once or
twice a year what they have actually done, which part of that
work makes sense, and what they should concentrate on ... I
have leamed to sit down with myself for two weeks in August
and review my work over the past year (Managing the Non-
Profit Organization 191).
Continual leaming and adaptation is important not only for leaders,
but for entire organizations. "Japanese companies . . . know that change is
inevitable, therefore, they keep their organizations leaming" (Stevenson
and Gumpert 88). Peter Senge, Director of the Systems Thinking and
Organizational Program at MIT's Sloan School of Management, advocates
what he calls "the leaming organization" as the only organization which
can meet the challenge of a rapidly changing world. The leader's
commitment to continual leaming and flexibility to meet the needs of his or
her customers (or those to whom he or she ministers) is an integral part of
the entire leadership process.
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A review of the Biblical, Christian, and secular literature on
leadership shows that effective leadership includes a number of essential
steps in the leadership process. These steps include developing and
communicating a shared vision, organizing resources to produce results,
and enabling people to work together as a team (including team selection,
delegation, supervision, evaluation, and multiplication through others).
Throughout these basic steps in the leadership process, two more elements
of effective leadership must be exercised: the leader's credibility and his or
her continual leaming and adaptation to new situations. The essential steps
can be synthesized into a five-step process of leadership: (1) vision. (2)
credibility. (3) organization. (4) enabling, and (5) leaming.
Throughout his analysis of the leadership process, this writer has
attempted to apply the principles of effective leadership (cited above) to the
effective founding of a new ministry. However, with the exception of
church-planting literature, he has found very little literature which
addresses the essential characteristics of founding a new organization or
ministry, in contrast to exercising leadership within an already existing
organization. Some literature has been focused on the need for innovation
and entrepreneurship, and this will be addressed in the overview of this
subject below. But even this literature largely focuses on innovation and
entrepreneurship within large, existing organizations, and almost
exclusively on secular business.
Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Although the literature on innovation and entrepreneurship focuses
on business, it has direct application to innovation in ministry and the
entrepreneurial task of founding a new ministry. "Innovate" derives from
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the Latin in + novare (to malce new). Innovation, then, means to
"introduce (something new) ... to change" (Webster's New International
Dictionary, 2nd ed.). Experts agree that innovation is crucial to success in
the business world. "Consistent innovation is the key to a company's
survival" (Pearson, 99). Successful companies realize the critical need to
introduce new concepts to the marketplace: "IBM spends seven billion
dollars a year on research and development, and most of that is invested in
creativity and innovation" (Emmerling, 13).
Many of the largest and most effective ministries in America are
ministries which have practiced innovation, such as Saddleback Valley
Community Church (Orange County, Califomia), Willow Creek
Community Church (near Chicago, Illinois), and Campus Crusade for
Christ. Innovation in ministry simply means accomplishing our God-given
mission in a new way.
Such innovation has marked the great advances in God's Kingdom
throughout the Bible and the history of the church. Examples of
innovation in the expansion of God's Kingdom include: the giving of the
law through Moses, new forms of worship, as expressed by David and
others in the psalms, the initiation of God's new covenant with mankind
through Jesus Christ, Paul's aggressive mission to the Gentile world, the
Reformation, the Wesleyan revival, and other great movements of God
throughout history. Each of these movements has introduced a new way to
reveal God to men and women. One might conclude that "when God wants
to bring revival and spiritual awakening to a country. He characteristically
uses new and innovative ways of bringing His message to a hardened and
secularized culture" (Boyd 3).
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Innovation is the essence of the founding of a new ministry. The
whole raison d'etre of a new ministry is to meet the needs of the world
in a new and innovative way. But how does effective innovation take
place? The literature highlights three principles of effective iimovation.
The first principle of innovation has been termed "analysis of the
opportunities". In Innovation and Entrepreneurship. one of the best
treatments of the subject in the field today, Peter Drucker declares,
"Purposeful, systematic innovation begins with the analysis of the
opportunities" (154). Innovation starts by researching the market.
Andrew Carnage advised would-be entrepreneurs to "find a need and fill
it!" (Kingston 76). But one must find, not just a need, but a felt need
which signifies a potential market. For example, the technology sufficient
to make personal computers was available long before a huge market for
PC's grew up in the 1980's due to people's perception in that decade that
they could use PC's.
Data gathering and diagnosis through surveys and questionnaires,
interviews, and other tools are invaluable aids in discerning the felt needs
of the marketplace. Ministries have often been slower than businesses in
recognizing that they, too, are ministering to a marketplace in which
people have the freedom to choose, and that appealing to people's felt needs
is an important part of winning a hearing for the gospel. Many of the
fastest growing U.S. churches, such as Willow Creek Community Church
near Chicago, currently the largest church in the United States, have used
such marketing tools to discover how to develop a ministry which will
meet the needs of their surrounding communities.
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The author recently discovered in analyzing the part of his own
ministry which is directed to university campuses that campus directors
(who issue invitations to conduct evangelistic campaigns on their campuses)
wanted a more detailed description of his messages than he was providing.
Reformatting fifty-plus available messages, describing their content, length,
and intended audience, and sending this list of "Talk Titles" to campus
directors, has resulted in higher numbers of invitations to speak on
university campuses. Effective innovation, then, involves being "market
driven", which means adapting the innovation to the needs of the market.
First, the market must be objectively analyzed and understood.
Then, the innovator must focus on the right opportunity. Often it is not
clear which opportunity is the best. In this case, the guiding principle is to
focus on the business' or ministry's strength. Alan West instructs us that
the innovating company "painstakingly appreciates the work requirements
involved . . . and builds on the existing strengths within the organization"
(207). Pearson agrees, "You must know your industry and the competitors
cold" (102). Grant warns that "resource dilution is a sure formula for
mediocrity" (15). Thus, the innovator must first analyze the market and
then focus on the right opportunity within the market.
A second principle of innovation is the need to focus the innovation
on the targeted opportunity. Drucker explains,
An innovation, to be effective, has to be simple and it has to be
focused. It should do only one thing, otherwise it confuses. If
it's not simple, it won't work. Everything new runs into
trouble; if complicated, it cannot be repaired or fixed. All
effective innovations are breathtakingly simple (Innovation
and Entrepreneurship 135).
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Many successful companies illustrate the appropriate focusing of an
innovation. McDonalds, though a huge company, does just one highly
focused thing: it produces dependable fast food. In a similar way, the
founder of a new ministry needs to focus specifically on how he or she will
meet the need of the marketplace. Campus Crusade for Christ has focused
on reaching college students for Christ and training them to reach others,
therefore ensuring the multiplication and growth of the ministry, through
using "The Four Spiritual Laws" and other simplified, transferable
presentations of the gospel and Christian teachings. How does the leader of
a ministry determine what the focus of his or her ministry should be? He
or she must understand the market as well as the leader's and organization's
own key strengths in order to find the best focus for the ministry.
A third principle of innovation taught by Drucker and others is that
of starting small and leading the way. Drucker explains, "Effective
innovations start small. They are not grandiose. They try to do one
specific thing. But though they start small, a successful innovation aims at
leadership" (135-136). Stevenson and Gumpert agree with this advice to
start small and build on the innovation: "Commitments in stages foster the
most effective response to new competitors, markets, and technologies . . .
a multi-stage commitment allows responsiveness; a one-time commitment
creates unnecessary risks" (90).
One principle pervades the literature on innovation: effective
innovation is market-driven. This principle is really an application of the
Golden Rule. Effective innovation is not shaped by the desires of the
innovator, but by the desires of the consumer. Such an understanding of an
effective innovation is highly applicable to the founding of an effective new
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ministry. On the one hand, the founder of a ministry of evangelism and
discipleship has one foot planted in the unchanging gospel of Jesus Christ.
But on the other hand, he or she must have one foot planted in the
marketplace, in the felt needs of those to w^hom he or she ministers. Only
by having one foot planted in the unchanging gospel and the other planted
in the rapidly-changing world can a man or woman found a ministry which
will effectively meet the needs of people with the power of God.
The innovation literature has many valuable applications to founding
a new ministry. However, it falls short of providing a comprehensive
model for the Christian founder-leader to follow. It does not address the
unique character of the Christian founder-leader as one who is called,
directed, and empowered by God.
For these reasons the Christian founder- leader must go beyond
leadership and innovation literature to find a successful profile describing
the Christian founder-leader. While almost no one, it seems, has presented
such a profile, the lives of representative Christian founder-leaders further
illustrate principles which can be used to construct such a profile.
Representative Christian Founders
Thousands of founder-leaders march through the pages of Christian
history. While each of their lives teaches something about how to found an
effective or ineffective ministry, this review will choose four of the most
prominent founder-leaders to illustrate key characteristics and actions of
the founder of a new ministry. Two Biblical leaders will be examined, one
from the Old Testament (Nehemiah), and the other from the New
Testament (Paul). Two of the leaders with the greatest impact on the
history of the church, Patrick and John Wesley, will also be examined.
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While the lives of each of these leaders constitutes a source of
extensive study, this review will draw only the most salient principles of
leadership from the lives of these men, to illustrate the essential
characteristics of an effective founder-leader of a ministry.
Nehemiah
Many Christian writers and leaders have pointed to Nehemiah as a
model of effective leadership (e.g. Hendricks). The book of Nehemiah
describes how Nehemiah, cupbearer to King Artaxerxes, left his privileged
position at the royal palace, journeyed to Jerusalem, and challenged the
people to build the wall around Jerusalem, subsequently organizing the
people into their proper legal and family structures. In ancient times, the
wall represented an essential defense for any city from sudden attack by
bloodthirsty invaders, much like the standing armies and missiles of today
protect modem countries. Nehemiah's bold and courageous leadership in
rebuilding the wall and reorganizing the city reestablished Jemsalem to the
position of glory as God's chosen city.
The book of Nehemiah begins and ends with prayer, illustrating the
first principle of effective Biblical founder-leaders.
So it was, when I heard these words [about Jemsalem's
distress], that I sat down and wept, and moumed for certain
days; and fasted, and prayed before the God of heaven
(Nehemiah 1:4).
Nehemiah was directed by God, not his own plans. First he sought
God, confessed his and the people's sins to God, and was restored to a right
relationship with God (Chapter 3:5-10). Only then did he ask God to
direct and empower him to take action to rebuild the wall (1:11).
Nehemiah illustrates a principle repeated throughout the Bible: a Christian
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leader's relationship with God comes first. This relationship with God
must take priority over the ministry. And then, ministry flows out of a
right relationship with God.
First, Nehemiah's prayers (1; 2:4; 4:4,9; 5:19; 6:9,14; 13:14,22,31)
show that he was God-directed, not self-directed. Second, Nehemiah was a
servant leader. Throughout the book Nehemiah turns down his privileges
as a highly esteemed official in the royal court (1:1 1-2:8) and as the
governor of Jerusalem (5:14-19) in order to most effectively serve God
and the people of Jerusalem through the difficult work of building the wall.
Nehemiah also illustrates the necessity of planning. Once he
discerned God's purpose in rebuilding the wall, he discerned and developed
a well thought-out strategy to see God's purpose accomplished. He first
petitioned the king for permission and help in rebuilding the wall (2:1-8),
then he surveyed the condition of Jerusalem and challenged the leaders of
the city to rebuild the wall (2:1 1-20). He flexibly adapted his plans to
encounter the inevitable opposition to the rebuilding of the wall as well
(4:1-23; 6:1-14). He also dealt with oppression among God's people and
the need to reorganize the city (5:7-13). Repeatedly Nehemiah
demonstrates the twin principles of dependance on God through prayer on
the one hand and strategic planning with common sense on the other.
Through prayer and planning the Christian leader gains a clear vision of
what God would have him do.
Nehemiah also illustrates the effective organization of resources to
accomplish goals. He established a division of labor in the building of the
wall (3:1-32), a legal order, a family order (including a list of citizens and
their family relationships), an order of worship, and monetary order
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(including a plan for giving/taxation) (7:1-13:31). A critical part of
Nehemiah's organization was his recognition of God-ordained lines of
authority. First, he recognized that he was under the authority of
Artaxerxes, and requested the King's permission and help to rebuild
Jerusalem (2:1-8). Second, he exercised his authority as governor and
appointed others to rule over the city (7:1-3). Nehemiah also delegated
leadership over the city (7:1-6), the task of rebuilding the wall (3:1-32),
and the leadership of worship (8:1-10:39) to others. Nehemiah enabled the
people to do the work; he was not just an achiever, but a leader.
Finally, Nehemiah demonstrates credibilitv of the highest order.
Because he had eamed tmst with the King, he was able to leave for
Jemsalem to carry out his assignment (2:1-8). But he also demonstrated
credibility in Jemsalem by his decision not to use the govemor's privileges
(5:14-19) and his refusal to leave the work in the face of great personal
danger (6:1-14). Nehemiah is a classic illustration of godly, effective
founding leadership.
Paul
After Jesus Himself, Paul is widely considered to be the greatest of
all Christian leaders. Over half of the history of the early church in the
book of Acts describes Paul's ministry (Acts 13-28). Like Nehemiah,
Paul's life stands as a living example of the most important principles of
Christian founding leadership. Throughout his life and ministry, Paul was
conscious of his clear call from God. God had said to Paul,
I have appeared to you for this purpose, to make you a
minister and a witness both of the things which you have seen
and to the things which I will yet reveal to you. I will deliver
you from the Jewish people, as well as from the Gentiles, to
whom I now send you, to open their eyes and to tum them
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from darkness to light, and from the power of Satan to God
(Acts 26:16-18).
Paul was a leader with vision; but his vision also included specific,
strategic planning. Paul's first missionary joumey (Acts 13:1-14:28)
suggests Paul had a clearly mapped-out strategy for ministry. He did not
minister in the countryside, but traveled from city to city, starting in
Cypms, nearest his home (that is, Antioch), then moving on to the nearby
regions of Asia, and joumeying further and further abroad as his mission
developed. He ministered in urban centers, from which disciples could be
sent out to evangelize the surrounding countryside.
Paul and Bamabas determined their strategy by careful, orderly
planning. But the supematural direction of the Holy Spirit also balanced
strategy, sometimes overmling Paul and Bamabas' plans. For example,
"After they [Paul and Bamabas] had come to Mysia, they tried to go into
Bithynia, but the Spirit did not permit them" (16:7). Apparently the Holy
Spirit intervened in some clear manner to prevent Paul from carrying out
the plans he had made. But then God provided supematural guidance:
"And a vision appeared to Paul in the night. A man ofMacedonia stood
and pleaded with him, and saying, 'Come over to Macedonia and help us'"
(16:9). The supematural intervention of the Holy Spirit redirected Paul
and Bamabas to Macedonia and Greece, rather than Asia.
This intervention did not happen while Paul and Bamabas were
stubbomly pursuing their own plans, but while they were listening to God.
The "man ofMacedonia" appeared to Paul, not in a dream (when he was
asleep), but in a vision, while he was praying at night. This balance of
dependance on orderly, common-sense planning on one hand, and the
direction of the Holy Spirit through praver on the other, characterizes
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Paul's ministry, just as it did that of Nehemiah and other great leaders in
Scripture.
Paul not only leamed the necessity of a call and strategy from God,
but of preparation for ministry. Paul spent forty-eight years preparing for
his ministry, including twelve to fourteen years as a believer in Christ,
before he began his first great mission with Bamabas in Acts 13. His
entire ministry after this time lasted only seventeen years (48-64 AD). Yet
in this time he accomplished more than any other Christian leader has in a
lifetime! The lesson seems clear: if the leader is prepared, God can do
more through him or her in a few years than in a lifetime. Paul, along
with the other greatest leaders in Scripture, such as Moses and David,
demonstrate that adequate preparation is essential for the Christian leader.
While worshipping with other leaders in Antioch, the Holy Spirit
directed the church to send Paul and Bamabas on their mission: "Now
separate to me Bamabas and Saul [Paul's name before Acts 13:9] for the
work to which I have called them" (13:2). With Paul, as with Nehemiah
and other leaders throughout the Bible, first came worship, then witness.
Out of a vital relationship with God comes the leader's ministry with God.
It is no accident that the Holy Spirit called Paul and Bamabas to ministry
while they were worshipping him.
Paul also demonstrated from the beginning of his ministry that the
Holy Spirit worked through the body of Christ, the church, in preparing
and sending leaders. Acts 13:3 says "Then, having fasted and prayed, and
laid hands on them [Bamabas and Paul], they sent (them) away." Then
follows the startling statement, "so being sent out bv the Holv Spirit, they
went" (13:4).
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The Scripture reveals that the sending by the church and the sending
by the Holy Spirit were one and the same thing. God's calling and sending
of Paul was paralleled by the church's recognition of Paul's call and them
sending him off with their blessing. This interdependence between the
missionary and the sending church illustrates the social network within
which the Christian leader functions. If he or she does not work together
with other people, he or she is not a leader, but a practitioner. And indeed,
no Christian is able to function apart from the other members of the body
of Christ to whom he or she belongs (I Corinthians 12).
Paul also illustrates the twin themes of power and persecution in
ministry. Paul exercised supematural power in his leadership, first by
silencing the opposition of a sorcerer by blinding him (13:9-12). This
demonstration of clearly supematural power clearly distinguishes the
effective Christian leader from the secular leader. In fact, the
demonstration of God's power validated Paul's call as a Christian leader,
and it was after this demonstration of power that he is named as first in the
team of "Paul and Bamabas" (13:13,43), indicating his assumption of
primary leadership of the two man team.
Paul also illustrates another distinctive of Christian leadership, as
opposed to secular leadership: persecution. Jesus promised that His
followers would be persecuted (John 15:18-21), and Paul was savagely
persecuted for his preaching of the gospel (e.g. the stoning at Lystra (Acts
13:19,20), the beating and imprisonment at Philippi (16:19-24), etc.). But
in the midst of persecution, he was supematurally strengthened by God, so
that God's power was demonstrated even through persecution (e.g. Paul's
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rising up from his stoning and continuing in ministry (14:20), the
earthquake and conversion of the Philippian jailer (16:25-40), etc.).
Though he was persecuted, Paul was not a masochist. He avoided
persecution insofar as possible, while being faithful to preach the gospel.
For this reason he fled for Lycaonia (14:6) and claimed Roman citizenship
in Jerusalem when he was about to be flogged (22:25). Yet Paul did not
shrink from preaching the gospel, and as a result endured many
persecutions which testified of his faithfulness to Christ (II Corinthians
11:22-33).
Paul was acutely aware of facing challenges so great that no man can
bear them. After explaining that God had given him a ministry of bringing
life to those who believe and death to those who reject God, he asks, "And
who is sufficient for these things?" (II Corinthians 2:16). His great answer
is that only God working through His servants can carry out such a
ministry:
Not that we are sufficient of ourselves to think of anything as
being of ourselves, but our sufficiency is from God, who also
made us sufficient ministers of the new covenant (II
Corinthians 3:5,6).
This total dependence on God, whose "strength is made perfect in
weakness" (II Corinthians 12:9), was the great hallmark of Paul's ministry.
His life dramatically demonstrated the distinctiveness of Christian
leadership as God-centered leadership.
Paul exemplifies a strong vision and strategy, and dependence on
God, but he equally demonstrates credibilitv. The book of Acts presents
Paul's singleminded obsession with preaching the gospel and gathering
disciples into churches in major cities across the Roman Empire, from Asia
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Minor (Acts 13 and 14) to Macedonia (Acts 16) to Greece (Acts 17 and 18)
to Rome itself (Acts 28).
In his letters to these churches he founded, Paul continually points to
his own life and conduct as a living example of new life in Christ. To the
Thessalonians he wrote:
For our gospel did not come to you in word only, but also in
power, and in the Holy Spirit and in much assurance, as you
know what kind of men we were among you for your sake . . .
For you remember, brethren, our labor and toil; for laboring
night and day, that we might not be a burden to any of you, we
preached to you the gospel of God (1:5; 2:9).
To the Corinthians he protested that his sufferings for the gospel
marked him as a true minister of Christ:
Are they ministers of Christ? ~ I speak as a fool � I am more:
in labors more abundant, in stripes above measure, in prisons
more frequently, in deaths often (II Corinthians 1 1 :23).
Paul demonstrated credibility not only by suffering, but by selfless
service for those to whom he ministered. In I Corinthians 9 we leam that
though Paul had a right to be paid for his hard work in preaching the
gospel and leading the church, he served the Corinthians for nothing!
The Lord has commanded that those who preach the gospel
should live from the gospel. But I have used none of these
things . . . What is my reward then? That when I preach the
gospel, I may present the gospel of Christ without charge, that
I may not abuse my authority in the gospel (I Corinthians
9:14,15; 18).
Not only did Paul give up his right to money (he eamed his living by
making tents (Acts 18:3) ), but he changed his entire lifestyle to win a
hearing with his audience: "To the Jews I became as Jew, that I might win
Jews ... to those who are without law, as without law ... I have become
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all things to all men, that I might by all means save some" (I Corinthians
(9:20;22). Paul even gave up his right to marry in order to give his
undistracted attention to preaching the gospel: "Do we have no right to take
along a believing wife, as do also the other apostles?" (I Corinthians 9:5;
7).
One concludes from studying Paul's life and letters that he gave up
all his rights for the sake of the ministry. Eventually, he gave up his very
life for the gospel's sake (II Timothy 4:6,7; and church tradition says that
Paul was beheaded for his faith, in Rome).
Paul summed up the credibility he had demonstrated in his farewell
address to the Ephesian elders:
You know, from the first day that I came to Asia, in what
manner I always lived among you, serving the Lord with all
humility, with many tears and trials which happened to me by
the plotting of the Jews; and how I kept back nothing that was
helpful, but ... I have not shunned to declare to you the whole
counsel of God (Acts 20:18-20; 27).
How did Paul earn his credibility? First, by unselfish service. And
second, by his consistency. From the very start of his ministry ("the first
day") Paul was consistent in his actions, "serving the Lord", and in his
attitude, demonstrating "all humility". He was not only consistent in his
life, but in his message: he preached "the whole counsel of God", and he
preached it to everyone who would listen ("testifying to Jews, and also to
Greeks" (Acts 20:21) ). His whole life was an example of giving, as he said
"remember the words of the Lord Jesus, that he said, Tt is more blessed to
give than to receive'" (Acts 20:35).
In addition to demonstrating vision and credibility, Paul organized
and enabled others to carry on the work ofmaking disciples. He leamed to
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exercise high standards in whom he would accept as a team member.
Having experienced John Mark's desertion during his first missionary
joumey (Acts 13:13), he refused to accept him on his second missionary
joumey (Acts 15:38), and instead chose Silas, one of the "leading men
among the brethren" (Acts 15:22). Paul demonstrates the critical need for
dependibility as a criterion in selecting the core team members for a new
ministry of evangelism and discipleship.
Paul also modeled Jesus' command to "make disciples" (Matthew
28:19). He selected Timothy and others into whom he poured his life, and
who became prominent leaders in the church (Acts 16:1-5; I Timothy, II
Timothy). And Paul took a responsibility to help shepherd those he
brought to Christ, retuming to the cities where had preached and
"strengthening the souls of the disciples, exhorting (them) to continue in
the faith" (Acts 14:22). Paul even developed a training center in Ephesus,
teaching in the school of Tyrannus, with the result that disciples went all
over Asia sharing the gospel so that "all who dwelt in Asia heard the word
of the Lord Jesus" (Acts 19:10).
Paul also recognized God-ordained authority stmctures (Romans
13:1-7), and cultivated relationships with and preached to key leaders in the
cities where he ministered ("the officials of Asia, . . . were his friends"
(Acts 19:31)).
Next to Christ Himself, Paul stands out as perhaps the most shining
example of effective leadership in evangelism and discipleship, the central
task of the church. He set the highest of standards for upcoming leaders
throughout the centuries to follow.
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Patrick
Though his story is shrouded in the mists of time, Patrick of Ireland
was one of the most influential leaders in the history of the church. When
he came to Ireland, only a few scattered Christians lived there.
By the time he died, Ireland had been converted to the Christian faith.
Patrick was bom in Scotland about AD 389, the son of wealthy
parents. But one summer moming Irish invaders took him, along with
many others, as a slave in the hold of a ship bound for Ireland. For the
next six years Patrick herded sheep, often enduring harsh and freezing
weather. Though he had been reared in a Christian home, only in slavery
did he tum to God and begin a fervent life of prayer which lasted the rest
of his days.
Patrick escaped from his master, making his way about two hundred
miles across Ireland to sea, and providentially found a ship whose captain
took him on board. Back at home, Patrick received a vision from God:
I saw in the night this vision of a man, whose name was
Victorious, coming as it were from Ireland, with countless
letters. And he gave me one of them and I read the opening
words of the letter, which were "The voice of the Irish"; and
as I read the beginning of the letter I thought that at the same
moment I heard their voice . . . and thus did they cry out as
with one mouth: "We ask thee, boy, come and walk amongst us
once more" (McBeth 28).
Patrick received a clear vision of God which would become his life's
mission: to bring the gospel to Ireland. Like Paul, Patrick underwent a
lengthy period of preparation before he was ready to begin his mission. He
studied at a church in Gaul (modem day France), and only after he was
forty years old did he begin his mission to Ireland.
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Once again, Patrick also illustrated another of the key principles of
founding leaders: he was sent out by the church and he worked with a team
of other missionaries from the beginning of his ministry. Patrick went
with a "missionary party" to Ireland in about AD 432 (McBeth 20).
Patrick understood, like many other great founding leaders, the critical
place of the authoritv structure in the land where he ministered. He
typically went first to the political leader in an effort to win him to the
faith. He convinced King Laoghaire to grant him permission to preach the
gospel in his district after boldly breaking the rule that only the king could
first light a fire during the Druid Spring festival (McBeth 21).
Patrick also followed the methods of Paul in boldly preaching the
gospel, not in a foreign tongue, but vernacular Irish. But Patrick was not
only a preacher, but an enabler of others. He devoted much time to the
spiritual training of converts and the making of disciples, as well as
organizing them into strong churches. Tucker notes, "after establishing the
church Patrick moved on to new areas where the gospel had never been
preached; and by 447, after fifteen years of preaching, much of Ireland had
been evangelized" (Tucker 39).
Another distinctive of Patrick's leadership, like that of other great
Christian founder leaders, was his strictly "orthodox" faith, holding
steadfastly to the deity of Christ and the inspiration of God's word
(Macbeth 22).
Yet he demonstrated tremendous fiexibilitv in the nonessentials of
the faith. He worked within the political and social systems of the day, not
attempting to change them, but to bring people to faith in the living God.
Tucker notes, "He accepted their political and social order" (39). Also, he
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incorporated tiie scattered Christians who were living in the land into the
new church.
Like Paul, Patrick experienced both the supematural power of God
and intense persecution. On at least twelve different occasions he faced life
and death situations, but persevered in boldly preaching the gospel. Many
of his most strategic encounters with pagan Dmid priest were "power
encounters", in which he demonstrated that God's power was greater than
those of the Dmid religion. Patrick only accomplished such a great
mission as winning Ireland to Christ by the supematural power of God.
Patrick also demonstrated the credibility of characteristic founding
leaders. He was careful in his relationships with women, and demonstrated
great humility. By his vision, his faithfulness as a leader, his organization
of the church, his flexibility, and his discipleship of others, he planted over
two hundred churches and baptized approximately one hundred thousand
converts. Patrick stands as an example of a highly effective founding
leader and exemplifies the chief characteristics of such a leader.
John Weslev
John Wesley, author of the Wesleyan revival and founder of the
Methodist Church, is one of the greatest Christian founders in history.
Wesley grew up under the Christian tutelage of his godly mother Susanna
and his father Samuel, an ordained priest. He was educated at Oxford,
where he lead the Holy Club, who were mocked as "Methodists" because of
their methodical and disciplined habits of piety. After an unsuccessful
ministry in Georgia, Wesley retumed to England, where he continued in
much turmoil of soul.
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One evening Wesley went "very unwillingly" to a society on
Aldersgate Street. As he listened to a reading of Luther's preface to his
commentary on Romans, Wesley said, "I felt my heart strangely warmed.
I felt I did trust in Christ, Christ alone for salvation; and an assurance was
given me that He had taken away my sins, even mine and saved nie from
the law of sin and death" (Wesley, Joumal, L476f).
Wesley's conversion gave him a new sense of power and victory in
his faith, and he soon began to follow George Whitefield's example by
preaching out-of-doors to large crowds. The Spirit of God moved
mightily when Wesley preached, and many were dramatically converted.
Like other great leaders, Wesley had a powerful sense of God's calling of
him to preach the gospel and save the lost. Vulliamy writes, "the salvation
of a single sinner . . . would occupy the whole of his energies" (43). And
like Paul, Wesley had a magnificent obsession to preach the gospel to men
and women everywhere. Wesley was the epitome of total dedication and
disciplined work. He woke at four AM each moming, generally preached
at five AM, and never traveled less than four thousand five hundred miles
by land and sea every year. He preached an average of five times a day ~
more times in a month than most ministers preach in a year!
Wesley was singlemindedness in human form. He hated wasting
time, especially in "arguments about religion"; rather, "to him nothing was
to be tolerated, unless it could be said to promote the knowledge of
communion with God." (Vulliamy 313; 355). By his hard work and
personal dedication to holiness, Wesley was a model of credibility.
Wesley also demonstrated great humility. At Whitefield's funeral, a
lady asked Wesley if he thought he would meet Mr. Whitefield in heaven.
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After a pause he rephed "No madam." "Ah", said the enquirer, "I was
afraid you would say that." Wesley continued, "George Whitefield,
madam, will be so near to the thrown of grace that a sinner such as I am
will never get a glimpse of him" (Vulliamy 319).
Wesley, like other great Christian leaders, experienced intense
persecution. He was often attacked by mobs who wanted to kill him.
However, in the midst of this persecution, he frequently experienced God's
supematural power and protection:
Wesley observed, that although many people tried to get hold
of his collar or coat to pull him down, none of them
succeeded. Others who thrust savagely toward him with sticks
or stones in their hands, found themselves powerless in the
immediate presence ofWesley (Vulliamy 234, 235).
Wesley's continual devotion to praver demonstrated his utter
dependence upon God for the power to be the leader of one of the greatest
revivals in history.
Like Nehemiah, Paul, and Patrick, Wesley also relied completely on
the Bible as the word of God. Wesley's sermons are packed full of
Scripture. For example, a typical message in Wesley's Standard Sermons,
"The Marks of the New Birth," contains over one hundred and thirteen
direct quotations of Scripture! Wesley said "A Methodist is one who lives
according to the message that is laid down in the Bible" (Vulliamy 49).
Wesley not only preached the gospel and saw souls converted, but he
was one of the most highly organized leaders in history. He gathered
converts together into Methodist Societies, which later became the
Methodist Church after Wesley's death. He trained itinerant preachers and
sent them out across England and eventually to America to preach the
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gospel boldly in every place. Wesley not only emphasized salvation, but
sanctification, "without which no man shall see the Lord". Because of his
disciplined life and thorough organization, Wesley had one of the greatest
impacts on history of any Christian founder, an impact that is still being
felt around the world today.
Conclusion
The examples of the great founder-leaders of the Bible and the
church demonstrate the crucial principles of founding leadership. The
lives of great Christian founders put flesh and blood on the theoretical
insights of the Biblical, Christian, and secular teachings on leadership, as
well as on the insights of the innovation literature.
Yet specific examples of founding leaders fall short of providing a
more generalized, comprehensive profile describing the crucial qualities
and characteristics necessary for all founding leaders. In addition, the
changing needs of evangelism and discipleship in the twentieth century
highlight the need for developing a current profile of the founder-leader of
an effective ministry. Apart from literature on planting churches, this
researcher has discovered no book or article which presents an adequate
general profile describing a modem day Christian founder-leader, and
which synthesizes the principles drawn from the lives of numerous
founder-leaders into a single, viable profile of a Christian founder.
Therefore, this writer proposes a simplified, theoretical profile
describing a founder-leader, which synthesizes the conclusions presented in
this literature review. He then tests this profile with case studies of several
effective leaders of current ministries of evangelism and discipleship (see
Chapters four and five). This researcher proposes a profile of an effective
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founder-leader which includes three facets. Taken together, these three
facets reflect the process of leadership outlined above in the literature [for
example, in "The Process of Leadership" section].
The theoretical profile describes the effective Christian founder-
leader as:
1. A Visionarv: The effective founder-leader must have a God-given
vision for his or her ministry, and must effectively communicate that
vision to followers so that it becomes a shared vision.
2. AModel: The effective founder-leader must be a credible servant
leader: he or she must demonstrate selfless integrity, competence, and
consistency, so that followers will trust his or her leadership.
3. An Enabler: The effective founder-leader must be one who
motivates, trains, and enables others to use their unique and complementary
gifts to work together to accomplish the vision. Enabling involves
motivation, training, delegation, supervision, evaluation, and eventually
multiplication, by allowing others to take on leadership roles and multiply
the impact of the founder-leader.
This writer will now investigate the profile in the light of case
studies of effective Christian founder-leaders.
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CHAPTERS
Methodology
The purpose of this project was to determine the essential qualities
and actions of the founders of effective ministries of evangelism and
discipleship. What personal qualities and strategic actions are common to
different leaders of effective ministries? Can one develop a profile
describing the effective founder-leader?
While taking ME745: Leadership and Change in the Church, this
researcher realized that a lack of management, or "getting things done
through other people" (Hunter 1), limited his ministry. Like Moses, before
he took Jethro's counsel to delegate to other "able men who fear God" in
Exodus 18:13-27, this researcher has carried out evangelistic and teaching
ministry without delegating many tasks to other gifted individuals who can
multiply his ministry. He saw he had "hit a ceiling" beyond which his
ministry could not expand. Therefore, he began to consider how other
leaders of effective ministries of evangelism and discipleship, and
especially other mass evangelists, had developed their own team ministries.
Further study and research in the leadership literature revealed that
few had written on the unique role of a founder-leader and how he or she
starts a new ministry. The researcher's need for such a profile, in order to
follow it, challenged him to develop such a profile in this dissertation.
Research Questions and Hypothesis
The two research questions of this project are:
Research Question 1. What do the Bible, church history, and the
leadership literature reveal to be the essential qualities and actions of
effective founder-leaders ofministries of evangelism and discipleship?
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Research Question 2. What do current, highly effective ministries of
evangelism and discipleship reveal to be the essential qualities and actions
of their founder-leaders?
The study of the literature resulted in the development of a three
fold profile describing the effective founder of a Christian ministry of
evangelism and discipleship. The effective founder-leader must be (1) a
Visionary, (2) a credible Model, and (3) an Enabler of others using the
research methodology proposed by Yin (38). This researcher regarded
this profile as a theoretical framework which he would test by further
research strategies.
An evaluation of the major research strategies available indicated
that case studies of current founder-leaders of effective ministries would be
the most valuable means of testing the proposed profile (see "Rationale for
Case Studies" under "Procedures" below). Yin explains that proper case
study methodology includes a construction of a theoretical framework
[such as the profile above] followed by its validation or alteration by the
collection of data:
The simple goal is to have a sufficient blueprint for your
study, and this requires theoretical propositions. Then, the
complete research design will provide surprisingly strong
guidance in determining what data to collect and the strategies
for analyzing the data. For this reason, theory development
prior to the collection of any case-study data is an essential
step in doing case studies (36).
Subjects
One of the first difficulties this researcher faced in devising a proper
research methodology concemed the multi-faceted nature of leadership.
Leadership is among the most complex of all subjects in the social sciences.
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and is not easily measured by a quantitative instrument. For this reason,
well-known researchers in leadership, such as Warren Bennis and Burt
Nanus, have concluded that open-ended interviews with leaders, together
with careful observation of their leadership personalities and leadership
styles, constitute the best way to develop models of effective leadership
(20-25). Just as Bennis and Nanus interviewed the CEOs of the most
successful companies in the United States, this researcher determined he
would gather first-hand information by interviewing the founder-leaders of
some of the most effective ministries of evangelism and discipleship in this
country.
What constitutes an "effective ministry of evangelism and
discipleship?" This researcher developed the following criteria to define
the population or ministries whose leaders would be selected for case
studies:
1. The ministry helps fulfill the Great Commission through direct
evangelism and discipleship.
2. The ministry is a team ministry, with a minimum of three full
time people on its staff.
3. The ministry is "successful" in at least four ways:
a. It is widely recognized as evangelistically fruitful, whether
it is a mass evangelistic ministry centered around one key
individual's preaching or a mission sending individuals or
teams to do separate ministries of evangelism and
discipleship. For example, rather than choosing evangelists
who are known on a local scale (such as many who do
revivals in local churches), only mass evangelists with wide
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recognition in the evangelical Christian community were
considered. This limited the mass evangelists to only a
relative handful of individuals who have achieved such
widespread recognition. In considering successful missions,
only missions with a long term track record of winning
many to Christ and incorporating them into successful,
growing churches were included.
b. The ministry has a track record of at least three years of
effective ministry.
c. The ministry is financially healthy and has high standards of
financial accountability.
d. The founder-leaders and current leaders (if different than
the founder-leader) has a reputation for integrity.
4. The ministry is a parachurch organization, rather than a church.
5. The ministry has a living founder, and if possible, that founder
is available for an interview by the researcher, as are members
of his or her inner circle of leadership.
The above criteria indicate that this writer constructed a research
design based on the selection of highly regarded founder-leaders who could
be considered "model founder-leaders" for the purpose of case studies,
rather than a random sampling of ministry leaders. In determining the
subjects, this researcher discovered a unique principle in case study
research. Rather than seeking to generalize principles from comparing
case studies to one another (in which a large sample would be needed), Yin
states that case study analysts should compare findings from their case
studies with the theoretical framework they have constructed prior to
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research (44). Thus, the logic involved in selecting subjects for case study
research is completely different than for that involved in statistical analysis.
"The typical criteria regarding sample size ... are irrelevant" (Yin 57).
Subjects should be studied individually for replication or rejection of the
proposed theoretical framework, rather than in order to derive
propositions from statistical analysis.
While statistically significant numbers are not necessary for an
adequate case study methodology, "the evidence from multiple cases is
often considered more compelling" than that from single cases (Yin 52),
and multiple cases can be considered as multiple experiments which
replicate or reject the proposed theoretical framework (53).
Therefore, in consultation with the director of the doctoral program,
this researcher decided to include three case studies in order to test
(replicate, adapt or reject) the profile of a founder- leader he had developed
through his study of the literature.
Because of the unique mass evangelistic nature of the researcher's
own ministry, the researcher chose mass evangelists for two of the case
studies. In this dissertation, "mass evangelism" is defined as the preaching
of the gospel to large groups of people outside local churches, particularly
in community or city-wide evangelistic campaigns. Thus, the ministry of a
mass evangelist differs from that of an evangelist/revivalist holding
services in local churches. The researcher currently serves as a mass
evangelist, conducting evangelistic campaigns on university campuses and
in communities, though on a much smaller scale than some of the mass
evangelists studied for this dissertation. In order to (1) broaden the scope
of the study, and (2) provide a control model for the two mass evangelists
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considered as ministry models, this investigator also chose the founder of a
foreign missionary organization as the subject of one of the case studies
(according to the criteria delineated above).
Procedures
Case studv methodology. After beginning to construct a theoretical
profile describing a founder-leader, the researcher considered which of
five major research strategies would be most appropriate to verify the
proposed profile. These five basic strategies are (1) experiment, (2)
survey, (3) archival analysis, (4) history, and (5) case study (Yin 17).
Several of these methodologies are inappropriate for in-depth study of
modem founder-leaders. History does not address contemporary leaders
or events, nor do most studies based on archival analysis. Surveys are
valuable for statistically significant studies of large numbers of people, but
are limited in their ability to yield in-depth information on particular
individuals. Such in-depth information is important in understanding the
complex dynamics of effective leadership. A researcher can only conduct
experiments when he can manipulate behaviors, which is impractical in the
study of effectiye founder-leaders.
Yin offers this definition of a case study: "[It] investigates a
contemporary phenomenon within its real life context; when the boundaries
between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which
multiple sources of evidence are used" (23). Of the prominent research
methods, Yin notes, "The case study is preferred in examining
contemporary events, but when the relevant behaviors cannot be
manipulated . . . The case study's unique strength is its ability to deal with
the full variety of evidence ~ documents, artifacts, interviews, and
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observations" (19,20). Tliis "full variety of evidence" is needed in dealing
with an extremely complex phenomenon such as leadership.
Furthermore, the case study is the most appropriate strategy in
answering an explanatory research question such as the basic research
question in this project, "What are the essential qualities and actions of a
leader?" For these reasons, the researcher chose the case study as the most
appropriate research design by which to test the profile he developed from
the study of leadership literature.
While case studies are probably the most appropriate methodology
for such a study as this, they may be poorly done without a proper research
design. Therefore, this writer sought to develop a sound research design in
order to test and refine a profile describing the founder-leader.
The first two components of this writer's research design are the
research questions and theoretical framework described above. The third
component of his research design consisted in describing the units of
analysis for the case study. The basic unit of analysis was the individual
founder-leader, with two important sub-units of analysis being included in
each case study: the inner circle of top leadership in the founder-leader's
organization, and the environment in which the founder-leader developed
as a leader and out of which he or she began and conducts his or her
ministry. These sub-units of analysis, of that the inner circle of leadership
and of the leader's background and environment, provided an important
context for the study of the main unit of analysis, the founder-leader
himself (of herself).
Therefore, the case studies undertaken constitute embedded case
studies (with multiple units of analysis), rather than holistic case studies.
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which only take a global view of the subject studied. For example,
interviews were conducted not only with the founder-leader, but with as
many members of the inner circle of leadership as possible. Likewise, the
investigator studied the organizational background and biographical history
of the founder-leaders, in addition to their current ministries.
In addition, this researcher chose a multiple-case design rather than a
single-case design, in order to establish the external validity of the project
through replication logic. This case study design seeks to use the anal5^ical
strategy of pattern matching, comparing the findings of the case studies to
the theoretical profile of a founder-leader developed from the literature
review, to see whether or not the case studies match the theoretical pattem.
The intemal validity of the research design was strengthened by this
technique ofmatching pattems of leadership observed in the case studies
with the pattem described in the theoretical profile of a founder-leader.
This researcher did not use the commonly accepted method of
"statistical generalization," in which the researcher draws conclusions about
a general population from the study of a statistically significant sample of
that population. Rather, he used the method of "analytic generalization," in
which his theoretical profile was used as a blueprint against which the
findings of the case studies were to be compared. Yin argues that such
analytic generalization, rather than statistical generalization, is the proper
method for analyzing case studies:
A fatal flaw in doing case studies is to conceive of statistical
generalization as the method of generalizing the results of the
case. This is because cases are not 'sampling units' and should
not be chosen for this reason....Under these circumstances, the
method of generalization is 'analytic generalization', in which
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a previously developed theory is used as a template with which
to compare the empirical results of the case study. If two or
more cases are shown to support the same theory, replication
may be claimed (38).
By incorporating a replication logic, rather than a sampling logic,
into his design, the researcher treated the multiple cases much like a
scientist would treat multiple experiments (38 53).
The scientist uses replication logic by constructing a hj^othesis and
then performing multiple experiments, which either confirm the
hypothetical pattem or support one or more different hypotheses. In a
similar way, this researcher constmcted a theoretical profile describing a
founder-leader and then conducted multiple case studies which would either
confirm his theoretical profile or support one or more different profiles.
In this way, the researcher used the scientist's replication logic with
multiple case studies in order to increase the extemal validity of the
research design.
In order to ensure the constmct validity of the research design, this
researcher used multiple sources of evidence in each one of the case
studies. The main sources of evidence include: (1) written and audio
records of the founder-leader's ministry and organization, (2) interviews
with the founder-leader and key members of his inner circle, and (3) a
joumal of observations of on-site observations about the founder-leader,
members of his organization, and the physical surroundings and
environment of the organization's headquarters. Thus, these three sources
of evidence were used to triangulate the data in order to arrive at
conclusions based on converging lines of evidence (for more detailed
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description of these three sources of evidence, see "Instrumentation",
below). In addition to seeking to establish the extemal, intemal, and
constmct validity of the research design (Yin 40-44), the researcher also
sought to increase the reliability of the design (45) by developing a case
study protocol by which he conducted each of the individual case studies.
Case studv protocol. After defining the criteria for the two main
mass evangelists and the founder of a mission who would be selected for
the case studies (see "Subjects", above), the researcher, in consultation with
his mentor and the director of the doctoral program, selected three
founder-leaders whom he would ask to be subjects for his project. First,
he selected mass evangelist Dr. Luis Palau, the founder and leader of the
Luis Palau Evangelistic Association, based in Portland, Oregon. Next to
evangelist Billy Graham, Dr. Palau has apparently presented the gospel to
more people than any other living Protestant Christian, addressing over 10
million people in his evangelistic cmsades, with over 100 million hearing
his message through the media.
The next mass evangelist selected was Dr. John Guest, founder and
leader of the John Guest Evangelistic Team, based in Sewickley,
Pennsylvania. For nearly twenty years. Guest served as the rector of St.
Stephens Episcopal Church in Sewickley, one of the largest and most
influential Episcopal churches in the United States. He has spoken to
hundreds of thousands of people in evangelistic campaigns in the United
States and overseas (in particular Ukraine). Guest left the pastorate and
became a full-time evangelist in 1990.
The third founder-leader to be selected was Elmer Thompson, who
co-founded Worldteam (formerly West Indies Mission) in 1928.
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Worldteam, based in Atlanta, Georgia, now has over one hundred
missionaries serving not only in the West Indies, but in various locations
around the world, such as Spain, Brazil, and Russia. Though retired, Mr.
Thompson lives in Columbia, South Carolina, and his sons and close
friends serve in primary leadership positions in the ministry.
In order to conduct on-site case studies, the researcher called a key
member (either a leader or the secretary to the founder) of each of these
organizations. He introduced himself as a National Speaker with Campus
Crusade, and indicated that he was studying leaders of highly effective
ministries, in order to leam how to increase the effectiveness of his own
ministry of mass evangelism and Bible teaching. He asked for permission
to interview the inner circle leadership, and, if possible, the founder-leader
himself.
In each case, the organization graciously granted permission to
conduct interviews of the inner circles of leadership and of the founder-
leader. In the case of the Luis Palau Evangelistic Association, Dr. Palau's
staff promised that he would try to make time for an interview with Dr.
Palau if this researcher visited his organization's headquarters, with the
interview with Luis Palau being finalized with the intervention of his son,
Kevin (the Cmsade director of the Luis Palau Evangelistic Association)
after the researcher's arrival. Specific dates were set up for the interviews
to be conducted at five locations across the U.S.: April 4-7, 1993 for Luis
Palau and his association in Portland; July 9-11, 1993 for John Guest and
his evangelistic team in Sewickley, Pennsylvania; November 30, 1993 for
Worldteam at its international headquarters in Atlanta; December 27-28,
1993 at Worldteam's U.S. headquarters in Coral Gables, Florida, and
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January 23-26, 1994 with Worldteam founder Elmer Thompson and others
in Columbia, South Carolina.
Follow-up letters were sent, with preliminary interview forms (see
Appendix A), to each of the organizations in advance of this researcher's
visit. Also in advance of each visit, the researcher requested materials
describing the history, ministry, and other information about each
organization, which the researcher studied as one of the three key sources
of evidence before his on-site visit.
In addition, the researcher constructed interviews and surveys (see
"Instrumentation" below) to address the unique issues and the essential
qualities necessary in founding and leading a new ministry of evangelism
and discipleship.
Upon arrival at each location's headquarters, the writer individually
interviewed members of the inner circle of leadership and the founder-
leader. In some cases, the researcher attended planning meetings of key
leadership. In this way, this writer conducted twenty in-depth, personal
interviews with key leaders, with interview times ranging from one to ten
hours apiece. This researcher is particularly grateful that each of these
extremely busy men took extensive time out of his schedule for the
interview.
A third source of evidence was provided by the researcher's on-site
observations, which were recorded in a joumal of observations. These
were recorded immediately before and after interviews (during brief
waiting periods) and then fleshed out that night at the researcher's hotel
room and finalized either on the way home (usually on a plane) or in the
couple of days following the on-site visit.
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In each case, a thank you letter (and occasionally a gift) was sent to
the key leaders and/or secretaries of each of the organizations who had so
generously helped in conducting these case studies. In addition, an on
going relationship has been conducted, with an exchange of this
researcher's ministry's newsletters and the newsletters of each of the
ministries included in the case studies. The researcher has received an
invitation from Luis Palau and his organization to be a participant-observer
in a Luis Palau evangelistic campaign, and plans to do so if it is possible to
include this in his schedule in the near future.
Data Collection Procedure
Documents
The case study drew from three sources of evidence. The first, the
study of documents, involved the collection and study of written and
recorded materials about each of the founder-leaders of the organizations
being studied.
For example, Luis Palau's autobiography (The Luis Palau Story)
provided invaluable information about Luis Palau's background and
growth as a leader. In addition, other books and articles referring to his
ministry (Mission '89 and others) also provided important insights into this
founder-leader. In addition, the Luis Palau Association provided publicity
materials and other documents which gave a general picture of the
organization before the on-site visit.
Interviews
The second source of evidence, interviews, were conducted with the
founder-leader and his key leaders. The researcher studied the subject of
interviewing before conducting the case studies and discovered that
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interviewing has been defined as "a process of dyadic, relational
communication with a pre-determined and serious purpose designed to
interchange behavior and involving the asking and answering of questions"
(Stewart & Cash 7). This researcher summarized this definition in this
way: interviewing is question and answer communication between two
parties for a pre-determined purpose. The need to interview for a very
specific purpose, in order to confirm or disconfirm the theoretical profile
of a founder-leader, led the interviewer to carefully structured questions in
order to discover as much as possible about the essential qualities common
to the founder-leaders studied.
The researcher pre-tested his interview with the D.Min. director,
who observed that the researcher's interview questions were too tightly
focused at the outset, asking the founder-leader to describe his key
strengths and weaknesses as a leader (in a kind of self-analysis), rather than
allowing the leader to tell stories about how he became a founder and what
he had leamed, which would allow the researcher to draw principles from
those stories.
As a result of this pre-testing, this researcher redesigned the
interviews into "funnel" interviews, in which he began with open-ended
questions (see interview in Appendix A). The first question was "What is it
like being the founder and leader of an intemational evangelistic ministry?"
(this question was posed to the mass evangelists, and modified to "What is it
like being the founder and leader of an intemational mission?" for the
founder-leader of the missions organization). The second question, also
open-ended, was "How did God prepare you to be a Christian leader?"
Then, the questions got more specific: "How did you begin your
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evangelistic ministry [or "mission"] and develop a team for ministry?" The
fourth question v^as "How do you lead your team?", and the fifth question
was "What do you feel are the most important qualities of the founder of a
ministry?" In addition to the formal, structured interview questions, two
other questions were asked: "What counsel would you have for me
conceming my next step in ministry [having described my ministry at
length to each founder-leader]?" and "What question have I left out that I
should have asked?" Slightly different questions, which still exemplified a
funnel approach to ministry, were posed to other key leaders (as opposed
to the founder-leader).
The researcher discovered the necessity of organizing questions,
listening without expressing evaluation, and keeping the interviewee
focused on the key points (Stewart & Cash 4; 43; 10 Iff).
Joumal of Observations
In recording the joumal, the researcher found that his practice in
keeping a personal joumal greatly helped him in recording observations
about what he was seeing. Still, the time constraints of the on-site visits
made the recording of details in a joumal challenging as well. Not only
verbal observations, but floor plans of each ministries headquarters, were
sketched by the researcher on his visits, and proved quite revealing as to
the various priorities of each organization. For example, the priority of
the Luis Palau Evangelistic Association was clearly not to constmct an
elaborate office building (a remodeled church is being used), but to funnel
monies toward direct ministry. The physical plant of this worldwide
organization would not match that ofmany churches with far smaller
annual budgets. In addition, the fact that Dr. Palau does not have an office
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at the organization's headquarters says a great deal about his ability to
delegate. These are examples of on-site observations of the physical
surroundings made by the researcher which proved to be helpful in testing
his theoretical profile.
Limitations and Delimitations
Limitations of time and expense restricted the number of case studies
the researcher could practically conduct. However, the use of analytic
generalization in order to derive valid results meant that three carefully
conducted case studies could provide a sufficient data base from which to
draw general conclusions about a profile of a founder-leader. The study
was delimited to ministries of evangelism and discipleship. The researcher
suspects that conclusions drawn about the founder-leaders ofministries of
evangelism and discipleship also apply to founder-leaders of other
ministries, but further research needs to be done to support this hypothesis.
Data Analysis
As previously described (see "Case Study Methodology" above), the
data on founder-leaders is not quantifiable, particularly with a case study
approach to the subject. However, the technique of analytic generalization
enabled the researcher to test his theoretical profile of a founder-leader as
a Visionary, Model, and Enabler against the findings of the three case
studies.
He identified key leadership components cited by each of the case
study sources, and grouped these components under one of four categories:
(1) Visionary, (2) Model, (3) Enabler, or (4) Other. Leadership
components which described some dimension of one of the three facets of
Visionary, Model, or Enabler supported the theoretical profile. The writer
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grouped leadership components which did not fit under one of these three
leadership facets under the "Other" facet of founding leadership. If there
had been a large number of, or extremely important, "Other" leadership
components, this would have constituted a rejection, rather than a
replication, of the theoretical profile.
In addition, the use of two mass evangelists and one founder-leader
of a mission allowed the researcher to use both literal replication and
theoretical replication in his analysis of the data. Literal replication was
anticipated in the study of the two mass evangelists, as the proposed profile
of a founder-leader would predict very similar characteristics of two
leaders of such similar ministries. A theoretical replication of the
proposed profile was anticipated for the mission founder, who was
expected to produce somewhat different results than that found for the two
mass evangelists, but for predictable reasons.
Specifically, both the mass evangelists and the founder of a mission
could be predicted by the profile to be Visionaries, credible Models, and
Enablers of others. But the researcher anticipated that the mass evangelists
themselves, without whom their organizations could not continue to exist,
would especially need to embody the characteristic of a credible Model,
while the founder of a mission would not have such a high need to fulfill
this role. At the same time, this researcher anticipated that the two mass
evangelists would not exhibit as fully the characteristic of enabling others
to fulfill their own unique ministries as would the founder of a mission,
who is a facilitator of others, helping them to get into the field themselves
and do the ministry of evangelism and discipleship. Thus, the case study of
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the founder-leader of a mission acted as a kind of a control for the case
studies of the two mass evangelists.
The researcher expected the results of the case studies to provide a
reasonably accurate replication or rejection of the proposed theoretical
profile of a founder-leader. Furthermore, he hoped that other researchers
might further refine the leadership profile developed through his research.
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CHAPTER 4
Results
The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of three case
studies ofmodel founder-leaders, and to compare these results with the
theoretical pattem of a founder-leader proposed by this researcher. The
researcher expects this technique of pattem-matching between his
theoretical profile of a founder-leader and the case studies of effective
founder-leaders to replicate, adapt, or reject his theoretical model of a
founder-leader.
Yin states, "For case-study analysis, one of the most desirable
strategies is the use of a pattem-matching logic" (109). The results of the
case study will be compared with the researcher's theoretical pattem,
which describes the effective founder-leader as:
1 . A Visionarv: The effective founder-leader must have a God-given
vision for his or her ministry, and must effectively communicate
that vision to followers so that it becomes a shared vision.
2. A Model: The effective founder- leader must be a credible
servant/leader: he or she must demonstrate selfless integrity,
competence, and consistency, so that followers will tmst his or
her leadership.
3. An Enabler: The effective founder-leader must be one who
motivates, trains, and enables others to use their unique and
complementary gifts to work together to accomplish the vision.
Enabling involves motivation, training, delegation, supervision,
evaluation, and eventually multiplication, by allowing others to
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take on leadership roles and multiply the impact of the founder-
leader.
Since case study analysts should compare findings from their case-
studies with their theoretical framework, instead of seeking to develop
conclusions by comparing a large number of case-studies to one another, a
statistically large number of case studies is not necessary to replicate or
reject a theoretical framework developed through research (Yin 44).
However, since "the evidence from multiple cases is often considered more
compelling" than that from single cases (Yin 52), this researcher selected
three cases of effective founder-leaders ofministries of evangelism and
discipleship for pattem-matching with his theoretical profile.
Each of these founder-leaders founded a ministry of evangelism and
discipleship widely regarded as highly effective by the evangelical
Christian community. Each ministry focuses on direct evangelism and
discipleship through a team, has been evangelistically fmitful, has a track
record of at least three years of effective ministry, is financially healthy,
has a reputation for integrity, and functions as a parachurch ministry. The
three founder-leaders selected were Luis Palau, intemational evangelist and
president of the Luis Palau Evangelistic Association; John Guest,
intemational evangelist and founder of the John Guest Evangelistic Team;
and Elmer Thompson, founder ofWorldteam mission. The first two of
these founder leaders are mass evangelists, and the third founded a church-
planting mission which originated in Cuba and Haiti and has expanded to
many other countries throughout the world.
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Data Analysis
Three principal sources of eyidence yielded the data for the case
study. The first source, documents, consisted of books, articles, and other
records of the founder-leader's ministry and organization. The second
source, interviews, supplied direct information from the founder-leader
and key members of his inner circle of leadership. The third source, a
journal of on-site observations, centered on the founder-leader and his
inner circle, and the physical surroundings and environments of the
organization's headquarters. This writer used all three sources of evidence
in order to triangulate the data and provide a strong construct validity for
the case studies.
In order to conduct these case studies, the researcher first studied
numerous written sources describing the founders, history, and ministry of
each of these groups. He then scheduled five multi-day trips to various
parts of the U.S. over a period of ten months, on which he conducted
personal interviews lasting from one to ten hours apiece with twenty
different leaders. These interviews took place in Portland, Oregon (with
Luis Palau, his Vice Presidents, and other leaders in LPEA), in Sewickley,
Pennsylvania (with John Guest and leaders in JGET), in Atlanta, Georgia
(at Worldteam intemational headquarters), in Coral Gables, Florida (at
Worldteam U.S. headquarters), and in Columbia, South Carolina (with
founder Elmer Thompson and Ed Walker ofWorldteam). He also kept a
joumal of on-site observations for each of these trips.
In analyzing each source of evidence, the researcher sought first to
identify key principles, or components, of leadership. If a source referred
to a particular component of leadership which matched one of the three
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major facets of leadership described in the researcher's theoretical profile
(i.e., Visionary, Model, Enabler), the researcher recorded that component
and listed it under the appropriate heading in his theoretical profile. For
example, if a source reported that a clear focus (or sense of purpose) was a
key characteristic of the founder-leader, the researcher listed it under
"Visionary", since focus/purpose is clearly a part of the wider Visionary
component of leadership.
If, however, a leadership component was listed which did not readily
fit under one of the facets of leadership contained in the theoretical profile,
it was put under a fourth category called "Other". For example, if the
necessity for fund raising was prominently mentioned by a source, it was
listed under "Other", as it did not readily appear that such a component fit
under one of the three categories of the researcher's theoretical profile.
To determine the importance of each leadership component which he
identified from the case studies, the researcher recorded the percentage of
primary sources which prominently mentioned a particular leadership
component in each case study. In order to determine this, he first
identified the primary sources.
For example, the three major sources in the study of the Luis Palau
Evangelistic Association are (1) Documentation, (2) Interviews, and (3) the
joumal of Observations. However, these sources were further subdivided
into seven primary sources: (l)The Luis Palau Storv. which is Luis Palau's
autobiography, (2) publicity materials from the Luis Palau Evangelistic
Association (LPEA) [these two sources constitute the documentary source
of evidence], (3) the interview with Dave Jones, (4) the interview with
Kevin Palau, (5) the interview with Luis Palau, (6) the interview with Jim
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Williams [these four sources constitute the primary "interview" sources of
evidence, although other brief interviews/surveys (which form part of the
narrative data base) were conducted with a number of others outside the
inner circle of leadership also], and (7) the joumal of personal
observations. The three major sources of evidence are subdivided into
seven primary sources for the Luis Palau Evangelistic Association, five
primary sources for the John Guest Evangelistic Team, and ten primary
sources for Worldteam.
Then, the researcher determined the percentage of primary sources
which prominently referred to each leadership component. For example,
if five of the seven primary Luis Palau Evangelistic Association sources
mentioned strategy as a key leadership component, the researcher recorded
that 71% of the sources (5 of 7) mentioned strategy as a key leadership
component. The quantitative measurement of the importance of each
leadership component is reported in this chapter in three tables (one table
for each of the three case studies), and then in a fourth table which
compares the results of the three case studies in a cross-case quantitative
analysis of the data. The tables' quantitative analysis is used to support the
primary evidence, which is the narrative analysis of the data base .
The results of each case study are first presented individually, in
order to facilitate clarity and objectivity in pattem-matching with the
theoretical pattem predicted by this researcher. In this way, this study
utilizes the replication logic appropriate for a case study, rather than using
a sampling logic appropriate for statistical studies. Such a replication logic
is like that used by a scientist who conducts individual experiments to
replicate or reject his hypothesis (Yin 53).
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The first report of findings (on Luis Palau and the Luis Palau
Evangelistic Association) defines many of the key leadership components
analyzed in all the case studies. After the three individual case study
reports, a cross-case study briefly summarizes all the findings.
Case Studv #1: Luis Palau. Founder of
Luis Palau Evangelistic Association
Luis Palau was bom November 27, 1934 in a small town outside
Buenos Aires, Argentina. While attending a British boarding school,
twelve year old Luis asked Christ into his life. At eighteen, while working
at an Argentine bank, he began preaching. At the invitation of U.S. pastor
Ray Stedman, he completed the graduate program at Multnomah School of
the Bible in Portland, Oregon, and then joined Overseas Cmsades (now OC
Intemational) in 1961. He held his first evangelistic campaign in 1966 in
Bogota, Columbia, became OC's Latin American field director, and later
served as president of OC from 1976-1978. In 1978, he started the Luis
Palau Evangelistic Association.
Often referred to as "the next Billy Graham," Dr. Palau has spoken
in person to over ten million people in sixty nations, and to many tens of
millions more in ninety-five nations through radio and television, and has
authored numerous books and booklets (LPEA Fact Sheet "Introducing
Luis Palau").
The Luis Palau Evangelistic Association (LPEA), located in
Portland, Oregon, conducts mass evangelistic campaigns around the world,
mobilizing believers to reach cities for Christ and training believers to
effectively share their faith. LPEA has approximately sixty full time staff
members and a three million dollar per year budget (LPEA, joumal of
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observations). Since 1989, LPEA has concentrated not only on continuing
its large evangelistic campaigns in Latin America and other countries, but
is conducting large scale evangelistic campaigns in cities throughout the
United States, such as the 1 992 campaign in Phoenix, Arizona vi^hich some
seventy-two thousand people attended. More than half a million people
have made decisions for Jesus Christ at Luis Palau's crusades and rallies
(LPEA Fact Sheet: "Ministry Impact Statistics").
Results of Luis Palau Case Studv
This researcher found at least thirty-three separate components of
Luis Palau's leadership as a result of his study of the written documents,
on-site interviews, and joumal of observations made during his three day
visit to LPEA's headquarters in Portland, Oregon.
Visionarv
This researcher identified many separate components of leadership
which could be grouped under the "Visionary" facet of leadership. Table
4. 1 lists these facets of leadership. One of the most prominent leadership
components emerging from the LPEA case study was that of vision, or
thinking big. All (100%) of the sources mentioned or referred clearly to
vision as a crucial component of Luis Palau's leadership. In The Luis
Palau Storv. Dr. Palau recalls the vision God gave him as a young man:
Because of all the street preaching and church work I was
doing, I spent a lot of time on my knees, studying and praying.
It was during this time that I began to envision, during prayer,
reaching out to great crowds of people, people by the
thousands, stadiums full (92).
Luis' original vision is also clearly expressed in LPEA's Mission
Statement: "Our mission has remained the same for over twenty-three
TABLE 4.1 A 21
LPEA: Case Study of Leadership Components
( n indicates number of primary sources in which leadership component is prominently
mentioned or referred to)
LPS PM DJ KP LP JW J n %
Visionarv
Vision/Thinks Big X X
Focus/Purpose X X
Strategy X
Independent/Takes Risk
Passion for lost X X
Social Needs X
Dependence on God
Rest in Christ X X
Prayer X
Word(Study & Obedience of it) X X
Sacrifice X
Learner
Leamed from others X
Read key books X
Model
Gospel Preaching (simple, clear) X X
Perfectionist/Quick Temper X
Discipleship Training Others
Other Model Components X
Honesty/Integrity X X
Activist/Doer
Action/Involvement with others
in ministry X X
Initiative/Choleric/Direction X
Media Involvement X X
Enabler
Team (concept ofministry) X X
Delegation X X
Lack ofManagement
X X X X X 7 100
X X X X X 7 100
X X X X 5 71
X X 2 29
X X 5 71
1 14
X X 4 57
X X X X 5 71
X X X 5 71
X 2 29
X X X X 5 71
X 2 29
X X X X 6 86
X X X 4 57
X 1 14
X 2 29
X X 4 57
X X X X X 7 100
X X X X X 6 86
X X 4 57
X X X X X 7 100
X X X X X 7 100
X X X 3 43
TABLE 4.1 (con't) 122
LPS PM DJ KP LP JW J N %
Relationship Builder
w/Mentors x x 2 29
w/ Network (of others in
ministry xx xxxx6 86
w/ Family x x x x 4 57
Accountability x x x 3 43
Diversity/Not critical xxxx x 571
Other
Constructing an Organization xx xxx571
Publicity x x x 3 43
Fund Raiser x x x x x 5 71
Key to abbreviations
LPEA: Luis Palau Evangelistic Association
LPS: The Luis Palau Storv
PM: LPEA promotional material
DJ: David Jones interviev^
KP: Kevin Palau interview
LP: Luis Palau interview
JW: JimWilliams interview
J: Joumal of on-site obervations
n: Number of primary sources
%: Percentage of sources which cited this leadership component
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years - to win as many people as possible to Jesus Christ by every
available means" ("Vision For the '90's", LPEA Publicity Material). But
Palau's vision has also developed over the years into a threefold vision: To
(1) Win the Lost ("to win as many people as possible to Jesus Christ
throughout the world ... by all available means"), (2) Mobilize the
Church ("mobilize the church to continuous, effective evangelism, follow-
up, and church growth"), and (3) Influence Church Leadership ("to hold
high the banner of biblical evangelism, influencing Christianity worldwide
in raising up a new generation of godly leaders") (LPEA Fact Sheet:
"Vision Statement").
Another leadership component frequently mentioned in the LPEA
case study was a passion for the lost (mentioned prominently by 57% of
the primary sources). Growing up, Luis idolized his dad, a highly
esteemed, honest business man noted in his community for his integrity.
His father's death (and his triumphant joy in the face of it) when Luis was
only ten had "more impact on my future ministry than anything else in my
entire life" (The Luis Palau Storv 40). Luis says, "Death became, to me,
the ultimate reality . . . People who know me best say I preach about
heaven with more power and eloquence - not with human words, of
course, but with a God-given sense of reality and passion for souls ~ then
when I preach about anything else" (40,44). Such a passion for the lost
can be seen as a necessary component of the vision of any evangelist or
founder of a ministry of mass evangelism.
Along with vision/thinking big, the other prominent "Visionary"
component exhibited by Luis Palau was focus. Every principal source for
this case study (100%) referred to this quality of Dr. Palau's leadership.
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In contrast to a broad vision, focus means concentrating the leader's
and organization's resources towards the achievement of specific goals.
For example, Luis' broad vision is to win as many people as possible to
Christ by every available means. But while some might seek to do this
through one-on-one evangelism, or pastoring a church with an evangelistic
outreach, or planting churches, or some other means, Luis' (and LPEA's)
focus is on mobilizing the believers and churches in large cities to conduct
mass evangelistic campaigns. Reaching the lost is Luis' vision; mass
evangelism is the focus of his vision.
In his interview with this researcher, Luis emphasized repeatedly the
absolute necessity of a clear focus in order for a founder-leader to be
effective. He attested that one of the key lessons he had leamed was the
necessity for "clear goals ~ charting and staying the course." He repeated
that a leader must have "an absolute cut-throat insistence on clear goals."
When asked later to describe the most important qualities of a leader, he
replied that first of all was "a clear goal, a sense of where you take your
ministry."
The other members of Luis' inner circle of leadership verified the
necessity of focus. Luis' Vice President of Cmsade Ministries, his son
Kevin Palau, characterized Luis as "driven, focused" (6). Jim Williams,
Vice President of Latin American Ministries, referred to the necessity of
focus for Luis and other mass evangelists when he mentioned that Billy
Graham, with whom Luis has close ties, delegated the mnning of his
organization to George Wilson and now to John Corts. Comparing Luis'
need for focus to that of Billy Graham, Williams suggested, "We would
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just as soon he [Luis] not know the details ofministry so he could give
himself to preaching, radio, and major fund raising."
Having a clear strategy is also a crucial part of developing the focus
of a leader. For example, LPEA has devised a six step strategy for an
evangelistic crusade: (1) Partners in Evangelism (a prayer phase), (2)
Friendship Evangelism Training, (3) Counselor and Bridgebuilder
Training, (4) Nurture Group Leader Training, (5) Crusade and Special
Events, and (6) Follow-Up in on-going evangelism. (Luis Palau
Evangelistic Association's "Ministry of Crusade Evangelism" brochure)
This researcher was struck by the fact that at the LPEA
headquarters, Luis does not even have an office! This is a powerful
symbol of his focus on his task of preaching the gospel and his delegation
of the other tasks of the Association to others. Luis has a focus not only
for his organization, but for his own individual ministry in the
organization (see delegation, below) (joumal).
This writer also found other key leadership components which are
part of the Visionary facet of leadership (see Table 4.1). For example,
several sources referred to Luis' ability to take risks (as when during risky
street preaching in Columbia) (The Luis Palau Story 153) and to his
independence (joumal) both of which are necessary for a founder in
order to strike out on his own.
Luis balanced being an independent pioneer with leaming from, and
working with, others. He frequently refers to the lessons he leamed from
his mentors, such as Ray Stedman and Dick Hillis (The Luis Palau Story
126, 148), and how he has leamed much about mass evangelism from
studying Billy Graham and his evangelistic outreaches (147). He has
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received mucli counsel from businessmen (joumal) and from many books
(The Luis Palau Storv 73, 75, 90). The necessity of a leader to leam from
others seems so cmcial in Luis Palau's background that this researcher felt
that a sub-category, or sub-facet, of the facet of Visionary, should be
developed under the "Visionary" heading, which could be termed
"Leamer".
In addition, a second distinct sub-category of being a "Visionary"
seemed to emerge from the Luis Palau study, identified as "dependence on
God." The sources for this case study referred repeatedly to three cmcial
components which express dependence on God. The first of these is rest
in Christ. Luis stmggled for a number of years to live the Christian life
in his own power before he heard Major Ian Thomas preach in Chapel at
Multnomah Bible College one day:
It took Moses forty years in the wildemess to get to the point
that he was nothing . . . God was trying to tell Moses, T don't
need a pretty bush or an educated bush or an eloquent bush.
Any old bush will do, as long as I'm in the bush ... it will
not be you doing something for Me, but Me doing something
through you.'
Luis wrote,
I ran back to my room in tears and fell to my knees next to my
bunk. I prayed in my native Spanish. "Lord, now I get it," I
said. "I understand. I see the light at the end of the tunnel.
The whole thing is 'not I, but Christ in me.' Ifs not what I'm
going to do for You but rather what you're going to do
through me" (The Luis Palau Storv 134, 135).
This experience was a tuming point in Luis' life, after which he began to
rest in Chrisfs power rather than his own.
Luis is also a man of prayer (for example, early in his ministry he
and others would pray all night every Friday (The Luis Palau Storv 78)).
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And Luis is a man of the word. beUeving the Bible to be true and "without
error" (The Luis Palau Story 89) and preaching from the Bible.
The researcher was also impressed with Luis' sacrifice of his own
self-interest and discipline in order to seek God and serve Him in ministry.
When this researcher asked Luis' son, Kevin (his Crusade Director, in
charge of ten other full time crusade directors), what his relationship with
Dr. Palau was like and whether he got enough time with him growing up,
he replied, "Luis always gets up at four A.M. He prays and goes to work
... four to eight A.M. are his most productive hours" (4). Kevin had seen
his father discipline himself day after day to spend time with God and then
complete a half day's work before most people had even begun! He went
on to say that his dad had always made time for the kids in the aftemoon,
that they always had dinner as a family when Luis was home, and
devotions in the moming when he was in Junior High and High School,
and that his dad took them on a vacation, maybe once a year, as a family
(4). Clearly Luis not only practices tremendous self-discipline to continue
to seek God, but also demonstrates a balance ofwork with a productive
family/personal life.
This dependence on God seems to be the chief thing separating a
Christian visionary from a secular visionary. This researcher found that
"dependence on God" was such a cmcial category describing Dr. Palau's
leadership and that of the other men whom he studied, that he felt it must
be included as a sub-facet of the Visionary facet of leadership.
Model
This researcher found many leadership components which were
prominently mentioned in his case study of Luis Palau which could be
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grouped under the facet of leadership called "Model". Because a mass
evangelist has such high visibility and the entire ministry is an extension of
his own personal ministry, he or she must be a model for Christ and do
the ministry perhaps more clearly than any other type of founder-leader.
Luis referred to this entire concept of being a model when he confided,
"The people are always watching you." He charged this writer that it was
extremely important that a leader be a model to others.
The most prominently mentioned component of leadership under the
Model facet of leadership was that of action/involvement with others in
ministry, which was mentioned by all (100%) of the sources in this case
study. Any first-hand observer of Luis can see that he is tremendously
energetic, radiating enthusiasm to those around him. Words used to
describe him include "drive, energy, persistence" (Vice President of
Administration and COO, David Jones), and "intense" (Kevin Palau).
But Palau has always focused this energy into active ministry. This
researcher asked Jim Williams how Luis got to be a "hot number" in
Overseas Crusades. He replied that from the very beginning when he was
conducting church campaigns in Columbia, he was always looking to build
a team around him as well. Even in his early days, after he had
recommitted his life to the Lord as a sixteen or seventeen year old, Luis
devoured the Bible, Christian books, and commentaries, and felt the call to
be a "soldier of the cross", willing to suffer for Christ by boldly preaching
in the streets amidst frequent ridicule (The Luis Palau Storv 66-83). Palau
indicated that tremendous energy and action is taken to found a new
ministry: "it takes a lot of thrust to put (it) into orbit". This researcher,
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an evangelist himself, realized that while many talk and write about
evangelism, Luis Palau does it.
The leadership component of initiative/choleric (temperament) is
closely tied to the leadership component of action/involvement with others
in ministry. Palau says that he was always a "take-charge type" (The Luis
Palau Story 37). Almost all (86%) of the sources in this case study
mentioned this ability to take charge and get things moving (often
expressed as the choleric temperament).
Luis also models simple, clear gospel preaching. David Jones says,
"the anointing is on him - he's a powerful communicator, he relates well
to all people, all segments of society, and preaches with a convicting
spirit" (2). He preaches from the Bible (expository preaching), but
evangelistically.
In addition, Luis clearly models a commitment to seeking God (see
Visionary facet above). Sources also mentioned, less prominently,
preparation for preaching, being an achiever, love for others, discipleship
(training others), honesty and integrity, and involvement with the media as
other key parts of Luis' modeling of the ministry, and the researcher
grouped these under one leadership component, called other Model
components. Luis himself and others also frankly acknowledged his
weaknesses, which includes his being "a bit of a perfectionist" (The Luis
Palau Story 30) and a procrastinator at times. This researcher found Luis'
perfectionism and alleged impatience with others at times to be an odd
encouragement, knowing that he struggles with these same qualities as well
as having some of Luis' same strengths. In fact, David Jones said to this
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researcher, "You are a choleric ['take-charge' temperament]. I've never
met an evangelist who is not a choleric."
Enabler
Together with vision, focus, and action, all the sources in this case
study highlighted prominently two other leadership components: that of a
teanL(concept of ministry) and delegation. These two leadership
components can be grouped in a general sense under the third facet of
leadership proposed by this researcher, that of "Enabler".
Research revealed that Luis anticipated the necessity of working
through a team from the beginning of his ministry. As a church-planting
missionary with OC Intemational, he said, "I wanted to preach, felt called
to preach, was committed to preach, and needed a team to see it happen"
(The Luis Palau Story 161). Luis began his ministry of mass evangelism
when OC gave him men for his own evangelistic team based in Mexico.
From there his team has grown: "Through the years we've added top key
people, an individual at a time, until I felt we had a strong team of
professionals" (The Luis Palau Story 167). Jim Williams, who has been
with Luis twenty-six years, since his first mass evangelistic ministry in
Mexico, says that Luis was constantly looking for people to join him, and
that the best place to get someone is during an evangelistic campaign.
Williams was illustrating the principle of synergy, that the leader's active
involvement in ministry automatically leads to more effective recmiting of
team members.
At this researcher's request, Luis advised him that the first three
people he should add to his team as a mass evangelist are (I) a cmsade
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director (and/or song leader), (2) a personal assistant, and (3) a highly
competent executive secretary.
The concept of having a team is inseparably connected v^^ith that of
delegation. The fact that Luis has no office at LPEA Headquarters
graphically demonstrates Luis' dependence on delegation. It is interesting
to note that the comparison between Luis Palau and the even better known
evangelist Billy Graham in this respect. Dr. Palau has his office in his
home rather than in his headquarters' office, but in the same city as his
headquarters. But Dr. Graham has an office in his home in North
Carolina, while his headquarters is in Minnesota! These mass evangelists
clearly demonstrate the necessity of delegation for the functioning of an
effective organization.
Luis also demonstrates delegation to others by his non-attendance at
planning meetings, except for the executive cabinet, composed of the Vice
Presidents (Jim Williams, David Jones, John Ogle, and Kevin Palau)
(joumal).
Luis commented that training and controlling people is a
major burden, taking a major part of the time of the founder-leader.
Those who work with him frankly admit both the strengths and
weaknesses of Luis' concept of team ministry and delegation. His
strengths include his great vision and the fact that he is an "incredible
motivator" (Williams). But his Vice Presidents agree that Luis, due to his
hectic schedule and long periods away from home, practices "management
by reaction." Asked what that meant, Jones, who has been with Luis over
fifteen years, replied, "He sets enormous goals, walks away from them,
and later gets back with people to see what they have done." When it is
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not done the way he wants, with his high standards, he's disappointed.
43% of the sources noted this lack of management. It seems that this lack
ofmanagement may be the weaker side of Luis' tremendous ability to
motivate and delegate. Luis is very aware of his own strengths and
weaknesses as a manager. This is another reason why he has sought to be
an effective delegator.
An additional dimension of being an Enabler, or team builder,
emerged during this writer's research on LPEA. Building relationships
with those on his ministry team (many of his team leaders have been with
him over ten years) was only one of a number of relationship networks
which Palau established in order to launch his ministry. For example, he
built a relationship with several key mentors. Christian leaders ahead of
him in ministry who helped support him in his fledgling work (see
"Leamer " under "Visionary" above). He built a ministry network with
others in ministry, with whom he worked. In fact, Luis' ministry depends
on invitations from others who want him to come to their area and
conduct evangelistic campaigns, and he works very closely with Christian
leaders around the world. 86% (6) of the sources spoke prominently of
his networking and involvement with others in ministry.
Luis also built accountability relationships with a board which
oversees his ministry. He sought much counsel from key businessmen,
whom he prefers for his board because they "shoot straight", and are
"cold-blooded" (12). And Luis clearly built lasting relationships with his
own family, as demonstrated by the fact that two of his sons, Keith and
Kevin, work full time in LPEA. In addition, many commented that Luis
had a tremendous ability to relate to a broad variety of people within the
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Christian and secular communities. Being a relationship builder should be
considered a major sub-component of the basic leadership facet of being
an Enabler, or team builder.
Other (Facet of Leadership)
Three leadership components were identified in this case study which
did not fit clearly under the three-fold facets of Visionary, Model, and
Enabler. These were the leadership components of constructing an
organization, publicity, and fund raising. Publicity probably represents a
mass evangelistic ministry's unique need (in contrast to other ministries) to
do massive publicity in order to attract invitations to conduct evangelistic
campaigns and to draw people to the arenas to hear the gospel.
The inner circle of leadership of LPEA agreed that the burden of
fund raising is one of the most important skills for the founder-leader.
Luis spoke of "the burden of finances ... it demands a lot of oversight . .
. you must give it a lot of time." As a member of ECFA (Evangelical
Counsel for Financial Accountability) and as those who have set high
standards for their own ministry, LPEA appears to exercise genuine
integrity and honesty in their use of funds. Luis himself is "very
conservative on the allocation and use of funds."
But finances are a constant pressure. Jim Williams and David Jones
agreed, "This is thirty million dollar organization on a three million dollar
budget" (18). This researcher observed that while anyone can say that,
LPEA's fruit - twenty-nine thousand inquirers [indicated decisions for
Christ ] in 1992, and sixty-nine thousand in 1991, supports this statement.
The researcher realized in the course of his investigation that LPEA must
receive ten thousand dollars per day to continue to function, and one man
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is responsible for trusting the Lord and working to raise this support,
humanly speaking. One could consider these leadership components of
fund raising, publicity, and constructing an organization (which is closely
allied to the building of various networks (see under "Enabler" above)) a
separate facet of leadership, or might possibly include them under the
Enabler function.
Case Studv #2: John Guest. Founder of
the John Guest Evangelistic Team
John Guest was bom in 1936 and committed his life to Christ at age
eighteen, during the 1954 Billy Graham cmsade Harringay in London.
Guest received his theological education at Trinity College, Bristol, and
was ordained in the Church of England. He came to the United States in
1966 and ministered to youth through contemporary Christian music
before becoming Senior Pastor at St. Stephen's Church in Sewickley,
Pennsylvania, one of the wealthiest suburbs of Pittsburgh. In the eighteen
years that John served as rector, the church grew from 250 to over 1,200
in average Sunday moming attendance. Many would acknowledge that St.
Stephen's, which is so packed on Sunday moming that it is difficult to find
a seat, is one of the foremost Episcopal churches in the United States, and
indeed one of the foremost churches of any denomination. In 1980, while
he was still rector, John formed the John Guest Evangelistic Team, and
conducted evangelistic campaigns across the United States, which reached
nearly half a million people in the first seven years, and hundreds of
thousands since.
In 1990, he left the pastorate of St. Stephen's to minister full time as
the founder and leader of the John Guest Evangelistic Team (JGET). The
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John Guest Evangelistic Team has an annual budget of approximately one
million dollars (1994 budget) and ten full time staff serving with it,
together with ten more in the Ukraine (as of March 1994), plus associate
staff, and a new missionary enterprise in Albania. Its headquarters are in
Sewickley, Pennsylvania.
Visionary
Every primary source for this case study cited vision as a prominent
component of John Guest's leadership (see Table 4.2). His administrative
assistant at the time of the first interviews, Bonnie Sachia, remarked, "He's
a great visionary." Most of all, the wide scope of Guest's ministry,
organizing city-wide evangelistic meetings to reach hundreds of thousands
with the gospel, demonstrates his ability to think big. For example. Guest
spoke to nearly seventy thousand people in Cincinnati's Riverfront
Coliseum in March of 1990, to forty thousand people in Columbia, South
Carolina the same year, to seventy thousand people in Burmingham's Civic
Center in February, 1992, thirty-five thousand people Amarillo, Texas in
October 1993, and even larger crowds in the Ukraine in the 1990's.
Guest's "LifeFocus" series demonstrates a strategic plan to reach entire
cities for Christ (see Strategy below).
In his interview with this researcher. Guest listed as the first and
most important quality of the founder of a ministry that he have a "strong
sense of calling that you will get a certain task done, as well as a focus ,
[that] these are the limits of what we can do [italics supplied by writer]".
In this statement. Guest mentions two components of leadership
which seem to stand in tension: yision on the one hand, and a clear focus
(knowing your limits) on the other. Focus was cited by 80% (4 of 5) of
TABLE 4.2
JGET: Case Study of Leadership Components
(n indicates number of primary sources in which leadership component is prominently
mentioned or referred to)
D JG TD BS J N %
Visionarv
Vision/Thinks Big X X X X X 5 100
Focus/Purpose X X X X 4 80
Strategy X X X X 4 80
Independent/Takes Risk X X 2 40
Passion for lost X X X X 4 80
Social Needs X 1 20
Dependence on God
Rest in Christ 0 0
Prayer X 1 20
Word(Study & Obedience of it) X X X 3 60
Sacrifice X X 2 40
Learner
Learned from others X 1 20
Read key books 0 0
Model
Gospel Preaching (simple, clear) X X X X X 5 100
Perfectionist/ Quick Temper X 1 20
Discipleship - Training Others X X 2 40
Creativity/Cultural Relevance X X 2 40
Other Model Components X X 2 40
Honesty/Integrity X X X 3 60
Activist/Doer
Action/hivolvement with others
in ministry X X X X X 5 100
Initiative/Choleric/Direction X X X X X 5 100
Media Involvement X X X 3 60
Enabler
Team (concept ofministry) X X X X X 5 100
Delegation/Supervision X X X X X 5 50
Lack of business mgt. skills X X 2 40
TABLE 4.2 (con't)
D JG TD BS J N %
Relationship Builder
w/ Mentors 0 0
w/ Network (of others in
ministry X X X X X 5 100
w/ Family X 1 20
Accountability X 1 20
w/ Friends X X X 3 60
Dealing with criticism/attacks X X 2 40
Diversity/Not critical X X X 3 60
Communicator X 1 20
Other
Constructing Organization X X X X X 5 100
Publicity X X X X 4 80
Fund Raiser X X X X X 5 100
Key to abberviations
JGET: John Guest Evangelistic Team
D: Documents
JG: John Guest interview
TD: Tim Dahlin interview
BS: Bonnis Sachia interview
J: Joumal of on-site observations
n: Number of primary sources
%: Percentage of sources which cited this leadership component
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the key sources in this case study as a key component of Guest's
leadership.
A focused ministry has a clear strategy, which most sources cited as
a prominent component of John's leadership. His strategy is revealed in
the five phases of a LifeFocus series designed to reach a city for Christ.
The first phase is Church Mobilization, including churches' commitment
to participate, training for church coordinators, prayer programs, follow-
up counselor training, and an "Operation Outreach Sunday". Phase two is
the Media Campaigns on television and radio and the print media. Phase
three is the Evangelistic Programs, including special outreach events,
special meal time evangelistic events, auditorium meetings, and school
programs and evangelistic concerts. Phase four is Individualized Follow-
up, and phase five is the formation of an interdenominational Leadership
Foundation to continue the outreach's impact.
This highly developed strategy illustrates in detail Guest's focus on
conducting mass evangelistic campaigns to reach cities for Christ. Other
leadership components which this researcher grouped under the
"Visionary" facet of leadership included being an independent person,
taking risks, a passion for the lost (clearly evidenced in John's ministry),
and a focus on felt needs ( a key, creative component of Guest's
evangelistic outreaches).
Guest also demonstrated two sub-facets of the "Visionary" facet of
leadership, that of dependence on God and that of being a leamer. His
evangelistic campaigns have a distinct emphasis on prayer, with a prayer
coordinator from every church, and prayer and praise breakfasts and
weekly times of prayer scheduled before his evangelistic outreaches. This
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researcher found John to be a man of the word, committed to the authority
of the Bible and to boldly preaching it. He is a man who willingly
sacrificed his own self-interest and comfort to build St. Stephen's Church
in the heat of intense opposition over many years, as well as to continue an
evangelistic ministry in which he is frequently criticized in what can be
"an on-going, dehumanizing process" (Interview with John Guest).
Guest also clearly leamed from others: he came to Christ at a 1954
Billy Graham Cmsade in London, and then became an evangelist himself.
However, sources did not mention John's leaming from others as
frequently as sources mentioned this leadership component as a part of
Luis Palau's leadership.
Model
Four leadership components mentioned by all the primary sources
(100%) could be included under the "Model" facet of leadership. These
four components are involvement in ministry, gospel preaching, action.
and initiative/choleric personality. The growth of St. Stephen's Church
and the records of John's evangelistic campaigns reveal his ability to
initiate growth, to take action to produce results, and his involvement with
others (such as those on his team, supporters, etc) in ministry. These three
components could be summed up in the word "action" ~ Guest does not
just talk about evangelism, he does it. The fact that 100% of sources
mentioned John's gospel preaching highlights his focus on evangelism as
his calling. Other key components of the "Model" facet of leadership
include other Model components (such as preparation for preaching, being
an achiever, and love ), as well as discipleship of others, honesty and
integrity , and creativity/cultural relevance, and media involvement. One
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weakness can be sometimes unrealistic expectations of those with whom
Guest works. Bonnie Sachia, while loyally committed to John, admits,
"His expectations are so high, that they are often impractical." This
researcher observed that the tendency to have a high expectation of others,
demonstrated by both Luis Palau and John Guest, is the weaker side of the
strength of a choleric or "take charge" temperament. In other words, the
achiever/go-getter tends to be a demanding perfectionist as well.
Enabler
A team concept ofministry clearly fits under the "Enabler" facet of
the three-fold model of leadership proposed by this researcher. This
leadership component was mentioned by all of the primary sources
studied, along with that of delegation/supervision. Guest summed up,
"You must build a team, because you can't do it all [raise funds, prepare
campaigns, run the organization]" (2).
However, Guest also recognized the burden of leading a team. He
candidly admitted, "Founding is the easy part - it's the maintenance that's
tough ~ especially people problems on the team. Caring for and
managing the team is a full time job itself." John clearly practices
delegation. According to Bonnie Sachia: "He can say something in five
minutes that takes a hundred hours to accomplish!" He has organized his
team into a President (himself), an Executive Director, office staff.
National Field Director and Director of Urban Ministries, as well as a
Ukranian Center for Christian Cooperation overseas.
Like all outstanding leaders. Guest demonstrates some weaknesses as
well as strengths. At times he has had difficulty at times picking the right
person for a job. For example, he has sometimes chosen an administrator
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who expects a lot of staff, as opposed to one who can do everything
necessary (himself/herself). He appears more given to delegation than
supervision.
This researcher found that John was actively involved in building a
number of relationships. Like Luis Palau, he understands that the building
of a team extends beyond the building of a ministry team. For example,
every primary source prominently cited his building of a network with
others in the ministry. John's own counsel to this researcher in his own
ministry of public, mass evangelism, was "don't re-invent the wheel -
work with existing people, and carve out your distinctive place. We need
to be team builders " (2) [emphasis of this researcher].
Advising this researcher concerning his future ministry in Russia and
the former Soviet Union, he asserted, "Have your own ministry ~ but
work with others" (2). Guest told this researcher repeatedly that it was
crucial to work with existing people in the ministry, for "no one can do it
by themselves" (John Guest 2). John himself works with a wide variety of
churches, which he felt was one of the most important qualities of a
ministry founder: we "must be into broadcasting, not narrow-casting" (2).
This case study demonstrated that working with other believers ~ i.e.
unity ~ is essential, for it is the way God works (joumal 3).
But the building of relationships extends to other groups as well.
Guest stressed, "You need a team (of close friends) to encourage you [as
an evangelist], because every else is chipping away at you. It's not your
ministry - you're building someone else's [i.e. the local churches in the
city where you minister in].
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During his weekend visit to Sewickley, John Guest graciously had a
cook-out in the researcher's honor at a beautiful estate in Sewickley
(where he stayed), attended by a number of John's friends. Clearly, John
has built such a group of supportive friends in his years at Sewickley.
John emphasized in many ways the necessity of building relationships. He
stated one of the most important qualities of a founder-leader is that of
communication. He must communicate intemally, to his team; and
externally, with his constituency, including those who financially support
his ministry, according to their level of giving.
JGET also demonstrates the necessity of accountability to others. A
number of key Christian leaders who endorse John's ministry (such as J.I.
Packard, D. James Kennedy, Leighton Ford, Luis Palau, and Tony
Campolo) are listed on many of his brochures.
Other (Facets of Leadership)
Sources for this case study all referred to three additional leadership
components which are not readily grouped under the three-fold profile of
a founder-leader as "Visionary", "Model", and "Enabler". These are
constructing an organization, publicity, and being a fund raiser. Guest
strongly emphasized that an organizational base was cmcial for an
evangelistic ministry, and asked this researcher, "What organizational base
do you have?" Ooumal 2). This question was a way of asking, "Where
will you get the funds and staff for an expanded evangelistic ministry?"
Though this researcher has a base for his own ministry, it was clear from
his conversation with Guest that he must build a much broader base to
have a much broader ministry.
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By constructing networks of relationships with (1) a ministry team,
(2) a network of others in ministry, (3) a group of friends supporting him
in the ministry, (4) a board/other Christian leaders to whom he is
accountable, and (5) a network of financial and prayer supporters, Guest
clearly demonstrated his hard work in constructing an evangelistic
organization. Perhaps this component of leadership could be grouped
under the relationship builders sub-facet of leadership mentioned earlier.
This researcher discovered anew in this study that building
relationships is crucial, that it is essential to spend much time with people
to build support and impact others, and that relationships are built by
giving oneself freely in love over the long term to others (journal).
The process of raising funds seemed a special concem for Guest also,
as it did for Luis Palau. He lamented, "Raising money is a constant grind.
You must have a ministry that people recognize first. The basic principle
is to start small and build" (1).
However, it appeared easy to this researcher for an evangelist to
neglect the specifics of fund raising in order to do the ministry which he
loves (a dilemma faced by this researcher in his own ministry). One of
Guest's staff commented that he could sometimes take a better planned,
business-like approach to ministry. For instance, he could avoid telling
people "we need to raise funds", and instead have specific targets, showing
them what they can buy with their gifts (joumal). For example, people
are more likely to donate money to buy three computers than to donate
because "we need ten thousand dollars". This researcher concluded from
his study of LPEA and JGET that money is power, and funds are cmcial
for success (journal).
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Publicity is also a crucial concem of the founder-leader, particularly
of a mass evangelist. Guest commented that you cannot delegate work
with the media: "You must do it" (emphasis mine).
Case Study #3 Elmer Thompson and Worldteam
The founding ofWorldteam (formerly the West Indies Mission) is
the story of visionary leadership by two men, Cuban pastor-evangelist
B.G. Lavastida and American Bible teacher Elmer V Thompson. While
seeking to ascertain principles of founding leadership from both Mr.
Lavastida and Mr. Thompson, this case study focused on Mr. Thompson,
since he became the president of the mission when it was organized and is
still living, where as Mr. Lavastida died recently at the age of 104. Bom
in 1901, Elmer Thompson was raised by godly parents on a ranch in
Colorado. As a young man, he tumed down the offer of his own ranch by
his father in order to answer God's call to the ministry, and attended the
Midland Bible Institute in Kansas City. C.E. Maxwell, founder of Prairie
Bible Institute in Canada, invited him to teach at PBI, where he served as a
professor for two years before he sensed the Holy Spirit's call into
missions.
Meanwhile, B.G. Lavastida, son of a famous hero in Cuba's
revolution against Spain, had started a small orphanage in the mral heart
of Cuba while continuing his ministry as a pastor and evangelist. Hattie
Monge, a woman on the staff of the orphanage in Cuba, visited Prairie
Bible Institute and urged Thompson to come help Lavastida in his work.
Though he initially resisted, Thompson sensed he should investigate,
and immediately stmck up a good working relationship with Lavastida,
throwing himself into leaming Spanish and helping at the orphanage.
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Several months after his arrival, Thompson took a day off, and v^hile
surveying the Cuban countryside from a hill, sensed God leading him to
open a Bible school in rural Cuba, which had no such schools at that time.
With Lavastida's support, the four year Bible institute was opened in
1928, and enthusiastic students from across the country came to study
there. These students went out to preach in the surrounding countryside
and to found churches, so that Lavastida headed the resulting Cuba
Association of Churches, while Thompson headed the fledgling mission
and Bible school. In time this Bible school would produce almost a
hundred churches scattered across previously unevangelized rural Cuba.
Increasingly Thompson made trips to the States, speaking at
numerous churches and conferences, and many missionary candidates
came to help at Los Pinos, the Bible school. In 1935, Alexandar Mursdorf
was sent to open a new field in the Dominican Republic, but stopped when
he saw the tremendous need in Haiti, and opened the field there in 1936,
which proved to be immensely fruitful. In 1939 the missionaries were
sent to plant churches in the Dominican Republic, and in 1945 to start a
Bible institute in Jamaica. In 1947 and the years following, the mission
planted churches in the numerous smaller islands of the Caribbean known
as the Lesser Antillies. Works were begun in Guadeloupe (1947), St.
Lucia (1949), St. Vincent (1951), Trinidad (1953), and Grenada (1955).
In 1948, Mr. Thompson left Cuba in order to move the mission's
headquarters to Homer City, Pennsylvania, as a base from which he
directed the mission. He was succeeded by his son, Allen Thompson, and
then by the interim leadership of Patrick Arnold (1982-1985), then briefly
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by Allen again, and finally by Steve Miller, the current president of the
mission.
Beginning in 1957, the mission opened v^orks in South America. In
1970, the first missionaries were sent to Europe. In 1977, the name of the
mission was changed from the West Indies Mission to Worldteam in light
of the expanding scope of the ministry. Most recently, the mission opened
works in Southeast Asia and the former Soviet Union.
The work of Worldteam has had three phases. Phase one was the
work in Cuba, Haiti, and Jamaica, in which the Bible institute was the
central method of reaching the country. The second phase began in the
Dominican Republic, and involved missionaries planting churches as
missionaries-pastors. Phase three began in Europe, emphasizing
"apostolic" ministries ofmobile church planters who give themselves to
selecting and training national leaders for the church from the very
beginning.
Worldteam now has over one hundred forty-five full time
missionaries, plus additional short term missionaries and U.S. staff, in
nineteen countries around the world. Worldteam has produced many of
the top leaders in Latin American Christianity, including Toiroc, who
ministers widely over the radio in Latin America, the President of LAM
(Latin American Mission), and many co-founders of other organizations.
The ministry has an approximate annual budget of five million dollars,
and the intemational office is in Atlanta, Georgia.
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Visionary
100% (10) of the principal sources in this case study prominently
mentioned the component of leadership called yision (see Table 4.3). This
researcher found that both co-founders of Worldteam had a clear and
compelling yision for their work. One could say the ability to receiye a
vision from God and to act on it is the story ofMr. Thompson's life. His
vision for the ministry began with his call to ministry and refusal of his
father's generous offer of a ranch. It continued when he tumed down the
salary of a pastorate to teach at Prairie Bible Institute, and then in his
obedience to God's call to missions, took his investigative trip to Cuba, in
which he sensed God confirmed his steps to establish a ministry there.
Nothing better illustrates the central place of a vision from God in
Mr. Thompson's life than his "hill vision". Taking a break from his 5:00
a.m. to 10:00 p.m. daily work at the mission, he rode up to the top of a
high conical hill several months after his arrival in Cuba. From the top of
the hill he could count five hundred white roofs, each representing a family
with many people, and more houses, two towns and a city off in the
distance. Realizing he was looking at the homes of thousands of people
unreached by the gospel, he sensed God saying to him, "This is your
parish: see to it that they get the gospel."
On the way down, he thought, "How can I do this? ~ it [mral Cuba]
is so vast." Then he remembered Paul's teaching in the school of Tyrannus
in Acts 19, and suddenly realized that there would be the way to reach
Cuba, through the founding of a Bible school to train nationals to plant
churches. Mr. Thompson gave himself to the fulfillment of this vision for
TABLE 4.3
Worldteam: Case Study of Leadership Components
(n indicates number of primary sources in which leadership component is prominently
mentioned or referred to)
D PA BE SM JH EW ET JV PT J n %
Visionarv
Vision/Thinks Big X X X X X X X X X X 10 100
Focus/Purpose X X X X X X X X X X 10 100
Strategy X X X X X X X X X X 10 100
Independen^akes Risk X X X X X 5 50
Passion for lost X X X X X X 6 60
Social Needs X 1 10
Dependence on God
Rest in Christ X X X X X X X X 8 80
Prayer X X X X X X X 7 70
Word(Study & Obedience of it) X X X X X X X X X 9 90
Sacrifice X X X X X X X X 8 80
Church (God's plan for it) X X X X X X X X X X 10 100
Learner
Learned from others X X X 3 30
Read key books X 1 10
Model
Gospel Preaching (simple, clear) X X X X X X X X X X 10 100
Perfectionist/Quick Temper X X 2 20
Discipleship - Training Others X X X X X X X X X X 10 100
OtherModel Components X X X X 4 40
Honesty/Integrity X X X X X X X 7 70
Activist/Doer
Action/Involvement with others
10 100in ministry X X X X X X X X X X
Initiative/Choleric/Direction X X X X X X X X X X 10 100
Media Involvement 0 0
Enabler
Team (concept ofministry) X X X X X X X X X X 10 100
Delegation X X X X X X X X X X 10 100
Encouragement X X X 3 30
Discipline X X X 3 30
TABLE 4.3 (con't)
D PA BE SM JH EW ET JV PT J N %
Relationship Builder
w/Mentors x 1 10
w/ Network (of others in
ministry xxxxx x xxxx 10 100
w/ Family xxx x x x xxxx 10 100
Accountability x 1 10
Diversity/Not critical 0 0
Other
Constructing Organization xx xxxxx 7 70
Publicity x x x 3 30
Fund Raiser x x x 3 30
Key to abbreviations
D: Document
PA: Pat Arnold
BE: Bob Evans
SM: Steve Miller
JH: Jerry Harder
EW: EdWalker
ET: Elmer Thompson
JV: June Vetter
PT: Paul Thompson
J: Joumal of on-site observations
n: Number or primary sources
%: Percentage of sources which cited this leadership component
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twenty-two years in Cuba (Interviews with Elmer Thompson and June
Vetter).
A God-given vision also shaped B.G. Lavastida. The first words
from his mouth were not "Mama" or "Daddy", but "Free Cuba!" When he
was only eight years old, Lavastida's famous father, a captain in the Cuban
Army, found his son lying unconscious on the ground, because he had so
little to eat during the raging civil war. Lavastida told his son, "I have
buried your three brothers. I have dug the grave for your mother, and
laid out the plot for you. When you die, I will throw myself into the battle
against the Spanish, and then every member of our family will have died to
free Cuba!"
But young Lavastida was spared from death, and years later, on a
trip to the United States, he heard that his father had been assassinated.
Determined to avenge his father's death, he immediately left to retum to
Cuba. Stopping at a friend's home just before leaving the States, she
challenged him with Christ's words, "Come to me, all you that labor and
are heavy laden, and I will give you rest" (Matt. 11:28).
That night Lavastida wrestled with God, and sometime in the early
moming hours released his hatred of his father's murderers to God and
asked Him to forgive them. Lavastida's life had already been given to free
Cuba. But now he would free Cuba, not from Spain, but for Christ
(Interview with June Vetter, and "The Revolutionary Partner: B.G.
Lavastida", Worldteam Publication).
Lavastida never lost his vision. When he was over one hundred, he
sent a three word telegram to the Board of Directors of the mission he had
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Thompson). Thompson's vision to train Cuban nationals, and Lavastida's
vision to evangelize the country, merged into one powerful vision of
evangelizing Cubans and training them to become pastors ofmultiplying
congregations across the country.
These two men displayed not only the leadership component of
vision, or thinking big, but the necessity of having a clear focus to their
vision. Lavastida's method was to ride on horseback like John Wesley or
Francis Asbury, and preach the Gospel in communities across Cuba.
Thompson's method was to train others through the Bible institute. Today,
at ninety-two years of age, Mr. Thompson describes his focus succinctly:
"The Bible institute was my life."
Current Worldteam President, Steve Miller, listed focus as the first
of the qualities which made Mr. Thompson an effective leader. He said
Mr. Thompson had "focus . . . [He] understood what he wanted to
accomplish."
The twin leadership components of vision, and thinking big, and
focus, or adopting a particular strategy to carry out the vision, are
inextricably linked in Mr. Thompson's (and Mr. Lavastida's) life with his
relationship with God. 80% (8 out of 10 sources) prominently mentioned
Mr. Thompson's dependence on God's vision and strength. Though two
sources did not specifically mention this dependence on God, these sources
also conveyed a tremendous respect for Mr. Thompson's godliness, and his
walk with God emerged again and again as perhaps the most prominent
feature of his leadership.
June Vetter, who is writing a history of the mission and who has
done extensive research in order to write a soon-to-be published history of
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Worldteam, asserts that the leadership of Worldteam's founders can be
summed up in one word: tenacity . For Mr. Lavastida, she said, it was his
tenacity to win people for Christ. This researcher then asked, "And for
Mr. Thompson, tenacity in teaching the Bible?" Mrs. Vetter replied, "No.
For Mr. Thompson it was the tenacity to hear and obey God. When Mr.
Thompson felt that he had a word from the Lord, nothing would sway
him".
It seems no accident that 70% of the sources specifically mentioned
Elmer Thompson's prayer life as central to his ministry. His son Paul
summed up his dependence on God: "He's a holy man, a phenomenal
leader. His prayer life is at the center; it is absolutely rich. He wrestles
with God and works out his problems in prayer. He is very disciplined, up
at five every moming, spending at least an hour alone with God." 90% of
the sources also mentioned Mr. Thompson's utter dependence on the word
of God and the power of his Biblical teaching. It would appear that
Thompson's dependence on God is the foundation of his vision and focus.
A specific dimension of Elmer Thompson's and Worldteam's
dependence on God concems his (and the mission's) understanding of
God's plan for the church. 100% (10) of the sources specifically referred
to the necessity of a strong ecclesiology for a church planting mission. Pat
Arnold, former president of Worldteam, asserted, "The history of
Worldteam is the history of leaming what the church is and how to
reproduce it."
Worldteam leaders agreed that the North American church is based
on performance by professional ministers, and that this is a very unhealthy
pattem for a church. They maintain that a healthy church is founded on
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solid discipleship. In addition, Thompson clearly understood that
discipling others to build national leadership, rather than missionary
leadership, is the key to the church. His theology of the church led to a
clear strategy of training national church leaders through his Bible school.
Mr. Thompson's attention to strategy paid off when Castro took over
Cuba, as missionaries were sent out of the country for many years, and the
pastors were sent to concentration camps. The churches kept on
functioning, as the pastors' wives, who had also been trained at the Bible
institute, took over the pastoral positions of their churches, and the church
continued to flourish, even under Fidel's reign.
Other components of Visionary leadership, such as taking risks, a
passion for the lost (especially mentioned by all those who referred to Mr.
Lavastida's leadership), attention to social needs (grouped under other
Model components), and leaming from others, were mentioned, but much
less prominently than the leadership components already cited. One
additional component cited by 80% of the sources was that of sacrifice.
Mr. Thompson exemplified sacrifice, giving up a ranch to go into the
ministry, a salary as a pastor to become a teacher at Prairie Bible Institute,
and comfort in the U.S. to go to Cuba. He and his wife lived at the level of
the nationals in Cuba despite tremendous financial hardships, separation
from his family for as much as three months at a time to preach and recmit
in the United States, and many other difficulties. Clearly Mr. Thompson
and Mr. Lavastida exemplified the Visionary facet of leadership.
Model
The sources interviewed by this researcher stressed repeatedly the
importance of leadership by example. Asked, "What made Mr. Thompson
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an effective leader?", Ed Walker, former President of Worldteam USA,
said, "the example of a consistent life" and his "demonstration of
dependence on the Lord in prayer". Mr. Thompson himself noted, "One of
the most important principles in leadership is the practical example of the
leader. For that reason, Worldteam has experienced missionaries as field
leaders on all its fields."
Mr. Walker pointed out that Mr. Thompson had each of these
"experienced missionaries" work under him at the Bible Institute in Cuba
before being sent out as a leader. In other words, Mr. Thompson's own
example was passed on to those who were chosen as field leaders, who
were then expected to lead by the example of their own lives on their fields
of service. Mr. Walker fondly remembered his first meeting with Mr.
Thompson, when as a new missionary recruit he met the head of the
mission. Without hesitation, Mr. Thompson took Mr. Walker's bags up
several flights of stairs in a snowstorm. Mr. Walker thought, "This man is
a servant." Mr. Thompson's son, Paul Thompson, himself one of the
mission's foremost leaders and a highly successful church-planter,
remarked that his dad was "a spiritual mentor to people ~ a tremendous
example".
Mr. Lavastida also exemplified the Christian life through his own
dedication to the Lord and his servant spirit, clearing the forest by hand
for his orphanage and doing the menial as well as the high-profile tasks of
running the school and leading the team ofmissionaries.
Their great respect accorded Mr. Lavastida and Mr. Thompson
(called "Dad" Thompson who worked with him most closely) was evident
to this researcher. All (100%) of the sources for this case study identified
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several leadership components of Mr. Thompson's ministry which fit under
the "Model" facet of leadership. These include gospel preaching/Bible
teaching, discipleship/training of others, actions/involvement with others in
ministry, and initiative/choleric/ direction. Mr. Thompson was clearly an
excellent Bible teacher. Pat Arnold remarked, "You had goosebumps when
he preached." Many sources recounted that Thompson preached Biblically,
with vision, and with great emotion, reliving the events of many years ago
in his messages. Lavastida also was a highly effective preacher, a "fiery
evangelist" ("The Story ofWest Indies MissionAVorldteam").
Along with outstanding evangelistic preaching by Mr. Lavastida and
Bible teaching by Mr. Thompson, these men, particularly Mr. Thompson,
modeled discipleship. In fact, Mr. Thompson told this researcher that the
central principle ofWorldteam is that "the missionary task is primarily a
training task for nationals". Hattie Monge, who challenged Elmer
Thompson to go to Cuba, had noticed that B.G. Lavastida was leading
hundreds to Christ, but she saw no one's life changed. But when the Bible
School was started, students not only began to be trained, but after two
years men came to Lavastida and Thompson and asked, "Couldn't we
evangelize and start churches?" Lavastida and Thompson encouraged the
men to evangelize during their vacation times, and in this way many
churches were started. Mr. Thompson stated, "We never sent a missionary
to evangelize - we onlv used nationals. We left a hundred churches
(emphasis supplied)." Throughout the years Worldteam has been
successful when it has trained nationals to do the work; it has been far less
successful when the missionary has done the ministry, as in the smaller
works of the Dominican Republic and some of the Lesser Antillies.
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Paul Thompson stated the continuing ethos of the mission: "The key
is solid discipleship: investing in people.". Clear gospel preaching and
Bible teaching coupled with discipleship, or the training of others, were
modeled by the founders of the mission. Thompson himself remarked that
after (1) "faith in God and a life of prayer and Bible study," and (2)
"vision," that (3) "training ability," or "skill in your area ofministry" was
the most important quality of the founder of a ministry
Giftedness in ministry and the active use of that gift appear to be a
central component of the effective leadership of these two founders, just as
it was with Luis Palau and John Guest. In the case of Palau and Guest (and
Lavastida) the gift was evangelistic preaching. In the case of Thompson,
the gift was Bible teaching and discipleship. Not just having the gift, but
actively and fervently using it, including taking initiative to use their gifts
of ministry, characterized Thompson and Lavastida.
Thompson, Amold, and others noted that Thompson never set out to
found a mission. "Rather there was a need and a few young missionaries
who responded to that need. The pattem of growth has been to [sic] same -
- responses to need" ("The Story ofWest Indies MissionAVorldteam").
Bob Evans, Director of Church Relations for Worldteam, noted that
the mission started small, and grew (big). As in other ministries, it seems
the "law of the harvest" applied to Worldteam: that a seed was planted
through Mr. Thompson's work and it bore much fmit by multiplication
through others that he trained. The growth ofWorldteam illustrates the
"mustard seed principle", in which God's work usually starts small and
grows through multiplication.
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While Mr. Thompson provided strong direction for the mission, his
strong leadership sometimes had weaknesses as well. Paul Thompson told
how "to tell the truth, my older sister raised me", because his parents were
so busy. He remembered, "Dad was a very strict disciplinarian, a
perfectionist; we all struggled with wanting to please this very powerful
person. I never felt I made it, though all of us were high achievers."
June Vetter noted that Mr. Thompson's pietism was both a strength
and a weakness. When he felt God had told him something, "nothing
would sway him"; but this made for rigidity at times. She implied that a
leader should seek to avoid rigidity on the one hand, and a lack of strong
leadership (too much team and not enough leadership) on the other.
Enabler
All the sources (100%) listed four leadership components which fit
under the "Enabler" facet of ministry proposed by this researcher. These
include a team (concept ofministry), delegation, being a relationship
builder with a network (with others in ministry), and a relationship builder
with familv.
The very name "Worldteam" illustrates the importance the founders
and leaders of this mission place on team work. Writing a brief history of
the mission, Amold notes.
Probably the KEY to the success of the ministry, humanly
speaking, was the different but complimentary contribution
each made ~ each contributing according to his gift.
Lavastida evangelized and "won a hearing" for the Gospel,
while Thompson provided leadership for the school, a
theology for the movement, and training for the pastors ("The
Story ofWest Indies MissionAVorldteam").
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Amold specifies that "by 'team' we mean several people with
different but complimentary gifts, working in close association and
cooperation." ("Our method of obeying the Great Commission", part of
the "The Story ofWest Indies MissionAVorldteam." From the very
beginning, Thompson and Lavastida worked as a team. Since Lavastida's
name was known all over Cuba, much like George Washington's name is
known in America, Lavastida was able to conduct evangelistic campaigns in
churches across the country. Mr. Lavastida used his influence to recmit
students from across Cuba to the school, and the mission was bom. From
the very beginning, doing the work of planting churches through the
training of nationals has been the strategy of the mission. Thus team work
is evident both in the leadership of men from different nations (an
American and a Cuban) and in entmsting church planting to nationals.
Though a strong leader, Mr. Thompson eventually recognized the
necessity of delegation, not only to nationals in planting churches, but to
others in leading the mission. One critical event was the conflict with
Alexandar Mursdorf, a bright missionary who "not only did his work but
put his nose in others work" (Interview with Elmer Thompson). Elmer
Thompson thought Mr. Mursdorf was being insubordinate, but when he
sought God about the problem, the Lord revealed the missionary was not
being insubordinate, but had gifts and abilities that were bigger than his
job. Mr. Thompson heard the Lord saying to him, "Do you think Cuba is
the only one with a need?", and he decided to send Mr. Mursdorf out to
open the field in the Dominican Republic. On the way to the Dominican
Republic, Mursdorf landed in Haiti, and encountering the intense need and
great responsiveness of the people there, recommended that a mission work
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be started there instead, to which Mr. Thompson agreed. Delegation to
field leaders, and eventually to his son as the new head of the mission,
characterized Mr. Thompson's leadership.
While a strong leader and disciplinarian, Mr. Thompson was weaker
in encouraging others, particularly when they failed. When his son Allen's
wife, Marilyn, was eight months pregnant, she asked Mr. Thompson if she
could wait to go to the field. He apparently replied, "If she cannot go when
she is eight months pregnant, perhaps she's not missionary material." As
Steve Miller remarked, "He was totally sold out. There's a quality there
that's missing in people in ministry today."
Every one of the six Thompson children is involved in full-time
ministry (with the exception of the youngest, a girl with MS who Mr.
Thompson called "a very godly girl" and serves the Lord also). Yet,
family relationships were sometimes strained in an era where ministry was
often considered a higher priority than family.
Other (Facets of Leadership)
Sources noted three other leadership components, constructing an
organization, publicity, and raising funds, as part of the founding of
Worldteam. However, these did not receive very prominent attention.
Thompson and Lavastida were more concemed with conducting a ministry
than building an organization. This, however, was a healthy development,
as Ed Walker notes the principle that "structure follows ministry. You
have a ministry and develop the stmcture out of it." He remarked that two
dangers are (1) a stmcture without a ministry, and (2) a ministry without
ever building a stmcture. Worldteam appears to have constmcted a
stmcture to fit the ministry. For example, a U.S. Headquarters was
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formed when the mission grew to a certain size and Mr. Thompson moved
to the United States, after twenty-two years in Cuba, to shift his focus from
training nationals to lifting up the cause ofmissions in the United States,
and recruiting people and funds for the field.
However, Mr. Thompson raised funds very differently than the mass
evangelists this researcher interviewed. Rather than taking the initiative
and asking for funds, Mr. Thompson sensed God leading him to a different
method, much like Hudson Taylor in China, who relied on the Lord
through prayer to supply his needs. One of the critical points in the history
of Worldteam came early in the history of the mission when the
representative of a Cuban bank came to Mr. Thompson and told him the
bank had folded, taking the entire savings of the mission with it.
Thompson and the entire mission faced disaster. He said, "It seemed as if
God was against us. I had to get on my face and ask him to explain it to
me. It seemed he said, 'You've been trusting in money, not me.'"
Evelyn Thompson helped her husband trust, but still, he was
"coming apart." In desperation he went to his mailbox, to see if something
might be in it, but the only thing he found was a Moodv Monthlv magazine.
Deeply discouraged, he almost threw it away, but as he walked back in the
night toward the Bible School, he thought, "Maybe God has something for
me in this", and stopped under a street lamp. He opened the magazine and
his gaze fell on the words printed in bold letters, "Your heavenly Father
knows that you have need of these things." Suddenly, he knew God would
provide for their needs. For a while there was no money, then "little dabs"
came in, and one student was given fifty dollars for the mission by a
woman he had reached for Christ. Eventually, the needs of the mission
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were met. As Mr. Thompson says, God "tests us, but doesn't forsake us".
The faith principle is a strong ethos in the mission, a philosophy of total
dependence of God to provide. Trust in God, not skill in fund raising,
marks Mr. Thompson's founding leadership of Worldteam.
Summarv of Cross Case Analysis
This researcher identified nearly forty leadership components from
his study of the lives and ministries of founder-leaders Luis Palau, John
Guest, and Elmer Thompson. He then grouped these components into over
twenty significant, or frequently mentioned, leadership components which
emerged from the study of these three founder-leaders. These significant
leadership components are listed in Table 4.4, together with the total
percentage of sources which reveal each of them
Of the leadership components listed in Table 4.4, nine leadership
components were prominently mentioned by all (or nearly all) sources in
every case study. These nine components appear essential to founding
leadership. This cross case analysis will focus on each of these nine
leadership components and examine how they match or do not match this
researcher's theoretical pattem for a founder-leader.
Visionarv
Three leadership components prominently mentioned in all three
case studies appear to fit under the "Visionary" facet of leadership
proposed by this writer. These leadership components are (1) vision. (2)
focus, and (3) dependence on God.
Every source in these three case studies referred to their founder-
leader's vision, or ability to see and develop a mental picture of the great
things God could do through the leader and those who follow him. For
TABLE 4.4
Cross-Case Study of Leadership Components
LPEA
Visionarv
Vision/Thinks Big 100%
Focus/Purpose 100%
Strategy 71%
Independent/Takes Risk 43%
Passion for lost 57%
Dependence on God
Rest in Christ 57%
Prayer 71%
Word(Study & Obedience of it) 71%
Sacrifice 29%
Church (God's plan for it)
Learner
Learned from others 71%
Model
Gospel F*reaching (simple, clear) 86%
Perfectionist/Quick Temper 57%
Discipleship Training Others 14%
Honesty/Integrity 57%
Creating/Culturi Relevance -
OtherModel Components 29%
Activist/Doer
Action/Involvement with others
in ministry 100%
Initiative/Choleric/Direction 86%
Media Involvement 57%
Enabler
Team (concept ofministry) 100%
Encouragement
Discipline
Delegation 100%
JGET WTEAM TOTAL
100%^ 100% 100%
80% 100% 93%
80% 100% 84%
40% 50% 44%
80% 60% 66%
0 80% 46%
20% 70% 54%
60% 90% 74%
40% 80% 50%
100% 33%
20% 30% 40%
100% 100% 95%
20% 20% 32%
40% 100% 51%
60% 70% 62%
40% 13%
40% 40% 36%
100% 100% 100%
100% 100% 95%
60% 39%
100% 100% 100%
30% 10%
30% 10%
100% 100% 100%
TABLE 4.4 (con't)
LPEA JGET WTEAM TOTAL
Relationship Builder
w/Mentors 43% 0 10% 18%
w/ Network (of others in
ministry 86% 100% 100% 95%
w/ Friends 60 20%
Communication 20% 0 7%
w/ Family 57% 20% 100% 73%
Accountability 43% 20% 10% 24%
Diversity/Not critical 71% 60% 0 44%
Other
Constructing an Organization 71% 100% 70% 80%
Publicity 43% 80% 30% 51%
Fund Raiser 71% 100% 30% 67%
Key to abbreviations:
LPEA Luis Palau Evangelistic Association
JGET John Guest Evangelistic Team
WTEAM Worldteam
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example, Luis Palau was repeatedly described by his staff as "an incredible
visionary", and Pat Amold, former president ofWorldteam, asserted that
the number one job of the president and founder is to "state the vision,
over and over, to his staff, his secretary, his board, and the general
public." He advised this writer, "This is your job as president � in
addition to your job as evangelist and/or teacher."
All (100%) of the sources in the Luis Palau and Elmer Thompson
case studies, and 80% of those of the John Guest case study, pointed to a
clear focus as essential for the founder-leader. Members of the inner circle
of all three organizations described their own founder-leader by words
such as "focused", "intense", "driven", and "tenacious", all words
describing the founder-leader's ability to discem what God would have him
do and to give himself 100% to that task.
The third component which fits under the Visionary facet,
dependence on God, is not represented by a single leadership component,
but by a group of leadership components: rest in Christ, prayer, the word
(study of and obedience to the word of God), sacrifice, and the church
(God's plan for the church). While none of these individual leadership
components were mentioned by all (or nearly all) of the sources in every
case study, taken together they were mentioned prominently in every case
study, and represent a common trait: the founder-leader's ability to hear
from God as the basis ofhis visionary character . Learning to rest in
Christ, or depending on His guidance and strength, is clearly and closely
related to prayer, or conversation with God, and to study and obedience of
God's word.
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The abihty to discem God's plan for the church and to sacrifice the
founder-leader's desires in order to surrender to God's will are also closely
hnked to rest in Christ, or dependence on God. Since virtually every
source in each of the case studies mentioned at least one of these leadership
components as characterizing their founder- leader, this researcher
concluded that the sub-facet of dependence on God must be considered as
one of the essential leadership components which was prominently
mentioned in every case study.
Model
Three prominently mentioned leadership components could be
grouped under the Model facet of leadership proposed by the researcher:
gospel preaching/Bible teaching and/or discipleship. action/involvement
with others in ministry, and initiative/choleric.
As might be expected, mass evangelists Luis Palau and John Guest
(and Worldteam evangelist B.G. Lavastida) exemplified gospel preaching
while Worldteam Bible teacher Elmer Thompson exemplified Bible
teaching. The common denominator in these men is not the use of a
particular gift, but the active use of the founder-leader's own unique gift
pattem to serve God.
This researcher felt that discipleship, though mentioned as a separate
leadership component, can be included with gospel preaching/Bible
teaching as a way in which the founder-leader exercises his unique gifts in
ministry. Table four shows that only 14% of the sources in the Luis Palau
case study, and 40% of those in the John Guest case study, mention
discipleship as a cmcial component of their founder's leadership. That is
because a mass evangelistic ministry does not focus upon discipleship; but
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100% of the sources in the Worldteam case study mention discipleship as a
crucial leadership component of Elmer Thompson, who exercised the gift
of training others. Thus each founder- leader models the ministry by
exercising his unique gift.
This exercise of the gift is seen in the next universally mentioned
leadership component, action, or involvement with others in ministry.
Every source in every case study mentioned the active involvement of the
founder- leader in ministry. It is not just enough that the founder-leader
talk about the ministry; the Christian founder-leader clearly demonstrates
his or her credibility by doing the ministry effectively.
A similar, but distinct leadership component mentioned by virtually
all of the sources in every case study was that of taking initiative. Each of
the founder-leaders took initiative to implement his yision and to recruit
others to take part in it. The necessity of the leader to actively engage in
ministry probably represents a sub-facet of the Model facet of leadership,
which could be called activist/doer.
Enabler
Three more essential leadership components, prominently
mentioned by all (or nearly all) of the sources in each case, can be grouped
under the Enabler facet of leadership proposed by this researcher. These
include a (1) a team (concept of ministry), (2) delegation. (3) being a
relationship builder with a network of others in ministry.
Sources in the case study universally acknowledge the necessity of
the founder-leader's formation of a team as a critical part of his ministry.
Inseparably linked with this formation of a team is the concept of
delegation to that team. Delegation assumes a wide range of functions.
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The mass evangeHsts' teams assumed highly specialized functions, with the
evangelist himself doing the up-front ministry, and those on his team
supporting his ministry. In contrast, Elmer Thompson demonstrated the
same kind ofministry his missionaries were to accomplish, through
training nationals.
The mass evangelists' delegation was a ministry of specialization ,
enabling others to support the evangelists' ministry; the missionary
founder's delegation was a ministry of multiplication of his own ministry,
by training others to be trainers. These differences in styles of delegation
between the mass evangelists and Mr. Thompson are readily explained by
their different types of ministry. They demonstrate that even in different
kinds of ministry, delegation is a crucial part of what a founder-leader
does.
The third leadership component grouped under the Enabler facet was
that of a relationship builder with a network of those in ministry. Each of
the founder-leaders clearly worked with a broad network of Christians in
order to make their ministry possible.
In fact, it appears that each founder-leader is a successful
relationship builder with several groups of people: (1) with mentors who
taught him, (2) with his own family. (3) with his own ministry team, (4)
with a network of those who financially and prayerfully support his
ministry, and (5) with a network of others in ministry who provide him
ministry opportunities. The third and fifth network were most
prominently mentioned by the sources in these case studies.
It would appear that the leadership component of building
relationships with others, while it could conceivably fit under the Enabler
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concept of leadership, represents a significant separate sub-facet of
Enabler, such as that of dependence on God (under the Visionary facet of
leadership), and activist/doer (under the Model facet of leadership). Thus
the three case studies, while providing strong support for the general
profile of founding leadership proposed by this researcher, may also adapt
that profile in significant ways, which will be addressed in the summary
and conclusion in Chapter Five
Other (Facets of Leadership)
While sources revealed three leadership components which could not
be easily grouped under the three-fold theoretical pattem of a founder-
leader as Visionary, Model, and Enabler, none of them were mentioned
with the universally frequency of the nine leadership components cited
above. These three facets are: (1) constmcting an organization, (2)
publicitv. and (3) fund raising.
It appeared from the research that the constmction of an
organization was not so much the concem of the founder as of those
administrators who followed him. Publicity was especially the concem of
mass evangelists. While fund raising was a great concem of the mass
evangelists, it was linked with simply tmsting in God by Mr. Thompson,
and thus in his case to the dependence on God sub-facet of visionary
leadership.
While these leadership components represent significant and
important parts of the leadership process, one could conceivably group
them under the three primary facets in the proposed theoretical profile of a
founder- leader. For example, the constmction of the organization is
closely linked to the team concept ofministry, under "Enabler". Publicity
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is closely linked to the leadership component of media involvement, under
"Model". Fund raising is closely linked to relationship building with a
network of supporters, under "Enabler".
Not only the two mass evangelists' ministries, but also the ministry
ofmission founder Mr. Thompson, match the theoretical profiles of a
founder-leader. This fact lends strong support to the theoretical profile for
the founding leadership of a ministry of evangelism and discipleship. In
summary, the findings of the three case studies generally but strongly
match and support the researcher's theoretical profile of a founder-leader.
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CHAPTERS
Summary and Conclusions
What kind of person makes an effective founder and leader of a
ministry? This dissertation/project (1) developed a theoretical profile
describing such a founder-leader from a study of Biblical, historical, and
current leadership literature, and (2) tested that theoretical profile by
matching it with the results from three case studies of highly effective,
living founder-leaders. The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the case
study results, to present a tested, more highly developed profile of an
effective founder-leader, and to make recommendations for future
research.
The writer conducted case studies of intemational evangelists Luis
Palau and John Guest (and of their evangelistic organizations), and of
missions founder and statesman Elmer Thompson of Worldteam. Written
and recorded documents and books, extensive on-site interviews at five
locations across the U.S., and an on-site joumal of observations provided
the data for the case studies. This chapter will discuss the extent to which
the results of these case studies match the researcher's theoretical profile of
a founder-leader as a (1) Visionary, (2) Model, and (3) Enabler.
Discussion and Integration of Case Study Results
Visionarv
The researcher's theoretical pattem for a founder- leader states that
the founder-leader is a Visionarv. The effective founder-leader must have
a God-given vision for his or her ministry, and must effectively
communicate that vision to followers so that it becomes a shared vision.
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Every source (100%) in each of the three case studies referred
prominently to the vision of the organization's founder-leader. This
confirmed Kouzes' and Posner's assertion that "every organization, every
social movement, begins with a dream. The dream or vision is the force
that invents the future" (9).
A total of 93% of the sources in the three case studies prominently
identified focus, or clear purpose, as a second leadership component which
supports the Visionary facet of founding leadership. Key leaders of all
three organizations describe their own founder-leaders as "focused",
"intense", "driven", and "tenacious", all words describing the founder-
leader's ability to discem what God would have him do and give himself
100% to that task.
This insistence on the necessity of focus, while supporting the pattem
of the founder-leader as a Visionary, also suggests the need for a more
fully developed understanding of the Visionary facet of leadership. It is
not enough that the Visionary have a big vision or dream. This dream
must have a highly developed focus. Otherwise, the founder-leader's
ministry become diluted and ineffective.
For example, Luis Palau's and John Guest's vision is to reach the
lost. Rather than doing this through one-on-one evangelism, or pastoring a
church with an evangelistic outreach, or planting churches through a
mission, these men carry out their vision through mass evangelism.
Reaching the lost is their vision; mass evangelism is their focus. Reaching
the lost is also Mr. Thompson's vision; but his focus is to do it by training
nationals to plant churches.
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The Hterature review uncovered this principle in the lives of Biblical
leaders and in modem leadership literature. Paul wrote, "One thing I do"
(Philippians 3:13). Wagner contends, "The very nature of a good sodality
[e.g. ministry of evangelism and discipleship] is this narrow vision, its
focus on a specific task (151)].
The case studies emphasized focusing the vision so prominently that
this writer recommends adapting his theoretical pattem to include the
necessity of focus. Thus, a Visionary could be defined as follows: the
effective founder-leader must have a God-given vision and focus for his or
her ministry, and must effectively communicate that vision to followers so
that it becomes a shared vision ladded words emphasized].
Sources in all of the case studies also identified a group of leadership
components (rest in Christ, praver. the word of God (study of, and
obedience to it), sacrifice, and the church (God's plan for the church))
which characterize the founder-leaders. These represent an important sub-
facet, called dependence on God, of the overall Visionary facet of
leadership. This data from the case studies confirms the leadership
literature's teaching that a Christian founder-leader's vision must be God-
given. King David summed up Biblical leadership when he wrote, "He
who mles over men (must be) just, mling in the fear of God." (2 Samuel
23:3). David understood that only someone who recognizes God's
authority over himself can exercise godly authority over others.
Wagner, Engstrom, McKenna, Smith, Cedar, Gangel, and others
assert that Christian leadership must be distinctively different than secular
leadership. Secular leadership literature teaches that an entrepreneur must
be a visionary, but that the vision is for the purpose of self-achievement
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(McKenna 24). But the visionary nature of Christian leadership is
radically different from that of secular leadership, in three ways. First, its
source: the founder-leader's vision is from God, and not man. Second, its
power: the vision is empowered by God, not man. Third, its purpose: it is
for others, not for the founder-leader.
The data from the case studies appear to confirm the proposed
profile of the founder-leader as a Visionary, and to strengthen the
conclusion that his or her vision must be God-given. Because of the
distinctive difference in Christian leadership highlighted by the case
studies, the researcher recommends that the concept of a founder-leader as
a Visionarv be more fully developed by describing the founder-leader as a
Godlv Visionarv.
Model
This writer's proposed theoretical pattem of leadership identifies the
founder-leader as a Model. The effective founder-leader must be a
credible servant-leader: he or she must demonstrate selfless integrity,
confidence, and consistency, so that followers will tmst his or her
leadership.
All (or nearly all) of the sources in each case study prominently
mentioned three separate leadership components which supported the
concept of the founder-leader as a Model. These were gospel
preaching/Bible teaching and/or discipleship. action/involvement with
others in ministry, and initiative/choleric. The first of these components,
gospel preaching/Bible teaching and/or discipleship, represents the
founder-leaders' exercise of their own unique gifts.
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A predictable discrepancy emerged between the use of the mass
evangelists' gifts and those of mission founder Elmer Thompson. Nearly
all of the evangelists' sources referred to Luis Palau's or John Guest's
powerful and effective gospel preaching, whereas 100% of the Worldteam
sources referred to Mr. Thompson's effective Bible teaching and/or
discipleship. These differences in the data do not detract from, but rather
enhance, the evidence that the founder-leader must be a Model, because
"Model" appears to describe with equal accuracy the ministry of either a
mass evangelist or a mission founder, each of whom models the effective
use of his own unique gifts.
The other two most frequently mentioned leadership components by
which a founder leader models the ministry are action and initiative. The
data indicate that Christian leaders demonstrate credibility by being
effective doers of the ministry, rather than merely giving directions to
others. Bennis and Nanus highlight the importance of credibility for all
leaders: "Credibility is at a premium these days. Leaders are being
scrutinized as never before" (11). However, the data seems to indicate that
the primary way a Christian leader builds credibility is by actively using
his or her gifts to serve others.
Kouzes and Posner indicate that secular leaders' followers most
frequently selected honesty as the most important characteristic of credible
leaders, concluding that "honesty is absolutely essential for leadership"
(18). Although 62% of the case study sources directly referred to the
genuine honesty and integrity of the Christian founder-leaders in the three
case studies, it appeared to this researcher that the integrity of the founder-
leader is almost assumed by those who follow him.
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Perhaps because the integrity of the leader's character was assumed,
sources placed a greater emphasis on the dynamic ministry of the founder-
leader, whether it be as a mass evangelist (in the case of Luis Palau or John
Guest) or as a Bible teacher (in the case ofMr. Thompson). The evidence
from the case study emphasizes that the Christian leader earns credibility
by the diligent, effective exercise ofhis God-given gifts .
For this reason, this researcher proposes a modification to his
original pattem of a founder-leader as a Model. Because the Christian
founder-leader seems to be a model primarily through his exercise of his
God-given gifts to serve others, thus he or she may be characterized, not
just as a Model, but as a "Ministry Model". As a Ministry Model, the
founder-leader gives himself (or herself) 100% to serve others through
using his God-given gifts. In such a way he not only serves others, but
inspires others to join him in ministry. The effective founder-leader does
not just talk about ministry, or teach ministry - he does the work of the
ministry.
One can describe the founder-leaders in these case studies as Ministry
Models. This means that the effective founder-leader must be a credible
servant leader ~ he or she must exercise God-given gifts to serve others, so
that others will tmst and follow his or her leadership.
The founder-leaders themselves refer pointedly to this concept of
being a Model. Palau stated, "The people are always watching you." Mr.
Thompson noted, "One of the most important principles in leadership is the
practical example of the leader." All three of the case study ministries
have been tremendously fmitful. Luis Palau has brought the gospel to tens
ofmillions, with many inviting Christ into their lives. John Guest has
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ministered to hundreds of thousands, and has also seen many decisions for
Christ. Elmer Thompson's mission has raised up many national church
leaders, and reached tens of thousands of people for Christ in newly
planted churches in some twenty countries. In summary, the data strongly
supports the modified theoretical pattem of the founder-leader as a
Ministry Model.
Enabler
This investigator's theoretical profile identifies the founder-leader as
an Enabler. The Enabler facet of leadership hypothesizes that the effective
founder-leader must be one who motivates, trains, and enables others to use
their unique and complimentary gifts and abilities to work together to
accomplish the vision. Enabling involves motivation, training, delegation,
supervision, evaluation, and eventually multiplication, by allowing others
to take on leadership roles and multiply the impact of the founder-leader.
All (100%) of the sources in the every case study acknowledged the
necessity of the founder-leader's team as a critical part of his ministry.
Inseparably linked with the concept of a team is delegation, which 100% of
the sources in each case study mentioned prominently. For example, Luis
Palau does not even have an office in his organization's headquarters,
which graphically demonstrates his dependence on delegation to a team.
John Guest remarked, "You must build a team, because you can't do it all
[raise funds, prepare campaigns, mn the organization]." Summarizing the
history of Worldteam, former Worldteam president, Pat Amold remarks.
Probably the KEY to the success of the ministry, humanly speaking,
is the different but complimentary contribution each made - each
contributing according to his gift. Lavastida [evangelist and co-
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founder of the mission] evangelized and won a hearing for the gospel
while Thompson provided leadership for the school, theology for the
movement, and training for the pastors ("The Story ofWest Indies
MissionAVorldteam").
This concept of teamwork and delegation to others confirms the
insight of Bennis and Nanus: "Leadership is not so much the exercise of
power itself as the empowerment of others" (224). Kouzes and Posner
agree, "Leaders do not control. They enable others to act" (11).
The Bible indicates that God's method is to work through people
organized into a team. I Corinthians 12 reveals that God intends to unite
people with complimentary gifts to accomplish his purpose. This was the
pattem of great Biblical leaders, such as Nehemiah (who enlisted others to
help build the wall), Paul (who always went out with one or more others
on a missionary team), Patrick (who took a team with him to evangelize
Ireland), and John Wesley (who ministered together with others as he
traveled across England).
However, a third leadership component emerged from the case
studies which sheds more light on the basic concept of being an Enabler.
All (100%) of the sources prominently referred to the founder-leaders'
relationship building with others. The leader was able to build
relationships within many key groups in addition to his team: (1) with
mentors (18% of the sources), (2) with a network of others in ministry
(95% of sources), (3) with the founder-leader's family (73% of sources),
(4) with a board/overseers in an accountabilitv relationship (24% of
sources), and (5) with friends (20% of sources). Another group with
whom the founder-leader clearly relates are (6) those to whom he or she
ministers. An additional, cmcial network of relationships is (7) those who
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support the founder-leader's ministry through their giving and prayers (see
fund raising below).
The case study subjects' ability to build relationships with various
networks of peopled verifies the literature's insight that "allies and
agreement are essential to leadership" (Hunter 21c). In fact, Hershey and
Blanchard indicate that the vast majority of managers agree that the most
important skill of a leader is his or her ability to get along with other
people.
The case study results indicate that the founder-leader is not only an
Enabler of others, such as those on his own ministry team and those to
whom he ministers. He or she is also enabled by others, such as mentors, a
network of others in ministry (such as those who invite Luis Palau or John
Guest to an evangelistic campaign), friends (who encourage the founder-
leader), and those to whom the leader is accountable.
These results indicate that the term "Enabler" may describe only one
crucial function of the leader's ability to relate to others, that is, his or her
ability to relate to those on his team and those to whom he or she ministers.
It would appear that, while the case study results generally support the
Enabler concept ofministry as a crucial component of leadership, this
concept needs to be expanded to a broader understanding of the founder-
leader's relationships with others. The case study results seem to indicate
that the founder-leader builds relationships with a variety of people. But
he does not build relationships only to have relationships. He builds
relationships with a purpose, in order to accomplish his God-given vision .
Therefore, the founder-leader, while an Enabler, appears to be more
than that. He or she is a Team Builder, with a variety of people who work
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with him to help him accomplish the ministry. He must be a Team Builder
with: (1) a ministry team. (2) mentors. (3) a network of others in ministry.
(4) his own family. (5) an accountability network, (6) those to whom he
ministers. (7) financial and prayer supporters of his ministry, and (8) a
network of friends who encourage him in his ministry. The complexity
and extent of this set ofnetworks means that the founder-leadermust invest
considerable time and energy in building relationships with others in order
to see his or her vision accomplished . The founder-leader's ministry as a
Team Builder may be summarized in this way: the effectiye founder-leader
must build relationships with others, including: (1) a ministry team. (2) a
network of others in ministry, and (3) prayer and financial supporters for
his ministry. He works with others who use their unique and
complimentary gifts and abilities to accomplish the yision. This inyolyes
multiplication, allowing others to take on leadership roles in order to
multiply the impact of the founder-leader.
Other (components of leadership)
A majority of sources in the case studies identified three other
leadership components as crucial for the founder-leader: constructing an
organization, publicity, and being a fund raiser. However, each of these
three leadership components can be included under the more highly
developed ministry profile (outlined above) of a founder-leader as a Godly
Visionary, a Ministry Model, and a Team Builder.
Specifically, being a fund raiser can be grouped under the leadership
facet of the founder-leader as a Team Builder. His or her ability to build a
team of financial supporters is the core of his or her fund raising efforts.
Developing a team and delegating to that team, which is part of the Team
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Builder facet ofministry, implies constructing an organization. Publicity
can be done by a Team Builder (who builds a network of supporters) and a
a Ministry Model, who does publicity via mass media (a facet of founding
leadership mentioned by 39% of the sources in the case studies).
Summarv of Case Studv Results
The three case studies revealed nine "essential leadership
components" which were prominently mentioned by all (100%), or nearly
all, of the sources in every case study. Three essential leadership
components support each of the three facets which this writerproposed to
describe the founder-leader. Vision, focus, and dependence on God
supported the concept of the leader as a Godly Visionary. Gospel
preaching/Bible teaching and/or discipleship. action, and initiative
supported the pattem of the leader as a Ministry Model. A team (concept
of ministry), delegation, and being a relationship builder with others
supported the concept of the leader as an Enabler, and sheds further light
on that concept, so that the Enabler was re-named a Team Builder.
Therefore, the case study results strongly supported the researcher's
theoretical profile of a founder-leader as a Visionary, Model, and Enabler,
and more fully refined this profile into one describing the founder-leader
as a Godly Visionary, a Ministry Model, and a Team Builder. This profile
portrays the founder-leader as a visionary servant leader of others.
Conclusions
1. The resuks of this dissertation/project support a theoretical profile
which describes the founder-leader of a ministry of evangelism and
discipleship as:
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(1) a Godly Visionarv: the effective founder-leader must receive
God's vision and focus for his or her mission, and must
effectively communicate that vision to followers so that it
becomes a shared vision.
(2) a Ministry Model: the effective founder-leader must exercise
God-given gifts to serve others, so that they will trust and
follow his or her leadership.
(3) a Team Builder: the effective founder-leader must build
strategic relationships with others who use their
complimentary gifts to accomplish the vision. These include
developing: (1) a ministry team, (2) a network with others in
ministry, and (3) prayer and financial supporters. Team
building also involves multiplication, allowing others to
assume leadership roles to multiply the ministry. The profile
above is represented in Figure 5.1.
2. This project/dissertation revealed a number of principles which
describe the lives and ministries of effective Christian founder-leaders.
Many of these principles are paradoxes:
A: The founder-leader thinks big, but focuses on one thing. Jesus
Christ himself exemplified this in the purest form. His vision
was to save the world, but His focus restricted Him to a three
year ministry in which He never traveled more than one
hundred and fifty miles from home. He poured His life into
just twelve men, and died a lonely death on a Roman cross. But
through His narrowly focused vision. He brought the good
news of salvation to the entire world. The leader must envision
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Figure 5.1
Profile of the Christian Founder-Leader
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great things to accomplish great things; but the leader must
focus his or her energies on one thing, so his or her work will
not be diluted and ineffective.
B. The founder-leader pioneers, but leams from others. The
leader must be a prudent risk-taker to launch something new,
but the most effective founder-leaders are also eager learners
from others. Luis Palau credits much of the success of his
ministry to the lessons he has leamed from evangelist Billy
Graham and others, while Elmer Thompson leamed many
lessons from his father, Bible teacher W.C. Stephens, and B.G.
Lavastida.
C. The founder-leader rests in Christ, but gives himself 100% (to
the accomplishment of the vision). While effective Christian
founder-leaders demonstrate utter dependence on God, they
recognize that God has called them to take initiative, work
hard, and use their gifts to the fullest extent in order to fulfill
their God-given vision. Luis Palau and John Guest not only
prayed for evangelistic teams; they actively recmited them.
Elmer Thompson sought God's will conceming his role in
missions; but when he got to Cuba, he worked from 5:00 a.m.
to 10:00 p.m., diligently leaming the language and how to
minister to the Cubans.
D. The founder-leader sacrifices, but has a balanced family and
personal life. Effective founder-leaders give their lives for the
vision. Not all have balanced family and personal lives, but
many demonstrate the importance of this also, as a part of their
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life vision. For example, Luis Palau's sons clearly have a good
relationship with their father, working together with him in the
ministry.
E. The founder-leader provides direction, but works with others
(to accomplish the vision). Effective Christian leaders strike
the balance between leading the way and realizing they need
others who are more gifted then themselves in different areas
to work alongside them. They chart the course, but delegate to
others. They allow them to exercise their unique gifts to the
fullest extent.
F- The founder-leader develops relationships, but with a purpose.
The founder-leader realizes that relationships are crucial ~ in
fact, life 75 relationships (see John 17:3). And he also has a
goal for his relationships ~ to help others know Christ and
grow in Him. The founder-leader realizes that the time to
work in the harvest is limited, and invests time in strategic
relationships which will allow him or her to accomplish the
vision.
G. The founder-leader serves, but leads. Effective leaders give
themselves to meet others' needs. But they serve with
authority, leading others to follow Him and His will. The
founder-leader is a servant leader.
R A summary: The founder-leader (1) receives a vision from
God (as a Godly Visionary), (2) uses his or her gifts to fulfill
the vision, (as a Ministry Model), and (3) works together with
others to accomplish the vision (as a Team Builder).
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3. This researcher found that this study had a very valuable application to
his own ministry. He plans to expand his solo evangelistic ministry to a
team ministry of evangelism and discipleship, in order to reach many
more people for Christ, and this dissertation/project provided him with
great help in making those plans.
First, he sensed his need for a much clearer focus for his
ministry, in order to more effectively implement his vision to reach
many people for Christ. There are many ways in which to minister,
but only one lifetime in which to do it. He found this project/
dissertation motivated him to clearly focus his ministry. For example,
he believes God has called him to do mass evangelism with large
groups (eg. city-wide campaigns), rather than doing revivals in local
churches. This seems both a more effective way to reach people for
Christ and a better use of his unique gifts.
Second, he was challenged to more aggressively initiate new
ministries and to actively use his gifts of evangelism and Bible teaching
in more far-reaching ways in order to serve others for God's glory.
For example. He realized that he must include effective long-term
discipleship as part of his ministry strategy in order for his mass
evangelistic efforts to produce long-term fruit.
Third, he began to realize, especially during his interviews with
JGET, that he must spend far more time developing a series of
relationships with people in various networks in order to effectively
expand his ministry. The isolation of being a solo evangelist has
sometimes led him to the extremes of spending much time doing lonely
research for speaking on the one hand, and speaking to crowds of
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people on the other, but doing both without spending much time
developing on-going relationships crucial for an expanded ministry.
The heavy involvement of the founder-leaders in other peoples' lives
on a variety of levels challenged the researcher to a new level of
relationship involvement outside of his own family and friends, in
order to enhance his own life and ministry. In addition, this project/
dissertation gave the researcher a settled conviction that he must recruit
and develop a team in order to maximize his gifts.
Relationship of Results to Existing Literature
Very little literature addresses what kind of person can become an
effective Christian founder-leader, especially of a ministry of evangelism
and discipleship, or how such a person may develop the qualities and
behaviors necessary to be such a founder-leader. This researcher hopes
this dissertation will make a contribution to the leadership literature, and
specifically to understanding the unique qualities of the founder-leader of a
ministry of evangelism and discipleship.
Possible Contribution to Research Methodologv
The researcher found that the case study was an effective vehicle
through which to conduct his research. In addition, he found that
gathering data through three different sources, documents (and books), on-
site interviews, and an on-site joumal of observations, greatly enriched the
data he was able to collect. However, he also found that these three sources
of data were not equal in their importance. While the other sources were
extremely helpful, the on-site interviews with leaders best captured the key
qualities and actions of the founder-leader. Other methods of data
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collection and analysis, such as ministry participation-observation, could be
added in order to enhance the study's accuracy.
The researcher found that persistence in asking for appointments and
prayer in order to open doors to difficult-to-reach persons was crucial in
obtaining the necessary data. Also, he found that on-site research for such
case studies entails considerable time and expense. Hovi^ever, the data
which resulted was more than worth the time and effort expended.
Limitations of This Study
1 . The case studies focused on describing founder-leaders ofministries of
evangelism and discipleship. Using Ralph Winter's analogy, these
organizations are sodalities, or task-oriented structures like a business
(for example, the missionary team of Paul and Bamabus). Therefore,
the results are not generalizable to modalities, or people-oriented
structures (like a local church). The profile of the founder-leader
proposed by the researcher is not necessarily applicable, then, to a
founding pastor of a church. Furthermore, the final profile of the
founder-leader presented here does not necessarily apply to the
founder-leaders of other sodalities whose primary purpose is not
evangelism and discipleship, such as ministries which render
humanitarian aid. However, the investigator believes that many of the
principles of founding leadership presented here may apply to the
founding leadership of any ministry. He hopes others may undertake
research to confirm or deny this conjecture.
2. While the researcher studied two of the most prominent mass
evangelists, Luis Palau and John Guest, he did not include the best
known evangelist in the world, Billy Graham, in his study. He did not
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include Dr. Graham because the methodological framework for the
case studies specified having a personal interview, if possible, with the
founder-leader. Such an interview would have been difficult to
arrange with Dr. Graham within the time frame of this dissertation. In
addition, the researcher wished to do case studies of founder-leaders
with ministries of a similar scope and size. Further studies of those
founder-leaders, particularly those focused on mass evangelists, could
benefit by including Dr. Graham as one of the case studies.
3. Yin notes, "The case study's unique strength is its ability to deal with
the full variety of evidence" (20). This researcher concluded that the
case study was the most appropriate methodology to deal with a
complex phenomenon such as leadership. Recognizing the potential
weaknesses of a poorly done case study, the researcher sought to
develop a reliable research design for this study. However, even the
best case studies do not yield clear-cut, quantifiable solutions to the
proposed problem, as do some statistical studies. Rather, the
researcher must deduce general principles from the data. These
principles are not precise in their accuracy, and further research may
be needed to develop them more fully.
4. Because of the uniqueness of founder-leaders, the researcher designed
interview questions focused on that group, rather than using
standardized tools or tests. Perhaps standardized interview questions
could be developed for such a study in the future.
5. When he interviewed the subjects in the case studies, the researcher
identified himself as an evangelist and Bible teacher interested in
developing his own ministry into a team ministry. His rapport with the
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subjects may have introduced a bias into his own research, and into the
subjects' reaction to him. However, he believes that the candor which
resulted from his identification with the founder-leaders' ministries
enhanced, rather than diluted, the effectiveness of the case studies.
Recommendations
Based on the results of this study, the researcher makes the following
suggestions for future research:
1 . Replicate the study with founder-leaders of other types ofministries,
including churches (modalities) and other types of sodalities (such as
relief and development organizations). This could expand the profile
of the effective founder-leader of a ministry of evangelism and
discipleship more accurately, to a general profile of an effective
Christian founder-leader.
2. Replicate or extend the study with the addition of world-renowned
evangelist Billy Graham as one of the subjects of the case studies.
3. Replicate the study with participants reflecting a diverse ethnic and
gender make-up.
4. Replicate the study with the inclusion of the researcher's participation-
observation in the actual ministry of the founder-leader, such as
working in a mass evangelistic campaign together with Luis Palau or
with missionaries on the field with Worldteam.
Summarv of Application to Ministry
This researcher found that his study of leadership literature for this
dissertation/project gave him a much stronger framework for developing
his own ministry as a leader. Furthermore, his personal interaction with
some of the foremost living examples of founding leadership proved to be
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a life-transforming experience. He was deeply motivated and challenged,
as well as instructed about the crucial next step he should take in
developing his own ministry of evangelism and discipleship. He feels this
dissertation/ project gave him cmcial tools to build a strong team ministry
with the vision of reaching many people for Christ around the world.
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March 25, 1993
Dear Mr. WilUams,
Thank you so much for graciously allowing me to interview you and
Kevin, and possibly Dr. Palau, on April 5. My own ministry as an evangelist has
grown so much through Dr. Palau's counsel to me when I met him in 1983 at
Dallas Seminary and spent a couple of hours with him after the Leadership '88
conference in Washington, D.C. In the past few years I've had the opportunity to
speak to thousands of students, high school students and others on over a hundred
university campuses across the U.S. and overseas, and we have seen hundreds
each year come to Christ. A great part of this fruit has been the direct result of
your ministry and Dr. Palau's counsel to me.
It has become clear to my wife and myself that the next step in our
ministry involves building a team in order to expand the impact of our ministry,
as well as doing much of our future work (God willing) in tiie former Soviet
Union and possibly starting our own ministry independent of Campus Crusade.
In order to understand God's will in taking such a critical step, I am doing a
study of the most effective modem-day evangelists and their teams.
Your team has been such a model of excellence and integrity in evangelism
that I wanted very much to interview you and to understand how your team was
put together, and especially to understand Dr. Palau's qualities as a leader, his
leadership style, and your qualities as leaders on the team as well. For your
convenience, I have enclosed a preliminary outline of questions I might ask you
in the interview. I greatly appreciate your generous gift of your time, and feel
that these interviews are so important in helping us reach people for Christ that I
would much rather fly to Portland to see you face to face than to talk with you
over the phone. I look forward to meeting you in person and to our time
together on April 5 and 6. Blessings to you.
Yours in Christ,
Bob Boyd, Jr.
March 23, 1993
Dear Dr. Palau,
Thank you for the tremendous help and encouragement you have been to
me over the last number of years as my evangelistic ministry has grown. I first
met you in 1983 when you came to speak at Dallas Seminary. Then, when you
graciously spent a couple of hours with me on the way to the airport after the
Leadership '88 conference in Washington, your counsel about putting together an
Advisory Council and a ministry banquet(s) for those who support our ministry
was exactly what 1 needed. Since these meetings with you I've had the
opportunity to speak to thousands of students, high school students, and others on
over a hundred university campuses across the U.S. and overseas, and we have
seen hundreds each year come to Christ. Part of this fruit has been the direct
result of implementing your suggestions.
Because you have been so helpful, I would like to ask your counsel again.
It has become clear to my wife and me that we must build a team in order to
expand the impact of our evangelistic ministry. In addition, it looks like we will
be doing more and more work overseas, especially in the former Soviet Union,
and we may also want to start our own ministry independent of Campus Crusade.
In order to discem how to best take such a critical step, I am doing a study of the
most effective modem-day evangelists and their teams. Since you have been such
a model of excellence and integrity in evangelism to me, I wanted very much to
interview you and some of your staff for this study. Your son Kevin and
associate Jim Williams have been very gracious in setting up several hours of
interviews on Monday, April 5. I felt that instead of doing these interviews over
the phone, it would be worthwhile for me to fly to Portland.
I know your schedule is very busy, as I understand you're getting ready to
do an evangelistic campaign in Chile. However, if I could see you for an hour
sometime on April 5 or 6 in between my interviews with Kevin and Jim, it would
be a great help to me. I deeply appreciate your consideration ofmy request, as I
know there are so many requests for your time. I've enclosed a preliminary
outline of questions I would want to ask you in the interview. I will be in touch
with your secretary, Ann, to see if such a meeting will be possible. Thank you so
much for your time.
Yours in Christ,
Bob
March 8, 1993
Dear Luis,
Thank you for your tremendous graciousness and generosity in
spending time with me last Tuesday on my visit to Portland. Just as in the
meetings I had with you in '83 and '88, the insights you shared with me
were really a gift from God and enabled me to discem some of the next
cmcial steps for ministry.
I especially appreciated your encouragement not to let administrators
get in the way ofmy vision for mass evangelism and building an effective
team, and your counsel not to join a mission, but to begin my own (if I
don't stay with Campus Cmsade, which does not seem to be the best
option). Your counsel about having a conversation with my dad about my
finances was also a bigger help than I can say. Thanks for doing for me
what Ray Stedman did for you.
I hope it will be not out of place, but I heard lunch or dinner at
Stuart Anderson's Cattle Company was nice, so I've enclosed a gift
certificate as another small way of saying "thank you" for the priceless help
you've given me.
I will be keeping in touch with you and the team through sending my
newsletter to Kevin, and I hope to join you at a cmsade when I can do it.
As valuable as the time has been with you, I look forward to talking with
you more than once every five years! Thank you for being a blessing to
me and many others.
Yours in His Harvest,
Bob Boyd, Jr.
Interview Questions for Founder-Leader
1. What is is Hke being the founder and leader of an intemational
evangelistic ministry?
2. How did God prepare you to be a Christian leader?
Key events and decision points
Key lessons
Key character qualities
Strengths and weaknesses
3. How did you begin your evangelistic ministry and develop a team for
ministry?
4. How do you lead your team? [What are the most important principles
in building and leading a team?]
5. What do you feel are the most important qualities of the founder of a
ministry?
6. What counsel would you have for me conceming my next step in
ministry and building a team?
7. What question have I left out that I should have asked?
Interview Questions For Inner Circle Leaders
1. What is your relationship with Dr. Palau like?
2. Tell me about your life ~ what has God done to prepare you to be
leader?
3. What is it like helping to begin and lead a large evangelistic
organization?
4. What makes Dr. Palau an effective leader -- both evangelistically and of
your team?
5. What are the crucial elements in organizing a mass evangelistic crusade?
6. What are the key factors in attracting and working with high-quality
team members?
7. What counsel would you have for me in expanding our ministry?
8. What questions should I have asked that I haven't had a chance to ask?
1Luis Palau Evangelistic Association
Joumal of Observation
Sunday. April 4: Flew to Seattle, drove part way to Portland. Study of
Luis' autobiography and LPEA promo material.
Monday. April 5: Finished drive to Portland, Beaverton (actual site of
headquarters) Luis Palau Evangelistic Association (LPEA) headquarters
200 yards off Interstate 405 on Murray Road. Approximately 60 staff and
$3 mill budget (majority devoted to salaries and benefits $35,000 salary
and benefits per person = $2 mill/yr (my verv rough est. of salary ave. -
but broken down by evang. campaigns, not salaries in public statements).
Located in 3 main tan buildings w/ dark brown trim. Small (4 1/2' x 3
1/2') sign (Luis Palau Evangelistic Association with small logo in front of
first building (larger sign on top of it missing). Nice but modest
landscaping. Building #1 an old (Assemblies of God) church; sanctuary
shortened to make more offices at back, sanctuary pews removed and
cubicles. Buildings 2 & 3 are office buildings bought for additional space.
Luis has no office there! This is a great paradigm of his focus and
delegation. His office is at home; he uses the library for conferences, etc.
Office is very modest (compared w/ Dad) - some with carpet stained (J.
Williams) and other mildewed, fixed after roof leaked (files getting
disassembled), but adequate space and equipment to do work. They
apologized for the appearance, said they don't have many walk-ins
(Ministry isn't done here, but could be sharper looking. They do get lots
done with limited space/resources.)
Moming: Meeting w/ Jim Williams (Up L. America)
2He is wearing sport coat with muted flowered tie; about late 40's, 50,
graduate of Talbot (with Josh), Trinity (Mission), tough D.Min at
Westminster.
A little awkward beginning - my inexperience at interviewing - but
told me much information for 4-5 hours! Very gracious with time! Found
it took some time to earn credibility - It was too reserved and deferential,
too much a "student" - at first - but I warmed up by aftemoon! He found it
a little hard to recollect beginning days - 1 kept refreshing him on that and
Luis. He gave me especially valuable information on the difference
between a team of buddies and an organization.
Lunch at Chinese restaurant with Jim W. and Dave Jones: they
encouraged me to seek money from foundations: agreed finances is their
#1 cmnch. "We have a $30 mill ministry on a $3 mill budget." While
anyone could say that, with their fmit 29,000 inquirers (approx. 7,000 in
US) in 1992, 69,000 in 1991 ($100/inquirer in 1992, a $50/inquirer in
1991) � I believe it is tme. Aftemoon with Kevin Palau, UP Cmsade (US,
Europe) Hit it off well! I was more confident with him - a big factor!
Exciting talking about setting up Cmsade, evangelism. He's a graduate of
Wheaton, was inter, in Muslims, helped temper, with Dad in cmsade,
perceived as good at it, joined team. Tall, a little balding, wearing
flowered tie (the uniform?), serious temperament, very positive on his Dad
(calls him Luis or Dr. Palau - business-like). Naturally sensitive to charges
of nepotism, but thinks if someone in capable why not serve? (I agree! I
shared it with him, as well as enthusiasm for campaign)
Went most of aftemoon, agree to meet tomorrow. He agreed to call
his Dad and ask for an appointment for me (PTL!) Next day : His spiel to
those interested in cmsade; agree to support each other.
3Stayed at inexpensive ($34) but ok Satellite motel (7 miles away)
Nike headquarters so sharp looking ! (Christian org.s - be made all things
to all men). Prayed 3 times to see Luis, peace with God's will/best)
Tuesday. April 6
Crucial QT this moming, as on last 2 days climaxing them all.
Realized I leamed 8 years ago (to the day, nearly) that I measured myself
based on performance, measuring how much I rest or don't rest in Christ;
and now, that I've been measuring all the time whether I'm resting in
Christ - 1 need not, I must not, I will not do that, because I know I'm
yielded to Christ forever and He will work out His good and perfect will in
me. Great peace, joy, and freedom came. Hurriedly got ready to see
Kevin, Luis.
Terrific time with Luis (over 2 hr). Looked sharp, energetic,
though of course a little older (graying hair) then I've last seen him. Had
discemed to first ask his counsel, then interview questions.
Counsel like pure gold, only better. Don't join a mission (unless
cont. with CCC) Encouraged me to focus on mass evangelism, start
organization. Agreed to time after sch. time too!
Later with Luis - how to move to mass (city-wide) work - use
opportunities you have, expand them (example: 1 pastor calls, 1 school
leads to work with churches). He gave brief answers to interview questions
but good, I got much information from others too. Leader's need to (1)
focus on clear goals and (2) do it leam by practice is cmcial. (Much
thmst to launch min - hard work but active work with people!); prayed
with me.
Appointment, with Dave Jones VP Administration
4Very helpful. Had met me in car with Luis - Leadership '88. He's
often traveled as Luis' assistant. Obviously has strong marriage;
journalism, business. Seems a real servant, recognizes need for
administrators (He says "bean counter", but he sure is personable) [I
believe Organization vs. "church" arrangement is ok it is being made "all
things to all men" - working in a framework our society understands,
(while not more Biblical than other method if people have church relation
too.)] Gave great counsel on resources for management - need to leam and
delegate this.
Surveys with Beth . 2 secretaries. 1 cmsade director
(Beth is a sharp young woman, heads personnel.) They were hesitant
at first, but (with Kevin's approval) filled one out - generally very positive
about organization (benefits good).
Meeting with Strategic Events Committee
Only caught tail end (because of time with Luis). They went over
Luis' schedule (through much of '94 - Latin America, European, mid-sized
American cities). Luis is not there at meetings, except "cabinet" with 3
VPs, Director of Development, and Media/Public Relations Division
Summary
Time incredibly valuable:
1. Personal renewal freedom, joy in living
2. Renewal in excitement for mass evangelism, team
3. Counsel on not join mission, starting org (prob)
4. Counsel (to discem) on focus on mass evangelism vs. USSR
5. Counsel on finances - with Dad
6. Need to delegate to a team!
57. Focus (to discem) cmcial for a leader
8. Think big; start small
9. Take initiative (eg. evangelistic invitations)
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Jones. David -- Interview
1. What is your relationship with Dr. Palau like?.
Worked together 15 years. Luis is very cautious both as a business man
and who he trusts. The fact I'm the sec/treasurer says a lot -- "I'm the
only one who's (stayed)."
Why ? ~ I've always shot straight with him. I've leamed to control my
ego. I was a successful businessman before I came here. I don't agree with
his management style but I don't make a moral judgement on it.
Luis' Management Stvle: he manages by reaction (he throws out some
enormous goal, walks away from it Idoesn't map out strategy] - gets back
with people. Incredible visionary.
Luis on:
Abortion: taking money from preaching gospel. $20 million to combine
(combat ballot initiative) He (Luis) doesn't take a stand. He doesn't
publicize his political views. Don't meddle.
Abortion ~ "I was not invited here to give my opinion on ballot measure
33."
Homosexuality: won't single out homosexuals "My opinion isn't important
if you want to know what Bible says"
Evangelistic Stvle: God is good. God wants to have a relationship with
you.
Convicting - humor with a purpose
2. Tell me about your life � what has God done to prepare you
to be a leader?
2Father was Assoc. Pastor, Forcy (?) Memorial; Director ~ Cap. YFC;
Mom ~ gospel reared. Evangelistic family -- parents walked the talk;
involvement in Christian activities, churches, family very important; good
mentors; secular university (University of Minnesota) and major in
joumalism, minor in business; Bus. for three years; worked for Changing
Times: supportive wife (Gayle) with realistic expectations. An
accountability partner is important (he has an assoc. pastor); (Luis with
group of CEO's lately) Being involved in local church ~ if you're a
blessing to them, you get blessed, (his village: Village Baptist - 1 100,
1200) He's a deacon; chairman ofmaster planning committee ~ and
businessmen can mentor you.
He started a Bible study in neighborhood. 6 came to Christ.
3. What is it like helping to begin and lead a large evangelistic
organization?
Upside - being involved in a job where people are coming to Christ; You
gotta be there to see it (To recruit)
Downside ~ Fund raising and travel
4. What makes Dr. Palau an effective leader -- both
evangelistically and of your team?
Evangelistically: The anointing is on him -- he's a powerful
communicator, relates well to all people, preaches with a convicting spirit,
expository preaching evangelistically
of Team:
focus
faithfulness
persistence
drive
3energy
vision.
But he'd be first to admit he's not a gifted manager.
What are people's goals in life? Many have unrealistic expectations for
working for a Christian organization (a party, prayer mtg.).
5. What are the crucial elements in organizing a mass
evangelistic crusade?
6. What are the key factors in attracting and working with
high-quality team members?
Commitment to the vision: good communication skills, ability to work with
lots of people
Cholerics - You used a mix (he says I'm one. Man here said: "I've never
seen an evangelist who was not a choleric." "In life there are racehorses
and mules - you don't have all racehorses. There are Chiefs and Indians.
I'm an Indian."
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Palau, Kevin -- Interview
1. What is your relationship with Dr. Palau like?
I'm not afraid of him or losing my job or relationship with him. We
do things personally -- as a family -- at least once a week; I separate
working and personal relationship with him. He's asked: "It must be hard
with your Dad being gone." - We never feU we missed anything. His office
is at home. The thought never crossed my mind that I was neglected, he
was available. I remember him being at home playing with us. We went
out to eat often, traveled in the summer; extra money was for traveling.
Vacation themselves: maybe once per year -USA min. related. Always
had dinner as a family (not business talk) (Memory is vague): played with
us when we asked; devotions in moming at Jr. High//High (15 min) eg.
read them Bible in year , prayer too; 1 hr devotions per day. They never
talked cynically about the ministry/other leaders.
He always gets up at 4:00 a.m. (4-8 am his most productive work).
Only negative: his temper (not so terrible, but more aware of it working
as a team.) "I am performance-oriented, driven, and short fuse myself;
perfectionistic.
2. Tell me about your life -- what has God done to prepare you
to be leader?
Young child when saved (4 yrs) before I could really remember. 16
year old when I recommitted life to Christ (Steve McKee ~ speaker)
Knowing who's who in the Christian world - second nature ~ great for
being Cmsade director. Wheaton - met wife at Cedar Mill Bible Church
(typical - 1200 members) Was headed for Fuller, Muslim work (in the
5w.); came to work with Team to pay off student loans - saw potential in
cmsades could see far more came to Christ -- even a few Muslims (seen
over 100 in cmsades). Six years Cmsade Director, said this is working out
better than before. Two weeks after Cmsade Director Bill Connard
resigned (now with BGEA) -- while they looked for a director, did work;
cmsade director/team.
[Everything I have is a gift of God -- my abilities no less than my
family background. Who am I to say that I should use one more than the
other? (But he tums things down, eg. Toronto -- Don't start too big --
John Guest [Palau ~ Toronto])]
Cmsade Director: He has 10 cmsade directors under him (5 in
Portland, 1 in Peoria, 1 in Albany, 2 in London). Tried to copy Graham
model, have a whole team of people. Don't do that now.
3. What is it like helping to begin and lead a large evangelistic
organization?
'66 ~ First evangelistic cmsade, '78 -- LPEA started, '90 - moved
attention to US (our focus now).
CRUSADES
Invitations -- where do they come from?
A. Publicity
B. We wait for inquiries. Usually get one that's far from acceptable.
They want a city-wide cmsade ~ but don't understand what goes into it.
(e.g. 12 Baptist churches in Las Vegas ) See Kevin's Presentation to
Pastors.
C. Then he travels to city: gives his spiel with video. He gives reasons for
mass evangelism; he under-promises, over-delivers. Goes thm 6 steps
(brochure (see publicity)). The main focus is to train and equip your
6people in personal evangelism. I'm not here selling a campaign, if you
don't want it, neither do we. Give them documents spelling out (Must have
local ownership). The key church must be really committed.
Publicity -- Fred Bay
He goes in a yr before. You don't know who Luis Palau is? he's the next
B. Graham! Changes attitude: Here's an intemational figure we need to
pay attention to. Do you realize 600 churches involved. Salesman type ~
he had been sec. of church ministry. Invited to Albany -- wanted to be
dean; worked for B. Graham.
4. What makes Dr. Palau an effective leader � both
evangelistically and of your team?
Leader: Intense
Anger is a weakness; but has grown in it tremendously the past few years ~
mellowed.
Perfectionistic ~ usually gets down on himself more than anyone else
Unrealistic expectations -- but has gotten much better.
Remembers names very well
Team: Driven, focused, not willing to accept 2nd best. Management not a
strength. (XXR)
Evangelistically: Messages down to earth, stories, winsome, mixed
background, traveled, broad (different).
111. Shark if in small tank -- eating everybody up
5. What are the crucial elements in organizing a mass
evangelistic crusade?
Increase mail list: 30% of those asking for freebie -- "would you be
interested in support". This month's offer is the booklet, A Christian Look
7at the Family. 90 sec comm. 30 sec acquisition spot. "Luis Palau
Responds" Mainly name recognition -- radio program: 2 minutes (15 min
net avail a yr to get in time slot; can be several times a day (eg. Moody
network may do it free; a commentary TV specials -- 1/2 hr Christian
stations ~ Phoenix crusades; press releases in mag; articles; major
conferences (what would it take to get Luis in ) eg. in a city ~ got names
of donors to the crusade (give crusade people so they have to do it). Letter
of Agreement w/ local committee.
Main committee covers cost of video:
~ Form steering committee (if you'd fill out a card); let us know if you
want to serve on steering committee.
~ If things get slow - what things are missing, right now?
� what is last crusade of this scope?
Kevin Palau's presentation to Pastors
~ most accept it (90% right now)
Video shows
Nothing is decided at this pt. "Crusade" or "Campaign" means a lot of diff.
things to diff. people. Eph 4: 11,12 -- Purpose in Isaiah: "To train and
Equip people in local churches
1. Partners in evang. ~ a prayer phase; 1 criticism: preaching to the
converted; way to get by it; people pray for specific names of friends: like
Billy G. ~ Operation Andrew
2. Friendship in Evang -- we found give believers grad. lose contact w/
unbelievers w/in 5 yrs. -- all relationships in local church; 5 (1/2 hr)
lessons: on videotape - each church can make it fit w/in local church
schedule
83. Counselor (Bridge - building, campaigns) -- getting into follow-up; 1
of great criticisms; thru geography or denom. card filling out dist cards
but where process falls apart w/ cold call (low success rate); to try to
improve that: 80% of time brought by Christ, friend ~ so if people are #
1, 2 above - thou trained in #3 - they ff-up their any friend (card rel.
name of friend.
Question asked: Is this a bridge-builder? I'm not promising anything �
but to what extent your people pray, get trained ~ law of sowing (reaping -
-big reaping takes big sowing) (Even mass Evang depends on Friendship
(Evang)
4. Mature Group: 6 weeks; #1 R of Gospel Message; attached to churches,
but, meet in homes.
5. Crusade & Special Events ~ if it weren't for this, people wouldn't be
trained; but Crusade isn't the focus, this is. As many as 2,000 women for
special events.
6. Follow-up & Ongoing Evang - Opens up to questions (where held,
budget, what to do to proceed)
6. What are the key factors in attracting and working with
high-quality team members?
Attracting, key workers: They Advertise in CT for direct mail.
Reputation
Decent Salary and Benefits ~ on lower side compound w/ secular orgs., but
CMMA has charts.
7. What counsel would you have for me in expanding our
ministry?
8. What questions should I have asked that I haven't had a
chance to ask?
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Palau, Luis -- Interview
Interview with L. Palau 4/6/93
1. What is is like being the founder and leader of an
international evangelistic ministry?
A. More freedom: Develop our concepts, see them thru.
B. Must give it a lot of time ~ the burden of finances. I have a suspicion
that J. G. is detached ~ you can lose it. It demands a lot of oversight. You
have to put into it.
C. Training and controlling people - takes a major part of your time.
Don't over burden wife.
2. How did God prepare you to be a Christian leader?
Key events and decision points
A. Was on Board of Directors -- OC B. Trained w/
Billy Graham Crusade -- leamed much C. Reading bus. management
/leadership books.
Key lessons
1. Getting counsel from businessmen. 2. Clear goals -- setting and
staying the course. 3. An absolute cut-throat insistence on clear goals ~
not diffused. 4. Very conservative on allocation and use of funds (You
don't spend what you don't have your Dad)
Key character qualities
Strengths and weaknesses
impatient when people don't come thm
3. How did you begin your evangelistic ministry and develop a
team for ministry?
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We were frustrated together; we joined w/ understanding we were
doing mass evang.; It takes a lot of thrust to put this thing (team) into orbit.
4. How do you lead your team? [What are the most important
principles in building and leading a team?]
5. Who do you feel are the most important qualities of the
founder of a ministry?
#1 ~ A clear goal -- sense of where you take the ministry (you must
define) XXR! Can say: evang. & church planting. The people are always
watching you (modeling). Ordination: Baptist might be better (if I had to
do it over)
6. What counsel would you have for me concerning my next step
in ministry and building a team?
7. What question have I left out that I should I have asked?
My question: In what ways to you see your ministry differing from
other additional parachuch ministries? ~ other evangelists?
In what ways might be visionary?
How do they inspire/empower otehrs?
Administration vs. Ministry
OC -- problem - he became president; they wouldn't change, so he
left. "You wouldn't believe the arguments between administration and
ministry people, even in Billy Graham's organization. Evangelists: we're
a problem to the church but a necessary problem." Dick Hillis had vision
for young evangelists;
Team: You need two; none lives in the same town; one who can travel
with you; crusade director or song leader (with a knack . . . ); personal
asst. (respects you as leader; does the job, stays out of limelight); two on
1 1
team does not include secretary (effective); in early days you do much of
advance v^ork; if in Russia - you want a Russian to be a cmsade director.
Organization
When you go on your own go legal; many aspects to this. Board;
get acc't, insurance on board; big and small businessmen (no problems w/
and for employees) [can have president and chairman together] org. as
Pres. board -- every three years -- a yr. of emeritus every two years.
People must see there is a board - they feel protected.
The key people (on board):
1. Lay people
2. Pastors to share your visions
3. He thinks I raise maybe 30 -- 50% of team support.
4. PRAY for right people; if an interest, pursue (Josh -- has been
aggressive, insisted on it, gotten it)
Select people who are spiritual and successful while you're stmggling, (eg.
board members) I don't want to put you on the spot [asking you to fly to
Portland, etc.] (What he says to those who are not as successful at this
time.) Honorary Board -- 1 prefer businessmen - shoot straight, cold
blooded.
June 29 - July 1, 1994 Congress on Evangelists - he recommends.
Dmcker - on Fuller presidency; Money Magazine; Kiplinger, Inc. -
resources to read
His Counsel
Organize in this country: There is a strong base here. Virginia Beach -
stay close to there. Dad: Ask him to get one of his people (Kathy?) - 2
hrs./ wk to do receipts (can handle 30/day) Put the heavey accent on Russia
w/ prayer - financial partners. Dad? Get him to help as much as possible.
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Jealousy
I don't think in those terms, but layman say "that's why pastors criticize
you"
Missions
They won't change (the mission for you). They don't want you to haye a
higher profile? "The missions are stupid. They don't know what an
eyangelists can do." I wouldn't join a mission (XXR); remember the
Chinese proyerb: He who lifts his head above the crowd gets shot.
They're not going to let anyone else be the #1 man, the person they
promote.
Russia
Go to major city, put kids in American schools; one way to do it.
Get your church(es) behind you to go. Make it a major focus but not
exclusive: People; the focus must be mass evangelism (hammer home over
and over) Review with board; go to Georgia once, when it calms down ~
you're going to see fruit there. His campaigns in L. America - people
think that he's an L.A. evang.; Bill Lawrence - a revivalist (not an
evangelist) send him first: Revive the church first.
Missionary: must lick hand for eveyr crumb of bread (ie: it's so tough to
raise your own support vs. raising support for a ministry)
Help me build a budget, team? Get w/ each - ask them best way to do insur
- Board of Trustees: trusted people (I told him I'm thinking I need to go on
my own.)
Questions for Luis
1. Campus camp/ - how to move toward inv. to city-wide?
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2. Invitation to be teaclier based at 1 church / use office -- too high a
price, it takes a lot.
3. Dad - fin situation . Have talk w/ your Dad. I think it's time I manage
my own ~ let's discuss it.
Answers to Questions above:
1. Use initial interst: eg. of 1 pastor invites, eg. ask CCC director - any
pastors you know? How about getting your pastor(s) together? - if they
come, will send students to church(s) that cooperate? Must start early to
ID w/ diff groups ~ not just one -- go to neutral venue.
Pre-visit: Beat a yr. ahead / 9 months ahead lunch w/ 15-20 pastors: talk
up local church. Coffee break/a proposal: How about if 20 pastors come
tog. - rally on Fri/Sat night? Invite students. Choose auditorium not
excessively large - 1500-2000 (eg. for soc 2000 students)
2. Church beware of assoc. w/ one church
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LPEA
Williams, Jim -- Interview
Been with him 26 yrs; we used to spend a lot of time (esp. in
Mexico); now decided to go to another church); Latin America works on
relationships, not systems (w/ banker, mechanic, etc);
Inner Circle
When some goes in, someone goes out.
So ~ he decided not to worry about
whether he was in it -- so self-image not
based on this.
How relationship began: He was intem at Peninsula Bible Church w/ Ray
Stedman; they (he & his wife) joined OC, ('68) was assigned to L. Palau
(had never met him) but wanted to be w/ him ~ thought it was
presumptuous); Luis had idea for army of Bible teachers he would recruit -
but idea never got off ground; but he got office in shape. Checkbook had
never been balanced - "once you do something; it's yours" ~ became
"office manager & treasurer; saw letters from radio program ~ began
answering ~ "counselor"; photographer (farmed out publicity ~ now they
contract it) '69 - '78 in Mexico; then moved to San Francisco, Portland
(when LPEA was founded)
Their letter answering system: standard paragraphs on a wide variety of
subject: People in Guatamala answer them - Jim signs them ~ unless they
answer them with their answer (about 6,000/yr) Most letter come from
radio, some from booklets (Your tum to ask: do you have any questions
we haven't answered?
Computers: Used, central connection not network, IBM Rise system 6000
~ they use Unix operating system.
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la. How did Luis get to be a hot number in OC?
From the beginning he conducted church campaigns in Columbia.
How did he build a team?
Was looking. He took w/ him Joe Lathrog from Columbia and 2
pastors from Mexico joined him (but neither were ever full time). Always
kept our eyes open ~ the best place to get someone was during a campaign.
In last 1 0 yrs ~ have become more of a standard org. - personnel
manuals, review procedures, ad. in Christ.Today for imp. positions
2. Tell me about your life -- what has God done to prepare you
to be leader?
a. Saved at 17 -- knew he was called to ministry, to work w/ the whole
body of Christ-
b. Arthur Glasser (missionary) spoke on missions at Talbot his last yr ~
iginted interest in missions
c. Meeting Don Palmer at Trinity � was Miss, w/ GMU ~ introduced him
to the min. of L. Palau (he's going to be the world's next great evangelist)
d. Inter, by Ray Stedman to be intem
e. Meeting Jay Adams in Mexico ~ helped him in his view of counseling
3. What is it like helping to begin and lead a large evangelistic
organization?
I'm the only one who made the switch from a lot of buddies mnning
around to an org. -- the rest dropped out; (late 70's, early 80's). Mentality
ofmissionary -- my own mailing list, supporters to mentality of
organization � handbook, miss, statment
Why is this a hard switch?
Some thought prayer support would go down. Switch to
bureaucracy -- accountants, etc. (adversary relationship [chain of
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command, not pastor] between administration and ministry) you're
accountable for how you spend time, off reviews. This is not a church (he
stopped counseling on company time) Luis not the pastor -- expected to
v^ork ~ get spiritual input from church.
Is informal team or organ, more effective?
I prefer an org. myself ~ I tend to be pastoral, patriarchial (used to
protect women (nervous about reviews) But I see ~ in Oregon hrly
employees must be pd. for overtime; got bumed when they didn't.
Positives: Friends with those we work with. The (excitement of) the
ministry ~ radio, counseling; he is more motivated by . . .
Luis has had a philosophy to not have an associate ~ Dan Owen is now ~
but . . .
Negatives: You feel like you're wasting a lot of time -- meetings, etc.
(many don't deal directly w/ key issues of ministry - eg. fund-raising,
hiring, etc.). Getting out of touch - Luis doesn't go to them except when
he calls a cabinet meeting: Was 3 VPs - now also dev. dir., head of print
media, accountant, Dan Owens.
I Billy Graham - has delegated running org. to George Wilson and now
John Coats ~ we just as soon he not know what is going on so he could
give himself to preaching, radio, major fund raising
4. What makes Dr. Palau an effective leader -- both
evangelistically and of your team?
Strengths: "handmade for this media era" ~ he gets the media on his side.
1.) One of best gifts - handling media interviews; 2.) his flexibility at
home w/ royal family in London. Can present the gospel to a varied
group; 3.) Very Biblical messages (brough up in the Brethren)
Weakness: Once in a while, not being prepared; finances.
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He doesn't skirt issues; I've come to preach the gospel. I can't do it w/o
your help - Gives respect "You are in great positions of authority" he asks
their opinion (eg. one-on-one).
Team
Strengths: Great vision, incredible motivator.
Weaknesses: Opp of fiexibilitv - changeability ~ changes his mind (but
usu. fairly quickly). Procrastinator (eg. terminating personnel, sends
people to do investigation). Sometimes accepts commitments, has to tum
dovm. 111. Lady offered child, prog., he accepted, got bill for $15 g;
daugh. said she rem. it (him commit to it). If his flexibility upsets you,
you won't last here. Demanding ~ when he thinks about it when the fm.
pressure is great, he tends to get angry. His time management: Often late
(but never during cmsades - focussed); spends time doing things he likes,
but not esp. helps organiz. Management by Reaction.
Finances: "We're a $30 mil org w/ a $3 mill budget." Need to have a
sufficient financial backing to do the ministries we want in depth? Have
definite strategies for diff. levels of support ~ Video: "Hi Dave & Gail ~
Sorry I can't be there - how are Jerry & Susie � report w/ respect
(generic rep. out to all)
Non-profit org.'s (202 oz) 452 - 6262 Nat'l Center for Non-Profit Boards;
The Non-Profit Organization McGraw Hill
Foundations:
1. Get the Foundation Directory ~ $105 publishes names, who they give
to, etc. ~ by The Foundation (Center) New York, NY. Get a volunteer to
go thm it.
2. Planned giving - Fund Raisers' Guide to Religious Org's. (800)-877-
TAFT. Ask them for directory of products.
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Proposals - build in labor costs.
Secretary someone who can organize me. A person who doesn't need to
be told what to do. Become a member of Christian Management Assoc;
when Luis started he went to many of their conventions.
5. What are the crucial elements in organizing a mass
evangelistic crusade?
Jimmy Swaggert, etc. ~ go in, but office space, stadium, etc. Lay offering
- hope to get it back. LPEA's philosophy - Get the local churches
involved. They would like to give a loan?
6. What are the key factors in attracting and working with
high-quality team members?
We get so idealistic: "I'm not sure I'd hire myself Passion to see lost
saved (not an evangelist, but believes in evangelism); Ad in CT - can't ask
many personal questions; Tell us about yourself - let them tell you (Now
it's more subjective ~ goes on how you click.)
7. What counsel would you have for me in expanding our
ministry?
A day of merging efforts
Int'l Bibles & Living Bibles
USSR suggests working w/ mission if possible. To go on your own:
Must have somebody to back it up. Fly back a couple times / yr to raise
funds ~ need at least: computer & secretary
Luis: Read about political campaign - it's the closest thing to an evang.
campaign
Key People
- A good exec, secretary (best at LPEA $22,000/yr. begin at 14,500) ~
not as high as secular but tremendous benefits (entire HMO health pd on
whole family [no tax]); retirement plan 10% of salary put in - 100
vested after 5 yrs; small life insurance
~ Advance man
8. What questions should I have asked that I haven't had
chance to ask?
1Joumal of Observation
Guest, John
7/8 -- 7/10/93
Flew out (7:20 a.m.) Norfolk, VA to Pittsburgh, picked up by
Bonnie Sachia, administrative assistant to John Guest. Driving across the
Ohio River to Sewickley (wealthy suburb of Pittsburgh -- in fact, a
separate "village" whose inhabitants don't consider their town a suburb),
she shared her success and wealth as a State Farm agent, her dissatisfaction
with life, and how she recognized Christ's Lordship over every area of life
through John's teaching (See: interview). She came on (inquiring as to
John's needs at the Spirit's urging) as a part time, (now a full time)
volunteer.
As a businesswoman, though "totally loyal" to John, she says she is
often concemed 1 . John does not always use the best judgment in hiring
(eg. fitiing skills to the job); tab church withdrew support: Bill Warrick
felt Ukranian staff didn't shoot straight about their commitment (1 yr. vs.
5) to Ukranian church planters. 2. There is not always a well-planned
business-like approach to ministry - eg. not telling people "we need to raise
funds", but having specific targets (like "we plan to sell 5 policies this
week"), showing them what they can buy with their gifts.
Met from 1 1:00 2:30 (incl. lunch) w/ John. His office is on the 2nd
floor of a small 2 story professional office building (with a psychologist (?)
in it) in the middle of a block in "downtown" Sewickley (layout below)
May be more offices than shown (apparently there are other rooms). Class
A, though small office (not quite R. Zacharias' style, but almost).
We talked first about Amsterdam '86, Nick (Libya), my testimony,
his principles for pastoring a liberal church (see below)
1. Preach the word -- he used lectonary so they'd know it wasn't his ideas;
don't compromise.
2. Be involved w/ people he had an open invitation to a Sunday evening
fellowship at his house (recruited anyone who showed spiritual interest to
come) ~ testimony, 10-15 min. in word, fellowship ~ people transformed.
3. Hang in there when opposition comes ~ it always will.
Good stuff - but I spent too much time at this before sharing my
vision (mass evang. & church planting w/ major but not exclusive focus on
former USSR). He wondered what organizational base I had (my biggest?
~ where will I get the funds and staff?) and wamed me (I felt that was his
tone, but he is rather confrontational by nature) not to re-invent the wheel,
but to work with other groups Josh, CoMission, Deynekas, etc. ~ in so
far as possible. He didn't think starting an organization was wrong, but
work w/ others. He said "Do you want to do evang. & discipleship or start
an organization?" No one can do it by themselves. (I realize this is true ~
but I have a vision too.) 1 also see he had a tremendous advantage in
having built a strong network through pastoring St. Stephens for 18 years,
(he is 57 now). Yet at least have a support team [the church promised him
$30,000/yr for 3 yrs. after he left ~ on the one hand, that's less than I
raise! on the other, that's only the church's support, not individuals] - he
undoubtedlv had a far better base than I did. Building a base seems critical
for me.
When I asked him about being a founder-leader, I got better, more
objective, responses. He has founded many organizations, incl. a youth
ministry. Trinity Seminary, etc. He said a founder, esp. an evangelist,
must have a clear call to withstand the attacks on and questioning of his
call. He appeared to be fighting discouragement himself, perhaps
wondering what direction he should be taking too. (He's recently taken
over from Clare DeGraff who seems acc. to Bonnie) more interested than
John in the intemational side of the ministry and who (at least to this point)
provided a financial umbrella over the ministry. He also said it was hard
to be an evangelist, w/ people belittling you, the ministry, etc. ~ it is
cmcial to have a group of supportive friends around you (which he does in
Sewickley - as I saw for example at the cook-out "in Bob's honor" tonight
at the beautiful Smith's home [where I stayed]) his observations confirmed,
of fact, my general model of a founder - a visionary and an enabler (he
said you must work with others who can do things you can't (or
shouldn't)). He felt if I split my time 80% in the fornier USSR, 20% here,
the 20% would probably be communication and fund-raising. He's
probably right should I, and how can I, continue ministry here?
I left our time (he called time, but I needed to get the the bottom line
sooner) somewhat depressed; am I off base? - but God encouraged me that
He has already fulfilled me in Christ (&) His awesome gift ofM).
The weekend with the Smiths was great ~ developing relationships is
ministry, I saw. (See: My Personal Joumal for rest of this joumal (of this
trip).) God tested my vision, and reaffirmed it.
Lessons
1. I need/must have an organizational base.
2. Relationships: I must:
A. spend much time w/ people to build support & impact people;
B. give myself freely in love to and for them.
3. Work w/ other believers ~ unity ~ is essential (=the way God works!)
44. Preaching the word & Community evangelism (w/ small groups, Bible
study, one on one relationships) builds the church!
5. Money is power - funds are crucial. I have them ~ I need to:
a. use them;
b. raise more.
Excerpt from mv personal ioumal 7/8-10/94
Pittsburgh trip to see John Guest, 7/9-1 1 (F-Sun.) [see John Guest Ev.
Team joumal: highlights here] John and his assistant, Bonnie Sachia, were
very gracious with their time. He asked me what was my organizational
base -which I agree is the biggest weakness in my starting a new ministry.
I must build a base of support for it; O Lord, show me how and what to
do. He gave me one answer this weekend.
While staying in the beautiful home (rather, estate!) of Tom and Suzonne
Smith all weekend [to get a lower fare back ~ but they graciously rolled
out the red carpet for me], I realized I could study during the spare hours
this weekend, or I could spend time developing a relationship with Tom
and Suzonne. This is what Bmce Wilkinson does! ~ and I realized clearly
that my years of isolation have conditioned me to an extreme of being able
to be alone, even preferring to be alone, for frequent periods of time. On
the one hand, it is good: I can be alone for all day with God and not be
lonely. But I realize that on the other hand, a leader must be around
people ~ a lot ~ in order to have influence. (Schaller says a leader
functions in a complex social framework). Again God impressed on me a
lesson He has taught me repeatedly at Asbury: He would have me begin to
develop relationships with people, and as a result, a network for ministry
as well. So I put aside the books and spent a great aftemoon touring
Pittsburgh: it really is not a grimy industrial city, but a shining, modem
5one cut by mighty rivers. And I grew to Hke and respect the Smiths more
and more. Tom questioned me very pointedly about why I felt a new
ministry was necessary for the former USSR -- 1 calmly but firmly stood
my ground and gave my reasons, and he accepted them, saying he was
testing me! I saw I need to come up with a clear explanation ofwhy we
aren't joining another group like the CoMission before people will buy my
vision.
And Tom said he'd be glad to help me with a marketing plan, and they
would join my prayer team -- it was great fellowship!
And being away as a guest in someone else's home, I realized I have not
given myself to help Mom or Mallory and the boys, loving them as I
should, and I repented; I can't wait to get home!
John had told me a leader needed a clear call to withstand the inevitable
opposition, and that it was hard being an evangelist (I know), and that a
strong network of supportive friends was necessary. And look what a
circle of friends he has here (and preaching in the church 12 times a year),
and still has the problem of discouragement!
I was discouraged after talking with him. But God encouraged me that He
has already fulfilled me in Christ, and in His incredible gift ofM.
And money ~ and a businesslike approach to raising it ~ is crucial. Money
is power.
St. Stephen's is the best Episcopal church I have ever seen. Packed -- you
can hardly fmd a seat -- and filled with a spirit of worship and the Holy
Spirit. A great testimony to the power of preaching the word and
community evangelism through meetings in homes (like the rectory). John
built this church from 200 to 2000 in 18 years as the rector.
1John Guest Evangelistic Team
Dahlin. Tim
Interview
1. What is your relationship with John Guest like?
Good friend, serves as a great example: openness, candor, focused
leader w/ intensity
2. Tell me about your life -- what has God done to prepare you
to be a leader?
U ofMinn grad -- CCC 11176: CD -- CSU, Wyoming. Min of
Ev/Disc at First E. Free in Rockford 4.M. Started another church.
Retumed to same position at First E. Free in Rockford and attended
Trinity (to mid '90). Then worked for Johnson Press -- Denny Johnson
was chair of crtl committee -- now Chair of JGET board -- 16 on board,
prob. 4 more added next yr. he'd been instmmental in bringing in J. Guest
-- J.G. invited him to come; declined -- but kept up. SunLife Min -- in
Chicago; then SGA (Nov. '92) -- Dir of Donor Relations; Denny J - told
him J. Ded. '93 -- came to talk w/ John. Ad. Assis, have transition to
Sewickley early '93 -- Clare DeGraff resigned.
3. What is it like helping to begin and lead a large evangelistic
organization?
Budget: 1.8 mill, last yr. Just over $1 mill, last yr. Only been there
one month, need more staff, etc. (9 full time staff). Grand Rapids: 2:
Arlene Vanderloom (children's ministries), Renny Schoonbaker (2 Field
2Rep for JGET 9 Trains/appr./advance man for LifeFocus series). Five in
Sewickley: John - Pres., Tim Dahlin Exec. Dir. (John runs the ministry
and I run everything else that moves) [of] Development, Fund Raising, Lit'l
Min. (up until now). Bonnie Sachia ~ left Jan 10, Patty's taken Bonnie's
place as Ad. Assis. Tony (computer - receiving, donor contacts) and Karen
(office coordinator, receptionist) Ahart. Louisville: Tom Sweets, Nafl
Field Director. Charleston: Jimmy Gallant (black). Dir. of Urban
Ministries. 30 hrs/wk w/ JGET (but also works out of church). Inf1: No
Americans now Ukrainian Center for Christian Cooperation ~ Victor
Kulbich. J.G. is main speaker. 10 full time workers, 2 part time.
$185,000 for yr. (Rich Correll nat there now) Plus, other volunteers, etc.
supports UCCC in Ukraine!
4. What makes John Guest an effective leader � both
evangelistically and of your team?
Great communicator.
Spontaneous: can adapt to situations readily.
Good illustrator. Ill: saw couple married in Gorley Park -- told them
about the church as the bride of Christ (and shared gospel.)
Tall, articulate, Brit, accent
Not dictatorial
Not in the office much -- we free
5. What are the crucial elements in organizing a mass
evangelistic crusade?
Details, details, details
Careful planning and prep.
3Well-communicated expectations
A clear count-down
It doesn't just happen
Strategy
6. What are the key factors in attracting and working with
high-quality team members?
Previous exposure to what he is doing.
I'd seen the viability of what he did myself.
Qualifications:
1. A heart for God as well as skills.
2. A ministry, but also a business ~ was a pretty big mess when we came
~ Administrator not my strongest point, but needs doing.
7. What counsel would you have for me in expanding our
ministry?
In order to get your job done, you must stick w/ the priority of
evangelism and not get stuck in administration/behind-the-scene tasks. You
really have to delegate that to other people.
8. What questions should I have asked that I haven't had a
chance to ask?
Fund raising. Pauley's Island, SC ~ he came back w/ list of 70
people and Tim puts together.
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Guest. John
Interview
1. What is is like being the founder and leader of an
international evangelistic ministry?
Dovmside: People are skeptical of you constant belittling ~ you kind of
surrender the credibility; you need a team (of close friends) to encourage
you [because everybody else is chipping away at you; it's not your ministry
~ you're building someone else's; pastors who are intimidated if you
preach better, get results, they don't. An on-going, de-humanizing process.
I've founded a number of other things I've given away: "Coalition of
Christ; Outreach"; Trinity (Epis.) Seminary. Founding is the easy part -
it's the maintenance that's tough - esp. people problems on the team.
Caring for and managing the team is a full time job itself.
2. How did God prepare you to be a Christian leader?
Key events and decision points
Key lessons
Key character qualities
Strengths and weaknesses
3. How did you begin your evangelistic ministry and develop a
team for ministry?
Raising $ is a constant grind - Must have a ministry that people recognize -
must have this first. Fund Raising Get a pro to help you! (eg. call
Sewickley head hunter, get his phone #). Basic principle: start small &
build.
5Sewickley head hunter, get his phone #). Basic principle: start small &
build.
4. How do you lead your team? [What are the most important
principles in building and leading a team?]
Media - they're out to get an edge, not to give info. You must do it: PR
(Media). You must build a team, because you can't do it all [raise funds,
prepare campaign, run the organization].
5. What do you feel are the most important qualities of the
founder of a ministry?
#1 Strong sense of calling that you will get a certain task done and focus
these are the limits of what we can do.
2. Communication: Intemal; Extemal (with constituency) 3 levels:
$250/yr., $1000/yr, $20,000/yr.
3. Breadth ~ "Must be into broadcasting, not narrow-casting" CCC fmd
a transferable concept - keep transferring it; you can't replicate
individuality.
6. What counsel would you have for me concerning my next step
in ministry and building a team?
Fund raising: send them videos, carols, one-on-one, much personal
attention ~ you need fewer people giving more.
7. What question have I left out that I should 1 have asked?
Don't re-invent the wheel ~ work w/ existing people, carve out your
distinctive place - we need to be team builders. Work w/ Bapts church?
They're fighters; Pentecostals: Signs and wonders must follow.
What you want to do, CCC won't help you do; CCC Assoc. Staff would.
Personal Questions
1. CCC vs. own org. ~
62. Organ, base? (How to build)Ordination? How to raise funds/find great
staff?
3. USSR vs. here (The 20% in the US will be communication and fund
raising; here vs. there " "that's the frontier". Have your own ministry -
but work w/ others! -- don't do your own thing by yourself; work w/ Josh,
JGET, CoMission, etc. Travel w/ Rich Correll -- see what's going on. See
Victor Kulbich
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Interview
Bonnie Sachia
I. What is your relationship with John Guest like?
Her motivation: This world is not my home ~ only what is done for Christ
will last ~ a model (a former pastor's wife).
2. Tell me about your life � what has God done to prepare you
to be leader?
Accepted Christ as teen, but not Lordship; State Farm ~ achiever;Pres.
Church, dry ~ heard Campels go to St. Stephens, decided to attend for 5
wks; abortion sermon showed them God's Lordship in every area �
membership class ~ took pledge card to front (most signif. step in
Christian life) '90: JG leaving ~ she resented, but began to pray for
missions ~ Feed Back (~'91) worked, spiritually restless, pursued call
JGET ~ called Kathy, John call back - "God has a plan for your life . . .
JGET has a plan for your life" Interviewed her ~ had her come ~ she
agreed to help for a while. Why does this need to end? Do you need to be
paid for this?
3. What is it like helping to begin and lead a large evangelistic
organization?
4. What makes Dr. Guest an effective leader � both
evangelistically and of your team?
He's not easy to work for : his expectations are so high - often
impractical. Requirements: Flexible, able to take criticism (he can say
something in five minutes that takes 100 hrs. to accomplish).
85. What are the crucial elements in organizing a mass
evangelistic crusade?
He is a great visionary, not a great businessman. I'm absolutely loyal to
him.
6. What are the key factors in attracting and working with
high-quality team members?
Not always a good judge of choosing people; need eg. not an administrator
who expects lots of staff but one who can do everything.
7- What counsel would you have for me in expanding our
ministry?
8. What questions should I have asked that I haven't had a
chance to ask?
Worldteam
Joumal
Interview with Elmer Thompson and Ed Walker, Columbia, S.C.
January 23-26, 1994
I scheduled travel plans to drive to Columbia from Wilmore,
Kentucky, four seperate times and had to cancel plans, first because ofMr,
Thompson traveling, then a snow storm, the death ofmy wife's
grandmother, and another snow storm, the worst in 20 years! On the fifth
try I drove the 900 plus round trip to conduct the interviews. I concluded
I am meant to leam flexibility as well as persistence!
Ed Walker, a missionary in Haiti for 23 years and former U.S.
director ofWorldteam, invited me to his nice, but modest suburban home
to begin the interview. Like the other leaders I met with Worldteam, he
demonstrated a great deal of graciousness and flexibility in helping me and
freely giving me his time. We drove to the house of Elmer Thompson, the
92 year old founder ofWorldteam (along with Mr. Lavastida, the Cuban
co-founder who died recently at 103).
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson (his wife since 1928 and co-laborer and co-
founder with him of the ministry) live in a kind of apartment/addition to
their daughter's modest suburban house (their son-in-law is the principal of
Ben Lippen, and their daughter a kindergarden teacher there).
Mr. Thompson had taken the trouble to write out answers to the
interview questions I had sent in advance (though I had not asked him to),
and while I found these valuable, I felt I would do well to hear him tell the
story of his founding of Worldteam and ask him questions to elicit more
detail.
[See Worldteam: Thompson, Elmer for Interview with details]
That moming and aftemoon and the next moming he enthusiastically
told the story of his godly Dad's life, his leaving the ranch to go into the
ministry, his teaching at Prairie Bible Institute, his call into missions, his
"hilltop vision" of the need of mral Cuba for trained pastors to start
churches in vast areas where none existed, his founding of the Bible
Institute, his stmggle with finances when the bank in Cuba went under and
he lost all his money, and how he leamed dependence on God alone to
supply his needs, the expansion into Haiti and the rest of the West Indies
(Worldteam had been named the West Indies Mission until recently).
In my interviews with the current leaders ofWorldteam, I had heard
their tremendous respect for Mr. Thompson, who is really a living legend
in Worldteam. I found him a man of deep piety and humility, one who
obviously had spent his life listening to God and giving himself
wholeheartedly to follow God's direction for his life. Though what some
might consider old-fashioned in his speech (he called me and the other men
"brother" � though I felt more like "grandson"!), addressing God as
"Thou, O Lord...", I was impressed by his deep reverence for God.
His humility was seen in speaking about his "little mission" (now
with over 150 missionaries in many countries, and hundreds of thriving
national churches), and his reluctance in speaking about himself, as when
he explained he was able to get into churches partly because God had given
him "liberty" in preaching (I have heard from many that in fact he was a
phenomenal and much-in-demand Bible teacher).
The prayer meeting at his home was special too, as he asked me to
share my own testimony and then we prayed for an hour, going around in
a circle, for Worldteam missionaries, with Mr. T closing us.
While in his home he lovingly showed me old black and white
pictures of the students at Los Pinos (the Cuban Bible Institute which he
said was "his life") and of the leaders of the early fields (Cuba, Haiti, the
Dominican Republic, the Windward Islands) gathered for their annual
meeting. It was clear from his position at the center at the picture that he
was the leader, even above, in a sense, Mr. Lavastida, who sat at his right.
And it was also clear that the pictures, and what they represented, meant
far more to him than his modest home or any possessions would ever
mean. He also struck me as a man who was contented with a life's work
which had fulfilled God's work for him. He told me he had pretty much
finished his work, and didn't know how much longer he'd have left. It was
reminiscent of Jesus when he said, "I have finished the work You gave me
to do".
Mr. Walker also told me about his conversion as a senior in high
school and his many excellent insights into church planting and cross-
cultural work. I finished the interview with him over the phone when I
retumed, as I had spent so much of the time I had planned with Mr.
Thompson.
I also enjoyed great fellowship with my friends the Logans and spoke
at use and met friends planning an evangelistic outreach where I was to
speak at Appalacian State in 2 weeks.
Joumal of Observation
Worldteam
11/30/93
Visit to Atlanta Intemational headquarters. Analysis of this joumal
includes most cmcial (mentioned by all three sources) insights in
interviews conducted on-site as well as insights from my personal joumal -
- visits to Coral Gables, (12/93), Columbia, SC (1/94).
Arrived in mid-aftemoon, took rapid transit to station where I was
picked up by June Vetter and taken to her nice (but fairly modest) home in
Doraville near Dunwoody
June Vetter
Formerly a secretary for Dr. Harold Ockengay (she transcribed his
sermons at Park Street Church in Boston), June is writing a history of
Worldteam (See: Interview with June Vetter). She, like each of the key
leaders I interviewed, was very gracious, answering my questions openly
and adjusting her schedule to take me to the headquarters office (a 1/2 hr.
drive each way across town).
June, as an outsider, seemed capable of giving a fairly objective view
of Worldteam's and its founders' strengths and weaknesses. She summed
up co-founders E.V. Thompson's and B.G. Lavastida's great strength as
tenacity: Cuban Lavastida's tenacity in winning souls, Thompson's tenacity
in obeying God's voice.
I was stmck by the insight that Lavastida focused on evangelism, but
little discipleship, because he was dramatically converted, and Thompson
on Bible teaching because he had taught at Prairie Bible Institute ~ we tend
to minister on the basis of how God met our needs. While God uses that.
we need to recognize other's needs and minister to those, as Lavastida did
when he finally endorsed the Bible school concept of Thompson.
June also frankly shed light on the current weakness of the mission,
in her judgment, of emphasizing team dynamics to the (partial?) exclusion
of strong leadership. She believes a leader with a strong direction is
necessary for maximum results.
Arrived at headquarters, occupying 1/2 of a one story commercial
office building just off a main street in Roswell. It was carpeted, clean and
mice, while modest (class B) office space, esp ~ Steve's small office.
Counselor is doing 1 1/2 days/wk outside counseling to pay for GA license.
An office of a missionary outfit -- modest. Formerly they worked out of
their homes and Steve had to drive in low-traffic times to see his secretary
daily. It's much more efficient in one office. But still it's clear the ethos is
not fancy trappings.
Steve Miller ~ (see: Interview with Steve Miller)
He graciously drove me (1/2 hr!) to Paul Thompson's (nice but modest
suburban) house where I interviewed Paul in his small office before he
took me to the airport (see: Interview with Paul Thompson).
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Amold. Pat
Interview
Pat Amold (Harriet (wife) deceased)
Forty years ago, joined mission in Cuba; grew up w/ sons; Missions was 15
yrs. old; Have observed growth from family to intemat. agency; was
director in transition time.
Church history
40's ~ doctrine of church wasn't clear; parachurch org.'s forming; what is
a church? Missionaries knew evangelism, but didn't see the church as
God's instmment. Understood activity and evangelism ~ but not character
development. Ecclesiology has been taught ~ by R. McQuilkinand others.
60's ~ A growing awareness of the need for ecclesiology among the faith
missions. Get a hold of tmth of applied ecclesiology.
Allen Thompson � has clear idea ~ of ecclesiology of the church. D.W. �
has it too.
The history ofWorldteam is the history of leaming what the church is and
how to reproduce it. N. America's pattem is performance.
1. What is your relationship with Mr.Thompson like?
Was very young man when met both -- very close to both. Why Coral
Gables? Accident - Miami area.
2. Tell me about your life � what has God done to prepare you
to be leader?
Was student pastor; met Mr. Thompson on one of his trips to FL - he was
a challenging preacher -- when he preaches "you had goose bumps" -
Biblically, w/ vision, emotion (he relives the emotion of what happened in
21929); he challenged him to overseas service (to teaching young pastors in
Cuban Biblical Institute; 1 5 on staff when he came [Mr T. would be
invited to some insignificant place, take it, and oppor. would come out of
it; but miss, interest was growing, there were few people out there -
voices ofmissions -- a unique era; after WWII scads of people came out.
Mission leadership
Has changed now PR and management is what is needed. Doesn't consider
himself a "mission leader". They needed someone w/ a cool head and a
steady hand ~ and he was part of leadership team w/ Dad and Allen T. ~
not a "yes" man ~ but Mr. Thompson could sense consensus. "I had eamed
the right to challenge Dad to when he was mistaken."
3. What is it like helping to begin and lead a large evangelistic
organization?
Charter:
1. Documents
Doing the legal set-up right is cmcial; your lawyer can't do this for you;
you must create concepts, by-laws, and he puts it into legal terms (what is it
I want to do, how do we do it).
2. Charter members
Who will give their lives to it; could provide us w/ their charter. Leave
room for evolution (eg. in purpose statement).
3. Board of Members
have people who can say "you're wrong". A few ministers ok - but ones
w/ understanding of ecclesiology; Experienced at serving on boards; You
must help them think thm the organization - can't bring 'em in cold; they
must be cared for and fed. Don't put people on board who are major
3contributors ~ Incorporate in VB, certain number of board members
there. Whole board meets one time/yr. when we start.
Leam to distinguish between:
(1) Administrative responsibility ~ Day to day workings (Don't have a
board that does that -- "that's the responsibility of the president")
Corporate officers [corp. sec.(a legal function) different than
administrative officers, eg. she chairs finance committee]
(2) Board responsibility ~ makes policy, receives reports from
pres./treasurer, reviews work of president and fin. statement and gives
direction conceming it, elects pres. and holds him accountable.
(3) Duties of the president � He chooses the other officers and they are
accountable to him (he can get board's concurrence in some way). He
wouldn't necc. use same terms of [service for all?].
Get yourself a business manager and let him mn the day-to-day operation;
should have some people skills ~ management of people, not a platform
person; making deals? He can grown, can be young. Nick - Wteam; Prob.
biggest decision (you make). He cannot be in control - two people who
are opposites in personality. 25 or 26 now instead (of more?).
Steve C. ~ he the visionary, he committed the suicide I'm talking about.
Pat Bamum ~ only one I mentioned who fits this category; he must own
the vision.
If perception is that min is overseas, it will be ... ?
President/Founder:
1. State the vision - over and over ~ to his staff, sec, board gen public.
Your job as president - in addition to your job as evang./teacher
2. Give direction - put wheels on it
3. Be the encourager of everyone else.
44. Be the recruiter of others - (he recruited by doing, # 1-3 well)
5. Be the primary fund raiser [added by Terry H. - said this is one thing
Pat didn't do.
If you don't have to start another org., don't. Admin. - shave if possible.
Bus. over-head 20-22% - so if 10% raised - you must raise rest.
4. What makes Mr. Thompson an effective leader � both
evangelistically and of your team?
He can do the three things:
a. vision: "gave you goosebumps when he preached"
b. direction: always clear
c. encouragement: a little weaker here
5. What are the crucial elements in organizing a mass
evangelistic crusade?
Church planting mission: understand the church; be able to articulate it;
clear philosophy ofministry - which is simple; transferable (makes them
feel they can do it). Current generation - baby boomers/busters - they feel
incompetent
6. What are the key factors in attracting and working with
high-quality team members?
Be one yourself first. You must have something going. Pat MacMillan:
People empower me to the degree I serve them.
Ed Walker
Put questions in front of Ed, use tape recorder. Talk w/ him about
philosophy of church planting. Started Pres. church, went to Haiti, then
took over Radio Lumiere, grew from one station to nationwide; was US
Pres (85-92); has consulted since, (eg. establishing, modeling, and tuming
5over a church.) Worldteam doesn't begin a church until there is trained
leadership (starts w/ cell groups).
What if 3,000 people? -- how can you disciple them all? Answer:
"Foundations are forever" -- lay deep foundation w/ discipleship.
Church Planting Assessment -- We use a consultant -- Tom Graham (Can
Tom Stephen Talbot?). Can join w/ them in process of assessing ~ our
people � but must have one of our vitally interested people join in
assessing; interest is on qualifying, not eliminating; have found predictions
to be very accurate, generally - very helpful when we've listened to it.
(eg. flexibility - needed to deal w/ rigidity) (Guard comes down, they
reveal themselves)
1-2 yr; 4500 plus travel for consultant; 10-25 ov 90 mx.; room & board,
travel, do it diff places. First nite ~ sure everyone is being seen. Second
nite ~ discuss.
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Bob Evans
Telephone Interview
MDiv - (CBC?), 78, '80 as church planters in Sicily
He (Prairie Bible College) went to Cuba, form "school of Tyrannus" (Bible
school) in Cuba ~ Mr. L was an evangelist (rode on horseback, planted
churches) both one-on-one and mass. Start small and grew (big) (The law
of the harvest!). In the 30's (in Cuba) Haitians invited Worldteam to go
over to Haiti. In early 70/s (changed name), Spaniards in Cuba invited to
come to Cuba; Italy ~ to Sicily; Mid -80's ~ to London; 90's ~ (is,
CoMission, Jakarta, Indonesia.
Mr. Thompson:
1. Incredibly godly man of prayer ~ got up at 4 or 5 and poured heart out
in prayer.
2. Zeal for sharing gospel. Ill: Paul T. ~ Dad leading Cuban to Christ
while plane missing him.
3. Strong-minded ~ but eventually let men do bigger work (than he
planned) in Cuba (and Haiti)
'84 ~ were about 140 missionaries in Haiti - began disengagement ~
tumed everything over to nat'l church. Now 30-40 Amer. left, work
under Haitians. We want movements, not just churches ~ Movements only
happen thm nationals (eg. India, China)
Cuba ~ kicked out in 1981, church has greatly grown
Paul Thompson ~ was bom in Cuba, goes there when he wants ~ and
others; Castro, cash-starved, has opened country to people.
Missionaries: CBC, Dallas, Trinity, Moody, Phil. C. of Bible, Denver
7Not a lot of rules and regulations -- inter, on Bible content
1928 -- Mr. E.V. Thompson -- teac
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Terry Harder
Interview
[Some of answers contained in Pat Amold interview, conducted w/ him ~
Terry affirmed all of Pat's most-emphasized points.]
1. What is your relationship with Mr. Thompson (Mr.
Lavastida) like?
Very distant; Mr. L met once; somewhat knew Mr. T ('84, '85 in C.
Gables).
2. Tell me about your life -- what has God done to prepare you
to be leader?
Allen ~ articulated it (eccles.). Paul Thompson ~ did it (reproducing
church) ~ very action-oriented.
"Foundations are forever"
~ of organ
~ of church
US Offices
President (Bob Vetter)
VP for Resource Dev. VP for Personnel VP for Oper & Finance
Terry H. DavidMelick Asst. Nicholas Dannemiller
(Responsible for all contracts
Counseling Dept. Recruitment except directly related to others)
Church Publications Key Foundations
Relations Donor
four people (1 sec/recep)
9Church Relations: Bob Evans (VP)
Publications: JimUtley
Key Donor/Dev.: Pres., Councils, etc - contracts out or do themselves
Foundations: also includes Planned Giving, Support Development
Counseling Dept.: Paul Shattack
Recruitment: Henson Archiboild (Guardian)
Fund raising: Take principles of evang., apply to this
Seminars: Christian Ministries Institute
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Steve Miller
Interview
1. What is your relationship with Mr. Thompson like?
Team of Mr. T and Mr. LaVastida had a lot of conflict; but worked
things out.
1. Rel w/ Mrs. Thompson: (real respect, encour. by him) but not a really
close relationship; Pm really the person who broke the (Thomp.) dynasty;
when he came, Allen was asked to be creative thinker while Steve oversees.
Leave running things -- to be. Allen is involved in a church-planting
center w/ mission to N. America.
2. Tell me about your life � what has God done to prepare you
to be leader?
Grandfather an MD in India, Dad pastored Mena church (50%
budget in miss.). Mom an MD; Wheaton Academy, college; athlete-capt. of
basketball; seminary at Bethel (St. Paul, Minn.), Guadalupe w/ World
Team (was Educ. sec. for churches, had influence, retumed to re-open
Bible School), asked to min. in France (given opportunities he didn't
expect). Bobby Clinton was in Worldteam, impacted him (he pursued
mentorship), EUT in 85 ~ "someday you may lead the mission." In 85,
miss, asked to be on board, chosen by missionaries. He thinks it's better.
He was 1 of 5 overseas people (incl. Paul T.) Allen's inability to lead.
They asked him to be Exec. Intl. Director.
3. What is it like helping to begin and lead an international
mission?
Leading evang.:
1 1
A. One of toughest things is to lead very indep. people -- to have their
input but give strong direction.
B. To keep it focused on church plant.: hospit., radio (people more
inter, in giving money to them).
C. Giving encouragement in hard church plant, sites and helping them see
big perspective, not one little church; not just playing a #s game, but
knowing God is really doing something US culture plays the #s game; in
Spain need to be in coffee shop 4-5x/wk.
4. What made Mr. Thompson an effective leader �both in his
own ministry and as a leader of your team?
Focus - understand what he wanted to accomplish (never talk about $
much)
Giftedness - eg. Bible teacher/communicator
Motivation - of others to be involved (realizes he needed an evangelist,
though he had a passion for souls).
They didn't start out to build a mission - Mr. T went to be a missionary,
he knew his Bible well, committed to vision God gave him, no fear to do it.
If you don't picture what you want out there -- you need to picture the
church before it's even buih. Whatever your one string is, do it hard and
well.
He wanted to train leaders : his method, the Bible School -- what it means
now ~ w/o training, there will be no movement; believe in training in the
church (before/during seminary)
5. What are the crucial elements in organizing an effective
mission?
Church planting; evangelism, discipleship, lead, training. Must keep
bringing in new people, and keep training.
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6. What are the key factors in attracting and working with
high-quality team members?
Key qualities in attracting people:
1. People buy into our concept/church planting. Pat McMillan -- Team
Resources
Six chare, of eff. team:
Purpose, Division of labor, accepted leadership, approved plan, strong
relat., good commun.
One problem: We're not big, people don't really understand (us).
Might have eight asessors for ten people.
Qualities:
1. Can they disciple (relationally)
2. Can they do evangelism, relate to pagans
3. Can they train
4. Cross-cultural - assess this over four days (US � Tom Graham [was w/
Peace Corps Jdoes it). Short-term exp.
MTW: Mission to the World: 4 days of exercises to determine suitability
for church planting; usu. don't do w/o 10 candidates or do with MTW.
Division of Labor: US - recruits prayer, people and money.
Int'l ~ Steve is responsible for them when they go overseas (but finances
done by US office ~ makes sure they are doing their job, he coordinates
everything, but really directly overseas itn'l only).
Office ~ Sept. Hd, 5 people: Admin, Dir, Sc, Counselor, Training (works
w/ Coul on to CoMission) ~ Paul Thompson: he's taken Mile's
responsibility ~ run church plant institute.
Restructuring separated the E~ (int'l and US)
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1. Cuba
2. Homer City, PA
3. Miami ('65) (Allen came on out of Dom Republic after)
4. In '85 -- Allen moved to Atl. asked int'l to come to Atl., they did.
US v/ill prob. move to Atl.
Restructuring separated the Int'l and US.
Sore spot: Church planting seen as the elite; but hosp. staff --
3 Phases ofMission
1. Bible Institute worked well only in Cuba, Haiti, didn't work so well
elsewhere (D. Republic, etc)
2. Pastoral Phase
3. Church Plant. Phase - when teams. Discouragement in Haiti.
Succession:
1. Mr. T -- Admin.
2. Allen
3. 4 yr. history - Patrick Amold ('82-'85)
4. Allen
5. Steve
Mr. Thompson -- per.
When Allen and Marilyn marr., 8 mos. preg., she asked Mr. T. to wait "It
she cannot go when 8 mos. preg., perhaps she's not miss, material." He
was totally sold out. There's a quality there that's missing among people in
ministry.
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Worldteam
Mr. E. Thompson
Interview
History of Worldteam and Mr. Thompson's Ministry
1901
Grew up on ranch in Colorado (60 mi from Denver). Dad a godly man, a
man of prayer � very practical man -- Dad's constant companion from 5
or 6. Taught him successful ranching -- offered him a ranch at 21. To his
Dad � "I have to refuse ~ called to the min." His Dad: When he broke w/
sin, left 111. for Col. -- only Chr. for 15 mi. ~ he stood alone ~ "he was a
real Christian" - saw neighbors saved, little Baptist church, sent on ... ,
Missionary recom. "Midland Bible Institute" in KC. W.C. Stephens
(founder of Nyacke) taught him -- almost a personal course of study he
poured his last yrs into ~ 2 men: L.E. Maxwell & E. Thompson. L.E.
Maxwell (a teacher) founded Prairie Bible Institute.
5 yrs at Midland (& grad also from Alliance school), invited to teach by
C.E. Maxwell. Taught 2 yrs at Prairie BI. In last part of 2nd yr,. a young
man told a tremendous story of 2 yrs. traveling in missions -- Holy Spirit
spoke to him -- that call was as clear as call to min. Felt miss, call should
incl. teaching (though Bible Schools were unknown). "I didn't know I was
going to be the founder of anything." one of Kirks (woman M. to Latin
man who drank some,smoked -- not a strong Christian -- if saved at all)
told him about B.G. LaVastida and develop, of orphanage. There is a
desperate need of a Bible Inst, in Cuba. But he tumed it dovm (woman's
initiative; prying into another man's business) finally determined to at least
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go and try it. didn't have any funds raised, went to investigate. Mrs. T.:
"I'll never forget the day (Evelyn) an ordinary student -- struck off for the
mission field with nothing (but faith)." One man (one of the Kirks -- a
spiritually special family)
Naturally attracted to Lavastida (was a pastor, itin. evang., and had
orphanage); he said (to Hattie M.) I'm not going about this like you
thought. Lavastida: Dad a Capt. of army that freed Cuba, grad ofMood
and a seminary. His name known all over Cuba - like G. Washington.
Lavastida ~ conducted campaigns in churches (eg. Pres.) all over country.
Lady gave him NT and read it back. I plowed thru and got Spanish in five
months.
Hill Vision: Was working night and day on language, was falling in love.
Saw a hill off to the South (high conical hill) was wondering "Am I in a
mission field . . . where I can train souls, evangelize. . . ?" From top of
hill counted 500 farm houses -- and houses beyond (off to the horizon) �
and two towns and city in the distance. I came down believing I had been
led rightly -- that I should start a Bible Institute. Mr. L., I think you and I
should start a Bible I. One day Mr.L said "I think you're right -- I'll give
you this place for a school." CIM, SIM, WTeam -- concentrated on rural,
unreached lives. Only evangelistic churches in urban areas -- young men
growing up, not doing anything. (The need was the reverse of today -- for
rural work � now urban! -- he agreed!
Eventually -- Brother, you're an evangelist. "I've never met a man as
capable as LaV. and as easy to lead." LaVastida: Sent word to Board of
Dir. (at 100 + yrs. old): 3 words: "Evangelize, evangelize, evangelize!"
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(should incl. him toe as founder!) At a certain stage, he resigned pastorate,
joined w/ W. Indies Miss. Not the best administrator, but an
evangelist/pastor (w/ emph. on ev.)
1928: Four yr Bible Institute started. Mrs. Monghe told him she and host
were leaving. Mr. LaVas told him and Ev. (only 2 singles) must get
married ~ they did. Only courted in public -- otherwise a scandal. After
2 yrs. - leading students came to Mr. L -- "could we not evangelize, start
churches" they asked "Can you provide a salary?" -- No -- You'll live to
leam to tmst the Lord -- and they did it during vacation times.
Ev's sister (Mrs. Hansen) came down -- great teacher
Training: two ways to train:
In 22 yrs in Cuba ~ we never sent a missionary to evangelize -- we only
used nationals -- we left 100 churches.
Finances
I belive simplicity is very imp -- you're going to live above the national
anyway. If the Lord's in it - He will provide from the very people you'll
be training.
When they started school ~ they both give equal amts to start school --
went thm Christmas. Their philosophy -- like H. Taylor - made needs
known, never asked ~ left to them to decide. (Never insisted indiv. miss.
do this -- ind. miss, had to have enough support to come) Bank rep. came -
- the bank has gone broke. It seemed as if God was against us. "I had to get
on my face and ask him to explain it to me ~ you've been tmsting $, not
me. Wife helped me tmst.
111. Moody Monthly Article
(Bank went under) "He was coming apart"; He went to mailbox -- all in it
was Moodv Monthlv Article - almost threw away; then -- maybe God has
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something for me - "Your heavenly Father knov^eth that you have need of
these things -- knew God would provide no money for a while, then little
dabs -- but those things God provided eg. one student got money ($50)
from woman he'd reached and brought it in. (He tests us, but doesn't
forsake us.)
Faith Principle ~ A strong ethos in the mission -- total dependence on God
to provide. God's provision will be a factor in decision-making; Policy:
We never go into debt. "We do not treat policy lightly" (Ed. W.); His son
Lagoi ~ trains leaders in the educ. - but felt led to borrow $ for enlit. ~
Dad gave his blessing but separate from Worldteam (and he raised it and
more ~ for the Olympics).
Missionary candidates ~ wanted to come down; he couldn't accept them ~
only as candidates, not as missionaries, he would go on deputation (leaving
fam) for 3 mo. ~ to raise $, not candidates.
Haiti (1936-work started)
Haitians were being forcibly repatriated to Haiti ~ depression in Cuba
Dr. was burdened, sometimes fasted and prayed, prayed all night; dying ~
called Dr. Morisy (who had come to lead conference in spring) to him ~ "I
can die in peace if you will take up the burden for Haiti".
Problem Missionary: Very bright,not only did his work but put his nose in
others' work (incl. Mr. T - he thought he was being insubordinate): But
God revealed he wasn't being insub., but he had gifts (abilities that were
bigger than his job). ("If I gave him any more place I would give him my
own.") Always a problem in leadership ~ to find jobs that stretch the
person, not the other way around. So they sent him to D. Republic (Bee.
they spoke Spanish too) - in way, just to save $, but so moved by The
problem missionary spent 1 yr leam. lang., started bible institute.
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Christian were going everywhere preaching the Word -- but no churches,
no leader, no one to pastor or lead. Prob. missionary had "moral probl."
He offered him another field, then fired him (let him go). Reuben Mark
pstor in Port of Prince.
When Allen T. became pres., ET moved to Jamaica for six yrs.
Graduates of Cuban Bible Institute: Toiroc - started over 100 radio
stations; Pres. of LAM; XX Outstanding Ch. Leaders, Over and over have
been co-founders of other orgis.
Nationals
The fields that have grown the best and fastest have had an intemational
team:
1 . Nafl helps you understand them
2. Nullifies disadvantage of being a foreigner ~ "he gave me acceptance".
3. He showed me who was faithful and teachable.
Application: How do you work w/ nationals in Russia?
1. Infinite patience - must win a hearing! You've got to take the time to
build relationships w/ key leadership. Maintain your goal while being
patient. It mav be that it is better to start from scratch in some sit.s. The
missionary task is primarily a training task for nationals: Central Principle
of Worldteam ~ acc to Mr. T.
There is no success w/o successors.
Asked him about Russia ~ Advice: be led of the Lord ~ but you must.
must, must train nationals! Pharisees developed fortress mentality under
persecution by Antiohus Epiphanes ~ it happened naturally! (Ed. W.) ~ at
first - they were the spiritual ones!
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Dom. Republic (early 40's) Has never been an easy field; Little & Samuels
Butler gave lives to it; but field has remained pretty limited. Immorality
has taken hold of the Dominican mind.
Windward Islands (Eng. islands)
St. Lucia and St. Vincent ~ one is Wofford Thompson -- saved thru
Wteam, Miss, in Action.
Grenada
Trinidad ~ the outstanding work of the Eng. islands
Surinam
Brazil ~ 10 or 12 churches: not a big work
Their children: Edna Haws (64, 2 children on mission field); Leslie -
Lagoi (63); Allen; Paul; Grace Laymon (Teacher, kindergarten; Lester -
headmaster); Carolyn Airs (44, M.S. --"a very godly girl" [Phil],
Asheville,NC).
Then Allen T. took over. Allen: went out unfortunately; he was a little
remiss; also misunderstanding w/ what was expected of him.
Kept on during Castro -- but very limited (no open ministry outside
church) ~ still existing. Bible Institute is outside Plactes, Cuba Los Pinos
- The Pines. After he left -- it began to decline a bit, but Allen led. went
well - Castro forced out miss - shocked Cubans (and lost their
land).Students had a grade school educ. (some H.S. ~ because best students;
no college educated - a rarity)
How did God prepare you to be a Christian leader?
(See History above)
How did you begin your ministry as a missionary and develop a
team for ministry?
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(See History above -- and . . .)
"If you v^ere a gifted speaker -- could get any Sun." "I was fairly free as a
speaker" "A missionary in those days was quite a guy" -- At that time,
easily invited (esp. w/ McCrory influence in Penn. [where ministry located
in U.S.]) and spoke on mission, and built missions conf. (w/ candidates) on
the property ( 1 wkend) - and a month speaking in churches (fall);
candidates gave 3 hrs work each day. See over (Focus: "The Bible
Institute was my life". "I had far more opportunity than I would today."
"America's slipping, when it comes to sp. life"
How did you lead your team? [What are the most important
principles in building and leading a team?]
Heads of all fields met once/yr. (5-6 days ~ 1 day about each field) to
discuss the mission.
What do you feel are the most important qualities of the
founder of a ministry?
(See History above, also and his written notes)
#1 crisis: he didn't want to leave Cuba - loved it!
Getting a US Director ~ the vision must be in his heart, not his head; they
asked him to come to the US (See notes) (1950 after 22 yrs on field ~ is at
home ~ Homer City in Indiana, Pennsylvania (near it) ~ founder of
McCrory's ten cent stores; daughter gave a big home and land (1,000
acres) was married to Frank Butler ~ led D.R. work w/ Worldteam)
He had to shift his focus from doing missions to lifting Amer. eyes to fields
of harvest.
1. Develop sense of responsibility of Chr. to other lands.
2. Don't think that others should do it ~ but vou have a missions heart.
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What counsel would you have for me concerning my next step in
ministry and building a team?
Delegation!
You're going to have to have a man on the field who is highly competent.
You can't be a competent miss, director on field and be the [home]
evangelist.
What questions have I left out that I should have asked?
To be a field director and home evange. won't work, he feels you must
know language and culture -- must live among them as one of them and not
as an American. B: "A couple of years?" (to know lang., culture). Mr.
T.: "Ten would be more like it."
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Worldteam
Mr. E. Thompson
Handwritten Testimony
What is it like being the founder of an international mission?
It has become the assurance and the joy that I Hve a God planned and
a God enabled life. Especially in the light of the fact that I used no subtle
or ambitious means of attaining the position.
How did God prepare you to be a Christian leader?
A. By causing me to be the son of a Godly father and mother.
B. By means of a definite call to leave secular life in order to become a
servant of God in the gospel.
C. By obeying the God planned steps of development set before me and
which led to that result.
Key Events and decision points:
A. A definite inward conviction to leave ranch life and decline a definite
and generous offer of a small ranch as the gift ofmy parents. I obeyed
the Lord and tumed the ranch back to my parents.
B. Definite and providential guidance as to the Bible College I should
attend. This guidance brought about special training which gave me the
final feature of preparation for my career as a missionary.
C. A call on the part of Prairie Bible Institute to become a teacher which I
accepted though it meant the loss of a good salary as the pastor of a
church. Sacrafice -- and next p.
Key Lessons
A. God's guidance and the courage to start a Bible Institute and a preacher
training program though frowned upon by many as improper.
B. God blessed the Bible School and through the graduates of the Bible
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School established nearly 100 churches in 22 years.
C. God answers prayer and makes it the means times and time again of
keeping the thing going.
Key character qualities
God taught me the power of prayer, the reality of faith. God taught
me courage in the face of apparent calamity:
A. through the loss of all our money in a bank crash.
B. through the courage of our national pastors when all the missionaries
were expelled by Castro.
Strengths and Weaknesses
Evelyn (my wife) and I stuck it out in Cuba when the situation
seemed impossible. I have been given to worry when I should have been
exhibiting faith and courage.
How did you begin your ministry as a Missionary and develop a
team for Ministry?
A. By marrying a Godly and a God called young lady. She became my
private consultant and encourager.
B. By identifying myself with a Godly young Cuban evangelist as my
associate in ministry.
C. By winning the approval and the support of this pastor ~ evangelist in
the establishment of a small bible Institute (on the property - owned by
us).
D. By choosing North American Associates who approved the Bible
Institute idea and were capable and deposed toward helping me in the
Cuba Bible Institute as their basic ministry.
E. By becoming acquainted with, visiting and preaching in the Churches
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of the gospel agencies in the island and explaining our concept of
evangelising by means of a trained national ministry -- (We won the
support of the Baptists)
F- Through assignment to tasks on the Bible Institute Campus and to
practical tasks and even teaching responsibilities in the Bible Institute.
The leaders of the mission leamed a great deal about our missionary
candidates and they leamed a great deal about our ways and our
vision.
What do you feel are the most important qualities of the
founder of a ministry?
A. Faith in God and a life of prayer and Bible study.
B. Vision and a means for its practical application. A clear concept of
what you are doing.
C. Training ability. The Lord enabled me not only to develop teachers
from our missionary candidates for our Cuba Bible Institute but for
three other Bible Schools we opened in our mission fields, i.e. Skill in
your area of ministry.
How did you lead your team? What are the most important
principles in building and leading a team?
A. By having them spend time in Cuba where I resided and led the Cuba
team during early years of Mission's history.
B. By having the Leaders come together once a year for discussion and
planning.
C. One of the most important principles in leadership is practical example
of the leader. For that reason Worldteam has experienced missionaries as
field leaders on all its fields.
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D. Another principle in effective leadership is the ability to talk frankly
with a missionary about his or her shortcomings and act according to
threats if they are not obeyed. Illustration: One of our field leaders was
too exacting on the missionaries under him. He was transferred to the
Home Dept. because of this fauk. Another Field Leader was too particular
about unimportant details. He was given another assignment. Neither of
these men left the mission. I sought to lead without crushing or loosing.
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Worldteam
Paul Thompson
Interview
1. What is your relationship with Mr. Thompson like?
Paul ~ 4th of 6 - when I was growing up, Dad at apex of min ~ 40s
~ 60-80 students at Bible School; Mom cook; to tell the tmth, my older
sister raised me (I had a lot of anger). Both parents - highly industrious,
workaholics. Dad was very strict disciplinarian, perfectionist; all stmggled
w/ wanting to please this very powerful person. He's a holy man, a
phenomenal leader ~ his prayer life is at the center; it is absolutely rich; he
wrestles w/ God and works out his problems in prayer; more intercessory
rather than deeply worshipful. Very disciplined: up at 5:00 every mom,
at least an hr alone Mom would come in, join him; not a broad reader, but
saturated w/ the Bible; Hudson Taylor was his model: ID w/ nat'l;
sacrifice, living at level of nat'l; George Muller.
2. Tell me about your life � what has God done to prepare you
to be a leader?
There was a strong pull at home that there was only one career; none
of us felt there was a choice. Denver sem., 6 yrs in pastorate, cross-
cultural pull from growing up, went to Spain, opened work w/ church
planting, not Bible Institute - 20 yrs; 5 or 6 churches (largest 300 mem.);
felt kids needed him home.
3. What is it like planting a church?
It's wonderful, like giving birth to a child. "Everything you see this
Sun. is my fault."; not idea of institutional church, but a family. There's
no sacrifice, there is such great joy. Institutional Church: Programs, etc ~
what does he think? Let it be organized, let vision be more in area of
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equipping people, let them develop program, (eg. Frank Tillepaugh --
Unleashing the Church). The key is solid discipleship: investing in people.
4. What makes Mr. Thompson an effective leader � both in his
own ministry and as a leader of your team?
Not fearful ofmaking decisions. Dad had a vision -- he was very
good at articulating that vision and keeping it before the people.
Delegating ~ gave people clear guidance and let them run w/ it. 111. Man
in Haiti. Spiritual mentor to people -- a tremendous example. He was not
an evangelist, but drawn to evangelistic types. Evangelism - there was a
movement of God ~ people would come to Christ. Lavastida -- was a
well-known, respected pastor and an evangelist.
5. What are the crucial element in organizing an effective
mission?
See #2
6. What are the key factors in attracting and working with
high-quality team members?
The quality of the leader ~ attracts people. You can't recruit for an
org. ~ it's when people touch people. Leadership attracts leaders. His
Dad - went back to states himself, spoke in churches, schools; he became
known as a Bible teacher (in 30's and 40's).
Qualities he looked for:
Bible school graduate, comm., disciplined ~ God will do the rest.
Relationships, team leader, clear job description. We are committed to
letting team work.
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Worldteam
June Vetter
Interview
Tenacity: The one word that describes. Her interp: It's not so much that
they had a visions ~ but that nothing would stand in their way. For Mr.
LaVastida -- to win people, Mr. Thompson -- to teach the Bibles? No ~ to
obey God (when God spokes, eg. about the school).
Mr. Lavastida: [We got our direction from our experience (w/
conversion) but need to focus on others.] The first words he spoke were,
"Free Cuba", not Mama, Daddy; at 5 yrs old he groveled for food, etc. --
his father found him on the ground unconscious. 3 brothers died, his Dad
ready to bury him and his mother -- then -- we will have all died to free
Cuba. Driven ~ while he was in states. Dad assassinated he went back to
kill the assassinators, young girl (a friend), handed him N.T. w/ passage on
peace marked, 2AM that nite asked God to release him. Tremendous
release, converted, forgave murderer, driven to reach Cubans for Christ to
free Cuba. Involved in church, taught S. School (it grew to 50, visited
poor little girl, dreamed of place for children (dream for home)).
Tremendous release convicted, forgave murderer, driven to reach urbans
for Christ.
Pietism - a strength and weakness (rigidity -- "God told me . . ."
when he had a word from the Lord, nothing would sway him. One
weakness: there can be too much team and not enough leadership. Hard
decision can be watered down by consensus -- water/slow down the charge
ahead. Husb/wife team, etc -- danger of being too ingrown.
Founder -- Had great strengths and commanded a following. (We believe
we have that -- but still strug. w/ it -- she feels have needs to be the out
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front leader.) Roger Kirk bro. of Hattie Mongha (Canadian at Prairie
Bible Institute), went to Costa Rica, married one (a no-no), asked where
she could go - Lavastida' small home/orphanage - saw:
B.J. Lavastida ~ won lOO's to Christ (in groups, 1 on 1, passion to see
them loved), but she saw no one's life changed.
Evelyn (McElheren) Thompson ~ was (before marriage).
Elmer Thompson ~ never considered missions; had worked on farm, felt
burdened to preach the word, go be a pastor, teacher, heard miss, eyes
opened to missions, felt called; R. Kirk challenged him to Cuba he said no;
Evelyn and her sister (McElheren) were so excited over Cuba at a dinner at
his house (where he was invited) in Roger K., went w/ him to visit Cuba;
the minute he made this decision things fell into place.
When they got there - the main responsibility was to leam the
language; R. Kirk tried to teach them agriculture, they had difficulty
leaming it (didn't even know how to plow, etc) (a tent-making adjunct to
the school): worked 5 am to 10 pm. One day, Mr. Thompson and Mr.
Mougha took a day off to meditate. Went to (famous) Windy Hill ~ saw
500 white-washed homes w/ thatched roof in 3 mi. radius; God: "This is
your parish: see to it that they get the gospel." On the way down, thought
"How can I do this?" - it's so vast (mral Cuba). He remembered Acts 19,
Paul teaching in school of Tyrannus (only churches Catholic), but Mr.
Lavastida didn't see need for the school. R Kirk, Hattie, Mr. Thomp. did;
Mr. T. fmstrated, but he came on board w/in 6 months (Mr. L. -
Presbyterian, Mr. T Baptistic ~ but Mr. L. said "immersion is fine". Mr.
T felt clearly God is in this.
Ill: Paul Th. ~ got cans of sardines from store, school charged ~ Paul
confessed to story Dad, even made to confess to whole school (it bother
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him to this day). Everyone loves Mr. T., but if there is a question, it
would center around pietism; Prayed for fin., went to P.O., nothing but
Moodv Monthlv -- sensed a message from God - "God is our sufficiency"
in that mag.,; convinced God had promised, trust was that.
Alexander Mursdorf -- in the Cuban school. (Mr. T. saw him as a
meddler, suggest, changes; Mr. T. went off to pray; more responsibility;
only job left is mine; God: "Do you think Cuba is only one w/ need?"; sent
him out-founded school in Haiti.
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Worldteam
Ed Walker
Interview
1. What is your relationship with Mr. Thompson like?.
First encounter w/ E.T. he carried his bags up several floors in
snowstorm (servant). Rel. w/ Mr. Thomp: In early days of mission, very
formal (no 1st names), no one got that close; his personal dynamics and
spirituality were the mentoring -- he asked probing questions w/ a purpose
2. Tell me about your life � what has God done to prepare you
to be leader?
Witness of Burt Harding (was SEast head, IV; no Insurance (to send
kids to college), lead him to Christ as Senior in H.S. (1 1 on mission field
from his Sr. Yr.!!) "Are you a Christian?" "Grew up in church: I didn't
ask
that . . "; "Parents Christian" "Didn't ask ... I asked. Are you a
Christian?" Then - "has anybody ever shown you what the Bible says you
have to do . . ?" "Believe on the Lord" (quoting ], mem. us) "Do you
believe?" "Yes" - Interrupted by school bell - He was bothered, he spent
all night reading Bible -- John, Rev, -- by mom had put his tmst in Christ;
Next day, found Burt leading Bible study of 6-guys told him of his decision
-- Burt quoted Ja. 2 "the devils believe and tremble" -- Pointed: "Go tell
that guy what happened" (Guy smoking, could be kicked out of school
then) - he did - "I did that to teach you you'll always be a witness or in
need of a witness."
Pat Amold -- stayed over house when he was pastor of Grace Prs. Church
~ in Lex, VA -- he pastored. Sen Robertson 1 of parishioners.
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Joining WTeam:
Assign us wliere you feel best - low
Haiti -
started xx ev. home Bible classes ~ 2 new churches
7 yrs. theol. educ. ~ Bible School
15 yrs ~ Radio Lumiere
and many other roles (urbanization, curriculum (nafl committee on these
two), oral hygiene, president, cabinet on radio, community develop)
member ofHaitian club (allowed only black Haitians) 5 yrs Minister of
Missions and Campus Rep
7 yrs. pres. of Worldteam USA
Retirement -- used to be at 65 -- quite strict - not now
Begin and lead ev. org
3. What is it like helping to begin and lead an international
mission?
"Foundations are forever" -- (Rxx repeated motto eg. on wall of
headquarters) -- ifs very imp. to begin well, starting slow is OK -- but
start well w/ proper core values, eg. Must have transparency and humility
- which invites correction (expect in-progress correction) Not autocratic
Absolute commitment to Christ as Lord; Bible as word of God; love one
another w/in body of Christ (primacy of evag. [not gift, but work]),
sovereignty of God, mentoring/discipling faithful people.
Structure follows ministry: you have -- min & develop structure out of it -
- 2 dangers:
1. Structure w/o ministry
2. Ministry w/o ever building structure ~ it falls apart.
Training
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Show them how
Tell them how
Allow them to try it
Review the results
Tum 'em loose (many never do this)
� Training in early yrs ~ 2 yrs working directly under him in Cuba
before giving them to another field. Like Waterman -- tight-loose concept
4. What made Mr. Thompson an effective leader � both in his
own ministry and as a leader of your team?
1. The example of a consistent life; demonstration of dependence on the
Lord in prayer.
2. Man of conviction
3. Effective teacher and public speaker. He was a very deliberate person -
- if situation fit his philosophy, he'd move in, if not - he couldn't be
mshed into anything (Best book on church-planting ~ Tom Steffen,
Passing the Baton (BIOCA)) - R. Neighbors and Marvin Mayers,
Lingenfelder, Paul Hiebert, and Communicating Cross-Culturallv (Hessel-
grave)) ~ but moved when strategic opportunities came. Miss, makes it
clear he won't be there forever. Often this mentality can be "founding"
pastor - w/ mentality of tuming church over. But now: it's not a
missionary church from the beginning - then more churches birthed them
missionaries! He built everything around teaching faithful men who would
teach others. Centerpiece was Bible Institutes in his day.
1. Church planting was the goal - but method was Bible Institute
2. Now method is missionaries working w/ nationals to plant churches.
They want Apostolic vs. pastoral (moving vs. camping) - Apostle is always
moving; from day 1 looking for closure. A cluster of churches w/ elders
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who are Rom 1 5 � "full of goodness, complete in knowledge, competent to
instruct one another " -- he can move on. (must be very culturally
sensitive ~ but do real contextualization.) "Churches grow better in
clusters" ~ but Paul Yongg: Cho's church? -- Mr. Walker: is great ! ~
lOOO's of house churches! (because the leaders have ownership of their
own_ministry.
Apostle � even in evang stage ~ is looking for potential leaders! w/o these,
he CANNOT leave a thriving church. The apostle is looking for ripe fruit,
not the resistant (like the pastor).
"Train and go" philosophy vs. "come and keep" phil. Ralph Neighbor --
cell group approach (small group where people relate [usu. less than 12 -
15])- One teaches and releases, others holds and controls. Program-based
churches ceases to be a church when it scatters. This church is hierarchical
(vs. character in cell group). Large church to celebrate and small church
to fellowship. (Fellowship is essential to real growth!)
5. What are the crucial elements in organizing an effective
mission?
1. (Most imp.) An adequate, clear, precise purpose statement � which is
not just words ~ but an expression of the internalized, strongly-held
conviction of the leader ~ so that those who join him, join him on the basis
of that purpose.
2. Philosophy of ministry - and unity on it. CCC in begin, had a message
and method that could not be contextualized (4 laws). 111. God loves you
and has a wonderful plan. Meets felt need ~ but not in Haiti. People come
to Christ because of a.) dream; b.) Sickness, etc. bee. of curse. Deliverance
is everything (I Jn 4: "He that is in you . . "). Every conversion is a
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power conflict. A "4 Laws" ought to be developed to meet the feh needs of
each culture.
3. Clear and strong doctrine theological convictions and unity in it.
4. Prudent faith. Willingness to take risks w/o being presumptions. Ill:
Joshua ~ saw another. Realizes nothing is too hard for God
6. What are the key factors in attracting and working with
high-quality team members?
Leader have such strong self-image (security by faith in Christ) that
he's not threatened by those more gifted than him. Sponsor and mentor of
those who surpass him. Not threatened by the hard questions.
7. What counsel would you have for me in expanding our
ministry?
Have a clear concept of what a team is: Pat MacMuUen, Building
High-Performance Teams by Team Resources, Riva Owe, Suite 423 Atl,
GA 30328 (404)456-0985
Team is:
1. A common purpose and phil. ofministry (see previous pages on both)
2. An accepted leader � 1 person w/ whom buck stops
3. Understood/division of labor
4. A clearly defined plan of action
5. Good interpersonal relationships between team members
6. Good communication
 
 
